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 Nearly a century has passed since Henry A. Sanders first published his editio princeps of the 
Washington Manuscript of the Epistles of Paul (Codex I or 016). Within that time, it has received very 
little scholarly attention. This new edition provides a fresh, conservative transcription based on two new 
image sets, and identifies all differences between the new transcription and Sanders. It additionally 
provides comprehensive lists of variants between Codex I, the Nestle-Aland 28th, and the Robinson 
Pierpont editions of the Greek New Testament. The new edition also provides valuable data surrounding 
the manuscript’s provenance, character, scribal habits, textual affiliation, and substantive variants. 
Several corrections to Sanders are offered, and the new transcription shows the effects of nearly a 
century upon the manuscript. This work seeks both to update Sanders, and to provide valuable data 
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Initially esteemed as little more than a “blackened, decayed lump of parchment as hard and brittle on 
the exterior as glue,” the Washington manuscript of the Epistles of Paul has proved far more useful over 
the past century than originally expected.1 When Charles Lang Freer, a wealthy philanthropist and 
patron of the arts, purchased the manuscript from an Arab antiquities dealer in Egypt named Ali Arabi 
on December 19, 1906, neither party placed any real value on the damaged fragment. Its contents were 
unknown, and because of its “almost hopelessly decayed condition” it was simply thrown in with the 
purchase of 3 larger, more well preserved manuscripts “rather because of its association with them than 
from any supposed value of its own.”2 The significance of the damaged document has since become 
quite clear, although it and the other biblical manuscripts in the Freer collection are deserving of much 
more scholarly attention than has been allotted them over the past century.3  
 In addition to acquiring these invaluable manuscripts, Freer demonstrated his altruistic 
generosity and patronage by funding not only their transcription and publication, but also additional 
trips to Egypt that were organized in an effort to both obtain further information regarding the 
provenance of the documents as well as to secure, if possible, any additional manuscripts which may 
have also been associated with those previously purchased.4 Freer even made arrangements for his 
entire collection of art (including the manuscripts) to be donated to the Smithsonian in Washington DC 
after his death, and he provided the capital necessary to build a structure in which to house it—now 
known as the Freer Gallery of Art.5 As for the labor of transcription and publication, he made 
                                                          
1
 Henry A. Sanders, The New Testament Manuscripts in the Freer Collection Part II: The Washington Manuscript of 
the Epistles of Paul, (University of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series 9/2; New York: Macmillan, 1918), 251. This 
volume is the editio princeps. See Plate VI (page xi) for an image showing the appearance of the manuscript when 
found (reproduced in this edition as plate 1).  
2
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 251. 
3
 In his introduction to a recent collection of studies compiled in honor of the 100-year anniversary of Freer’s 
original 1906 purchase of four of these manuscripts, Larry W. Hurtado indicates that “although they initially 
generated enormous popular and scholarly excitement internationally at the time of their acquisition and 
publication in the early twentieth century, in the subsequent decades they have received only sporadic serious 
attention from biblical scholars, and the general public today scarcely knows of them.” He goes on to postulate a 
possible reason for this scholarly neglect in that they were likely eclipsed by the discoveries several decades later 
of a number of other important biblical manuscripts such as those found in the Chester Beatty and Bodmer 
collections as well as the Dead Sea Scrolls.  See Larry W. Hurtado, introduction to The Freer Biblical Manuscripts: 
Fresh Studies of an American Treasure Trove (ed. Larry W. Hurtado; Text-Critical Studies 6; Atlanta: Society of 
Biblical Literature, 2006), 1-15 (especially pages 1-2). 
4
 Freer also occasionally tasked others to purchase manuscripts and other items in his absence. In this way he was 
able to add to his collection both a 5
th 
Century Coptic codex of the Psalms in 1908, as well as a fragmentary 3
rd
 
Century Greek version of the Minor Prophets in 1916. For a much more comprehensive account of the details 
surrounding Freer’s history, various acquisitions, and other endeavors, see Kent D. Clarke, “Paleography and 
Philanthropy: Charles Lang Freer and His Acquisition of the ‘Freer Biblical Manuscripts,’” in The Freer Biblical 
Manuscripts: Fresh Studies of an American Treasure Trove (ed. Larry W. Hurtado; SBL Text Critical Studies 6; 
Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2006), 17-73. 
5
 The gallery opened in May of 1923, a few years after Freer’s passing in September of 1919. It consists of 
approximately nine thousand items and stands as a witness of the fulfilment of Freer’s desire that the general 





arrangements via his friend Francis W. Kelsey, a professor of Latin literature at the University of 
Michigan, for the work to be carried out at the hand of the capable young scholar, Henry A. Sanders 
(then an assistant professor of Latin at the same institution). Sanders quickly proved himself worthy of 
the task and over the next twenty years he worked diligently to make the manuscripts available for 
study via scholarly articles, facsimile editions, and major monograph studies.6  
 Of the six biblical manuscripts in the Freer collection, the Gospels codex has clearly received the 
majority of scholarly attention. Comparatively little, in fact, has been afforded the Pauline codex since 
the publication of its editio princeps by Sanders in 1918. This is probably, in large measure, because of 
the deteriorated condition of the manuscript as well as the lack of a facsimile edition.7  Fortunately, due 
to the combined efforts of the Society of Biblical Literature, the Freer Gallery of Art, and the Institute for 
the Study and Preservation of Ancient Religious Texts (ISPART) at Brigham Young University, a new set of 
high-definition color images was created for the Freer biblical manuscripts in 2002–2003. Due to some 
fairly severe fire damage and deterioration, an additional set of images of the Pauline codex was created 
using multi-spectral imaging (MSI) technology with the hope of recovering text too dark or decayed to 
be seen otherwise.8 Based on these two image sets, I have sought to provide an update of the Pauline 
codex in the form of a new edition of the manuscript, offering both a fresh transcription and 
commentary for this valuable, albeit somewhat neglected, text. This has been done in order to increase 
the transparency and accessibility of Codex I. The raw data presented here, both through the 
transcription itself and the various tables and charts, will greatly facilitate more specialized studies.  
THE MANUSCRIPT 
 The Washington manuscript of the Epistles of Paul is known as Greek manuscript IV in the Freer 
Collection. It is currently housed at the Smithsonian in the Freer Gallery of Art (catalogue number 
06.275). Also known as Codex Freerianus, it has been given the Gregory-Aland uncial designation of 016 
(or Codex I), the van Haelst number 507, and the von Soden number a1041. Additionally, it has been 
categorized as trismegistos number 3044 in the Leuven Database of Ancient Books (LDAB).  
                                                          
6
 See Hurtado, Introduction, 3-4. 
7
 In his preface to the editio princeps, Sanders wrote, “Owing to the extreme discoloration of most of the 
fragments a facsimile edition is impracticable” (Sanders, Epistles of Paul, vii).  
8
 For an excellent overview of the process of applying multi-spectral imaging technology to manuscripts, see 
Stephen Bay et al., “Multi-Spectral Imaging vs. Monospectral Infrared Imaging,” Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und 
Epigraphik 173 (2010): 211–217; and also Stephen Bay et al., "Exploring the Limitations and Advantages of Multi-
Spectral Imaging in Papyrology: Darkened, Carbonized, and Palimpsest Papyri,” Digital Imaging of Ancient Textual 
Heritage: Technological Challenges and Solutions. Proceedings of the Εἰκονονοποιὶα Conference 28–29 October 
2010, Helsinki Finland (ed. Vesa Vahtikari et al.; Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum 129; Ekena: Societas 
Scieniarum Fennica, 2011), 87-97. Using MSI technology allows imaging at a wider range of light bandwidths. At 
times, this results in images which show a higher contrast between the ink and the substrate, thus making the text 






 Depite the fragmentary nature of Codex I, it is possible to determine the original size and 
content of the manuscript with some certainty. This is partially due to the estimated number of lines per 
page (30)9 and also in part to the survival of 10 quire numbers, including the last one (KZ or 27).10 The 
extant quire numbers are located in the top right hand corner of the first page of each quire. Sanders 
gives an overview of the quires as follows:11   
Modern Number Ancient Number Leaves Preserved Leaves Lost Ms Page Number 
1 lost (16) 6 2 lost 
2 IZ (17) 8 0 13 
3 IH (18) 8 0 29 
4 IQ (19) 7 1 45 
5 lost (20) 5 3 lost 
6 KA (21) 8 0 69 
7 KB (22) 8 0 85 
8 KG (23) 8 0 101 
9 KD (24) 8 0 117 
10 KE (25) 8 0 133 
11 Kõ (26) 8 0 149 
12 KZ (27) 4 0 165 
 
 As it now stands, the codex contains fragments of all of the letters of Paul except Romans 
(Hebrews follows 2 Thessalonians). Based on the amount of extant text, Sanders estimates that the 
manuscript originally contained between 208 and 212 leaves, which would have allowed sufficient space 
for the inclusion of Acts, Romans, the missing two thirds of 1 Corinthians, as well as the Catholic 
Epistles.12 He concludes that “joined with the [manuscript] of the four gospels, found with it, it made a 
complete New Testament, which did not however contain Revelation.”13 
 What remains of Codex I contains all or part of the following New Testament verses: 
Book Verses 
1 Corinthians 
10:29; 11:9–10, 18–19, 26–27; 12:3–4, 1614, 27–2815; 14:12–1316, 22, 32–33; 15:3, 
15, 27–28, 38–39, 49–50; 16:1–2, 12–13  
                                                          
9
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 255. 
10
 For examples of the quire numbers, see plates 3b and 5. 
11
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 253. Corresponding Roman numbers are provided in parentheses next to their Greek 
counterparts in the “Ancient Number” column for convenience and are not original to Sanders’ version of this 
table. Also not original to Sanders’ version of the table is the fifth column which indicates the manuscript page 
number on which the quire number can be found in the transcription below (which follows the pagination of 
Sanders’ edition). 
12
 See Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 252. 
13
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 252. 
14
 This verse number differs from Sanders, who lists the contents of this fragment as verse 14, not 16. See 







1:1, 9, 16–17; 2:3–4, 14; 3:6–7, 16–1817; 4:6–7, 16–17; 5:8–10, 17–1918; 6:6–8, 16–
1719; 7:7–8, 13–14; 8:6–7, 14–17; 8:24–9:1; 9:7–8; 9:15–10:220; 10:8–10; 10:17–
11:2; 11:9–10, 20–21, 28–29; 12:6–7, 14–15; 13:1–2, 10–11  
Galatians 1:1–3, 11–13; 1:22–2:1; 2:8–9, 16–17; 3:6–8, 16–17, 24–28; 4:8–10, 20–23 
Ephesians 
2:15–18, 3:6–8, 17–2021; 4:9–11, 17–19, 28–30; 5:6–11, 20–24; 5:32–6:1; 6:10–12, 
19–21 
Philipians 1:1–4, 11–13, 20–23, 2:1–3, 12–1522, 25–27; 3:4–6, 13–1723; 4:3–6, 13–15   
Colossians 1:1–4, 10–12, 20–22, 27–29; 2:7–9, 16–19; 3:5–8, 15–17; 3:25–4:2; 4:11–13 
1 Thessalonians 1:1–2, 9–10; 2:7–9, 14–16; 3:2–5, 11–13; 4:7–10; 4:16–5:1; 5:9–12, 23–27 
2 Thessalonians 1:1–3, 10–11; 2:5–8, 14–17; 3:8–10 
Hebrews 
1:1–3, 9–12; 2:4–7, 12–14; 3:4–6, 14–16; 4:3–624, 12–1425; 5:5–7; 6:1–3, 10–13; 
6:20–7:2; 7:7–11, 18–20; 7:27–8:1; 8:7–9; 9:1–4, 9–11, 16–19, 25–27; 10:5–8, 16–
18, 26–29, 35–38; 11:6–7, 12–15, 22–24, 31–33; 11:38–12:1; 12:7–9, 16–18, 25–
27; 13:7–9, 16–18, 23–25  
1 Timothy 
1:1–3, 10–13; 1:19–2:1; 2:9–13; 3:7–9; 4:1–3, 10–13; 5:5–9, 16–19; 6:1–2, 9–11, 
17–19  
2 Timothy 1:1–3, 10–12; 2:2–5, 14–16, 22–24; 3:6–8; 3:16–4:1; 4:8–10, 18–20 
Titus 1:1–3, 10–11; 2:4–6, 14–15; 3:8–9 
Philemon 1–3, 14–16   
 
Date 
 The handwriting of Codex I suggests a date of either the fifth or sixth century. In an initial report 
appearing in a 1908 article, Sanders attributes it to the fifth century.26 Later in his introductory material 
to the 1910 Washington volume on Deuteronomy and Joshua (in which he points out many similarities 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
15
 Sanders includes text from verse 28 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verse 27). 
16
 Sanders includes text from verse 13 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verse 12). 
17
 Sanders includes text from verse 18 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verses 16-17). 
18
 Sanders only includes text from verses 17-18. I argue below that the sigma of kosmon in verse 19 is also visible, 
hence its addition to the contents list here.  
19
 Sanders adds the numbering for verse 18, though the text he includes only extends through the end of verse 17. 
However, he may have added it in reference to the elipses at the end of the line in his edition which, had the text 
been extant at that point on the fragment, would have comprised the beginning of verse 18. 
20
 Sanders only includes text from verses 9:15-10:1. I argue below that the alpha and rho of qarrhsai in verse 2 is 
also visible, hence its addition to the contents list here. 
21
 Sanders includes some bracketed text from verse 17, though he mistakenly numbers it verse 18. The extant text 
from the fragment actually begins in verse 18, but the verse numbering in Sanders is slightly off.  
22
 Sanders includes text from verse 15 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verses 12-14). 
23
 Sanders includes text from verse 13 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verses 14-17). 
24
 Sanders includes text from verse 3 but fails to number it accordingly (he lists only verses 4-6). 
25
 Thought the text itself is correct, Sanders omits the 1 from 12, thus mislabeling the verses, “2, 13, 14” instead of 
the correct, “12, 13, 14.” 
26





between that volume and Codex I) he narrows it down slightly to the latter part of the fifth century. 27 By 
the time he finished transcribing the manuscript, however, he changed his view again, slightly affirming 
instead, the sixth century.28 Unfortunately no significant discussion is offered regarding the reason for 
his slight shift in view. Characteristics of the handwriting which suggest a fifth or sixth century date 
include the use of an overtly enlarged phi and (occasionally) psi;29 the lengthened tails of both rho and 
upsilon;30 and also the inclusion of ornamental dots or serifs to the ends of letters such as gamma, delta, 
epsilon, zeta, kappa, xi, sigma, tau, upsilon, chi, and psi.31 The text quite closely resembles that of the 
fragment Cod.Vindob.Med.Gr.1 (Dioscurides, De materia medica) which “represents the 
constantinopolite type of the formal ‘biblical majuscule,’” according to Guglielmo Cavallo and H. 
Maehler.32 In their work, Greek Bookhands of the Early Byzantine Period: A.D. 300-800, they point out 
that the Dioscurides fragment can be dated with some certainty to A.D. 513 or soon after.33  
 Also of note is the fact the scribe used ekthesis, wherein he set enlarged letters (or incipits) out 
into the left margin to indicate chapter divisions or sense breaks. Metzger points out that forms of this 
trend can be seen as early as the first half of the third century. The way that this was carried out, 
however, morphed slightly over time. “By the fifth century the scribe of Codex Alexandrinus used an 
enlarged letter conspicuously placed in the left-hand margin,” Metzger writes. He goes on to say that, 
“in later centuries scribes, disliking partially filled lines at the right-hand margin, would fill out the line 
with the opening words of the new paragraph, enlarging whatever letter happened to stand first in the 
                                                          
27
 Henry A. Sanders, The New Testament Manuscripts in the Freer Collection Part II: The Washington Manuscript of 
Deuteronomy and Joshua, (University of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series; 8/1. New York: Macmillan, 1910), 12-
13. 
28
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 255. 
29
 The size of the phi is often excessively exagerated, whereas the psi only appears so on occasion. Granted, there 
are many more instances of phi than psi, but sufficient examples remain to see that the phi is enlarged much more 
than the psi throughout the manuscript. For examples of the phi, see plates 3, 5, and 7. For examples of the psi, 
see plates 2b and 4. 
30
 The letters xi and zeta also have sublinear tails, though these are not as pronounced as those of rho and upsilon. 
The downstrokes of both phi and psi are also sublinear, in addition to supralinearly extending up to the bottom of 
the preceding line.     
31
 Bruce M. Metzger desribes the stylistic tendencies thus: “From about the fifth century A.D. the vertical strokes of 
writing became thicker and in r, u, f, and y longer, while the horizontal or sloping strokes of g, d, e, z, k, p, s, and t 
often acquired heavy dots or serifs at their ends.” Bruce M. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible: An 
Introduction to Greek Palaeography (cor. ed.; New York: Oxford University Press, 1991 [1981]), 24.  
32
Guglielmo Cavallo and H. Maehler, Greek Bookhands of the Early Byzantine Period, A.D. 300-800 (Bulletin of the 
Institute of Classical Studies Supplement 47; London: University of London, 1987), 58. 
33
 Cavallo and Maehler, Greek Bookhands, 58. Describing the Dioscurides fragment, they further explain, “It 
therefore exemplifies the stage which the ‘biblical majuscule’ had reached in its development at the beginning of 
the [sixth] century: very elaborate letter forms; the ends of horizontal lines and ascending diagonals as well as the 
ends of the curves of [epsilon] and [sigma] equipped with small ornamental squares or triangles; diagonals 
descending from the left are very thick, except in [nu] where the middle stroke is always thread-like; diagonals 
descending from right to left, however, are very slender, except in [zeta], where the middle stroke is well marked; 
the arms of [kappa] are detached from the vertical; the horizontal strokes of [delta] and [pi] are drawn out and 
have small knobs at the ends (in ‘biblical majuscule’, they occur already from the end of the [fifth] century but 
become more frequent later); the middle strokes of [mu] sometimes extend slightly below the baseline” (Cavallo 
and Maehler, Greek Bookhands, 58). For the most part, all of these peculiarities occur throughout Codex I, with the 





following line.”34 This is the method employed most consistently throughout Codex I, though the text of 
the preceding line was not carried out to the line’s end in every instance.  
 Another relative indicator of the manuscript’s date is the form of the titles of the various 
epistles. Metzger writes, “In the oldest manuscripts of the Greek Bible the titles of the several books 
tend to be short and simple…. In later copies these titles became longer and more complex.”35 
Throughout Codex I, the earlier, more simple forms of the letter titles are used (proj korinqiouj a, proj 
galataj, etc.) instead of the later versions which were generally expanded to include the name of Paul.  
Provenance 
Immediate Origin 
 Despite many efforts to discover the provenance of the Freer biblical manuscripts, the details 
remain somewhat uncertain. When Freer originally purchased the four biblical manuscripts in Egypt, the 
dealer (Ali Arabi) told him that they had been found in Akmim (ancient Panopolis) about a month 
previous. This information was supported by the fact that other manuscripts had recently been 
discovered which had come from the White Monastery near Sohag (across the river from Akmim), thus 
affirming the area as a relevant source for such texts.36 At first this account received little resistance as 
there was not really any reliable evidence to the contrary.  However, in 1908 Freer made another 
journey to Egypt, intent on discovering more information regarding both the ancient and immediate 
provenance of the manuscripts he had purchased in 1906. One of the primary reasons for this was the 
hope that there were more manuscripts to be found and potentially acquired from the same region.  
 With this goal in mind, Freer met again with Arabi and queried him for more details surrounding 
the discovery of the manuscripts. The dealer then produced an additional “Greek” text (which was later 
determined instead to be a Coptic Psalter) as well as some other small fragments and artifacts which 
were purported to have come from the same location as the biblical manuscripts. Freer purchased them 
all. Arabi went on to tell him that the digger, who had found the original biblical manuscripts, still had a 
few smaller fragments in his possession, as well as the table upon which they had been found. Freer 
agreed to purchase them all, and arrangements were made through another dealer named Haggi to 
retrieve the items from the digger.37  In the course of this transaction, Freer was made aware, both 
through Arabi and Haggi, that the items had been discovered not in Akmim, but rather in “Medinet 
Dimay (Soonopaei Nesus) on the edge of the Libyan desert, in the mountains rising from Lake Karoun in 
the Fayoum district.”38 Not wanting to spoil any good relations with Arabi, Freer deemed it best to 
                                                          
34
 Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, 32. See further discussion on the usage of these incipits below. 
35
 Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, 40. For examples of titles, see plates 3a, 6, and especially 8. 
36
 See Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 46-49. 
37
 Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 52-53. 
38
 Letter from Freer to Kelsey dated May 23, 1908 as found in the Charles Lang Freer Papers, Freer Gallery of Art 
and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery Archives (Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. Gift of the Estate of Charles Lang 
Freer), hereafter cited as CLFP; quoted in Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 53. “Medinet Dimay” is also 





simply ignore the inconsistencies between his conflicting accounts. In his own words, he wrote to Kelsey 
saying, “In working to get information, I deemed it unwise to refer to Arabi’s statement of last year that 
the MSS were discovered at Akhmim. My dragoman warned me against facing an Arab with an untruth, 
fearing the majority of that class would enjoy telling another even worse. He should know, being himself 
Arab.”39 
 Clarke points out that despite the contradictions in the accounts, there is arguably good reason 
to accept Dimai as the manuscripts’ place of discovery. He states, “Many of the details pertaining to 
both the general region and specific location where the Washington Manuscripts were supposedly 
discovered reveal close similarities to independent descriptions of Dimai and its environs.” He then 
summarizes many of those details and observes that neither the “digger,” Arabi, nor Haggi were likely to 
have manufactured the particulars of their account with such detail and accuracy.40   
 It was agreed upon between Freer, Kelsey, and Sanders that this new information ought to be 
kept a closely guarded secret until such a time as they were convinced that there were no more 
manuscripts to be found at Dimai. Many efforts were made both to find additional manuscripts at Dimai, 
and to confirm Dimai as the place of origin for the manuscripts already in their possession. In the end, 
however, neither Freer, Kelsey, nor Sanders appeared to be completely convinced of the manuscripts’ 
provenance without at least a small amount of hesitancy. Clarke observes that “Despite the certainty 
expressed by individuals such as Freer, Kelsey, and Sanders regarding the veracity of Dimai as the long-
time resting place of the Washington Manuscripts, it is interesting to note that at every opportunity 
verification of this ‘fact’ was sought.”41 He describes several examples of this, including the fact that the 
testimonies of Sanders and Kelsey did not always align, despite brief visits to Dimai, which they had each 
conducted independently of one another.42  
Ancient Origin 
 In 1909, the year following Freer’s second visit to Egypt (during which he had learned about 
Dimai from Arabi), Sanders lamented “To trace out and interpret the stories of Arab dealers is such a 
hopeless task that in despair I turned to the MSS. themselves.”43 In the manuscripts, he found a prayer 
for a certain individual named Timothy in the subscription which ended the Gospel of Mark. He 
speculated that this was a reference not to a private owner, but rather to St. Timothy, and that the 
manuscripts “once formed parts of a Bible in use in Upper Egypt.”44 Based on the thirteenth-century 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
about 90 kilometers southwest of Cairo on the Northern shore of Birket Qarun in the Fayoum. See Clarke, 
Paleography and Philanthropy, 53, 58.  
39
 Freer to Kelsey, May 23, 1908 as found in the CLFP; cited in Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 54. The 
“dragoman,” Ibrahim Aly, served as Freer’s guide and translator, whom he employed on each of his excursions to 
Egypt. See Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 25, 27. 
40
 Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 57-58. 
41
 Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 60. 
42
 See Clarke, Paleography and Philanthropy, 60-65. 
43
 Henry A. Sanders, “Age and Ancient Home of Biblical Manuscripts in the Freer Collection,” AJA  13/2 (1909), 137. 
44
 Sanders, “New Manuscripts of the Bible from Egypt,” 55. In support of his theory that the manuscripts 





writings of Abu Salih which Sanders asserted “doubtless once contained all the monasteries and 
churches known to him,”45 he ventured that the only plausible option based on this evidence was the 
Church of Timothy in the Monastery of the Vinedresser near the pyramids.46 He hypothesized that 
“Either during or soon after the Moslem conquests in 636 a.d., this Bible ceased to be needed because 
of the withdrawal of the Greek Christians, and so was either buried or lost. The manuscripts are in 
consequence free from interpolations and corrections of later times.”47 Given the fact that there was 
still sand in the pages of the manuscripts when he began his work of transcription, Sanders postulated 
that they had most likely remained “buried or lost” until their discovery in 1906.48 
Physical Character 
 Before Sanders picked up his dinner knife to begin separating the pages of this “blackened, 
decayed lump of parchment,” it measured a maximum of 6.5 inches long by 4.5 inches wide by 1.5 
inches thick.49 The pages, in their damaged state, were wider at one end than the other and were 
progressively larger and better preserved from the beginning to the end. Only about a third or less of 
each original page has survived. Sanders managed to separate a total of 84 leaves. There was little hope 
of finding any extant text on the remainder of the leaves (toward the front of the manuscript) since the 
damage was too severe and the small area of those leaves which might have contained writing fell 
within the area of the margin. As a result, Sanders deemed it best to leave that portion of the 
manuscript (about a half an inch thick) intact so as to represent the original condition in which the 
manuscript was found.50 Two of the 168 fragmentary pages were illegible (numbered as pages 8-9 in this 
edition, following Sanders’ pagination), and the last page is entirely blank.51  
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 The scribe wrote in a single column about 4.75 inches wide and by Sanders’ estimation each 
page originally contained 30 lines.52 Unfortunately, only up to eight or nine lines survive on any of the 
fragments. Sanders calculated that each line contained an average of 25 letters, but Thomas Wayment 
provides a more recent and detailed calculation of 23 letters per line.53 Due to decay (which is generally 
worse on the shorter side of each fragment), many of the lines do not extend all the way from one 
margin to the other. It is fairly simple in most cases, however, to ascertain the probable number of 
missing characters and thus obtain an accurate estimation.  
 The letters (written in dark brown ink) are very neat and consistent throughout the manuscript, 
suggesting a well-practiced scribe.54 Further evidence of this is manifest in the scribe’s ruling system 
wherein he lightly marked vertical lines about 1.5 inches in from the edge of each page. Three horizontal 
lines at the top of each page were then marked between the vertical ones and additional rulings were 
only made for every other line following that.55  Sanders calculates, based on his measurements of the 
line rulings, that the original columns of writing were about 7 inches in length on pages that would have 
been approximately 10 inches tall by about 7.75 inches wide (approximately 20x25cm).56 
THE TEXT 
 The text of Codex I is written by a single scribe and there is very little in the manuscript that 
appears to be the work of a corrector.57 Though the manuscript was written by a single scribe, Wayment 
gives evidence that it was copied through the process of dictation. By examining the text under the 
assumption of a dictation theory, he was able to convincingly account for many of the manuscript’s 
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variants. A large number were shown to be the result of the “consistent and repeated confusion of 
homophones.”58 Wayment further explains, “Some of these singular readings could be attributed to 
regional orthographic peculiarities of the exemplar, which had itself probably originated in Egypt. 
However, such a solution cannot account for the itacisms resulting from probable auditory confusion 
where the consonants are visually dissimilar. For example, the scribe heard c for k, c for x, and x for z.”59 
He goes on to argue that there was likely a change in lector shortly following Galatians based on a 
dramatic increase the number of singular textual variants found from that point on.60 No evidence to the 
contrary was found throughout my examination of the text. It was clear that the scribe had an excellent 
understanding of Greek resulting in a very accurate manuscript with surprisingly few nonsense readings, 
an observation also affirmed by Wayment.61  
 The scribe wrote in a medium-sized square uncial hand and was an “exceptional penman,” 
creating a very consistent text which is easily read where the leaves are not overly damaged.62 
Unfortunately, however, a large portion of the manuscript is badly damaged making the reading process 
much more difficult than one might hope. In such instances, the consistency of the scribe is quite helpful 
in determining how the text likely reads based on the shape and spacing of letters. However, it ought to 
be noted that the scribe occasionally wrote smaller and more tightly spaced letters at the ends of lines 
in order to make the text fit into the column without extending too far into the margin. This was likely 
done, at least in part, in an attempt to adhere to the standard which Sanders observed wherein “words 
are divided at the ends of the lines according to rule and with considerable care. All the consonants that 
can be pronounced together go with the following vowel.”63 Knowing that the scribe is occasionally 
inconsistent in this manner at a line’s end, it is difficult to always ascertain with certainty the exact 
number of missing characters on those leaves which are damaged along the right-hand margin.  
Terminal Nu 
 To further complicate the problem of determining the readings (or, at least, the number of 
missing characters) in the damaged right-margin areas of the manuscript, the scribe also seems to have 
been somewhat inconsistent when dealing with the terminal nu. Sanders observed that the scribe only 
employed the terminal form (a horizontal stroke at the line’s end over the preceding vowel) in order to 
save space.64 On several occasions the terminal form was even employed mid-word. Although this form 
was used quite heavily, there are many examples of nu at a line’s end where it is fully written out. In 
fact, throughout the surviving text the use of the terminal form only constitutes about half of the 
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instances in which a line ends with a nu. The following table provides a comprehensive look at the usage 
of the terminal form:65   
Page # Verse Word with Nu at a Line’s End Terminal Nu Used? / Notes 
3 1 Cor 11:18 u?parcei› Yes 
7 1 Cor 12:28 prwtoÐnñ No 
13 1 Cor 15:3 apeqanen No 
15 1 Cor 15:28 panÎta No, occurs mid-word 
17 1 Cor 15:49 foñresomñe› Yes 
23 2 Cor 2:3 esti› Yes 
23 2 Cor 2:4 su›Îochj Yes, occurs mid-word 
25 2 Cor 3:7 eÐnñ No 
27 2 Cor 4:7 hÐmñwn\ No 
31 2 Cor 6:6 en No 
31 2 Cor 6:7 aristerÐwñnñ No 
33 2 Cor 7:7 añnñañgñgñeñlñlñwñ› Yes 
33 2 Cor 7:7 tñoñ›ñ Yes 
33 2 Cor 7:7 umw›ñ Yes 
33 2 Cor 7:7 mñañllo› Yes 
35 2 Cor 8:6 th› Yes 
35 2 Cor 8:7 pa›Îti Yes, occurs mid-word 
37 2 Cor 8:24 e›Îdeiknumenoi Yes, occurs mid-word 
37 2 Cor 9:1 graÐfñei› Yes 
41 2 Cor 10:18 eauto› Yes 
41 2 Cor 10:18 estin No 
41 2 Cor 10:18 suni?sthsi› Yes 
41 2 Cor 11:1 mikro› Yes 
43 2 Cor 11:21 aÐtñimian No 
43 2 Cor 11:21 hsqenhkaÐmñeñ›ñ Yes 
45 2 Cor 12:7 aÐpokaluyew› Yes 
47 2 Cor 13:2 parw› Yes 
49 Gal 1:1 AžNžWžNž No 
51 Gal 1:22 e› Yes 
51 Gal 1:23 hsan No 
53 Gal 2:17 eureqÐhmen No 
55 Gal 3:17 CñžNñž No 
57 Gal 4:9 gno›Îtej Yes, occurs mid-word 
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Page # Verse Word with Nu at a Line’s End Terminal Nu Used? / Notes 
59 Eph 2:16 en No 
59 Eph 2:16 ecqra› Yes 
61 Eph 3:18 pasi› Yes 
63 Eph 4:18 th› Yes 
65 Eph 5:10 euarÐeñsñton No 
67 Eph 6:1 ÎgÐoñneusin No 
69 Eph 6:19 e› Yes 
71 Phil 1:13 en No 
73 Phil 2:3 eriqia› Yes 
75 Phil 2:25 litourgo› Yes 
77 Phil 3:15 fronwme› Yes 
77 Phil 3:16 plh› Yes 
79 Phil 4:14 plhn No 
79 Phil 4:15 e› Yes 
79 Phil 4:15 exhlqo› Yes 
81 Col1:12 eucaristoun No 
81 Col1:12 iñkñañnñwñsñañnñ No 
82 Col 1:20 OžUžNžñOžIžSžñ Yes 
83 Col 1:27 en No 
83 Col 1:28 pa›ta Yes, occurs mid-word 
84 Col 2:17 esti› Yes 
84 Col 2:17 eorake› Yes 
85 Col 2:19 epicorhgoumenÐoñ› Yes 
89 Col 4:11 su›ÎergÐoi Yes, occurs mid-word 
91 1 Thes 1:9 escomen No 
91 1 Thes 1:9 eidwlw› Yes 
91 1 Thes 1:10 tw› Yes 
93 1 Thes 2:14 tw› Yes 
95 1 Thes 3:13 u?mwn No 
97 1 Thes 4:17 apanthsi› Yes 
97 1 Thes 4:18 cronÐwñ› Yes 
99 1 Thes 5:23 en No 
99 1 Thes 5:25 hmÐwn 
No, the line does not extend 
all the way to the margin 
99 1 Thes 5:26 pa›Îtaj Yes, occurs mid-word 
101 2 Thes 1:11 u?mwn No 
101 2 Thes 1:11 pasan No 
103 2 Thes 2:16 hmw› Yes 
103 2 Thes 2:16 eñnñ No 
105 Heb 1:1 patrasin No 
105 Heb 1:2 elalhsen No 
105 Heb 1:2 epoihsen No 
107 Heb 2:5 užpetaxen No 
107 Heb 2:5 mellousa› Yes 





Page # Verse Word with Nu at a Line’s End Terminal Nu Used? / Notes 
109 Heb 3:6 oiko› Yes 
110 Heb 3:14 katascwmen\ No 
111 Heb 4:3 genhqentw› Yes 
111 Heb 3:4 pa›ÎtÐwñn Yes, occurs mid-word 
111 Heb 3:5 th› Yes 
115 Heb 6:10 diakonou›ÎtÐeñj Yes, occurs mid-word 
115 Heb 6:11 ekasto› Yes 
115 Heb 6:11 plhroforia› Yes 
115 Heb 6:12 tw› Yes 
117 Heb 7:9 lambanw› Yes 
117 Heb 7:10 sñuñnñhñnñtñhñsñeñnñ No 
119 Heb 7:28 kaqisthsin No 
119 Heb 7:28 asqenian\ No 
119 Heb 7:28 ton No 
121 Heb 9:2 tw› Yes 
123 Heb 9:19 pa›Îti Yes, occurs mid-word 
125 Heb 10:8 legw›ñ Yes 
127 Heb 10:28 dusin No 
129 Heb 11:7 blepomenwn No 
133 Heb 11:40 hmw› Yes 
135 Heb 12:16 autwn\ No 
136 Heb 12:25 OžUžNžWž› Yes 
137 Heb 13:7 hgoumenw› Yes 
137 Heb 13:7 u?min No 
137 Heb 13:7 anaqewrou›tej Yes, occurs mid-word 
137 Heb 13:7 pistin No 
138 Heb 13:17 u?mwñ›ñ Yes 
138 Heb 13:17 poiwsin No 
139 Heb 13:25 uñmñwnñ No 
141 1 Tim 1:11 euaggelion No 
141 1 Tim 1:12 pisto› Yes 
142 1 Tim 1:20 paideuqwsin No 
142 1 Tim 1:20 blasfhmein\ 
No, the line does not extend 
all the way to the margin. 
143 1 Tim 2:10 agaqwn\ No 
143 1 Tim 2:11 e› Yes 
143 1 Tim 2:12 eñnñ No 
145 1 Tim 4:2 kekauthriasmenw› Yes 
145 1 Tim 4:3 kwluon No 
145 1 Tim 4:3 bñrñwñmñañtñwñ›ñ Yes 
146 1 Tim 4:10 pistñwñ›ñ Yes 
147 1 Tim 5:6 teqnhke› Yes 
147 1 Tim 5:8 tw› Yes 
147 1 Tim 5:8 ceirwn No 





Page # Verse Word with Nu at a Line’s End Terminal Nu Used? / Notes 
148 1 Tim 5:17 axiousqwsan No 
149 1 Tim 6:2 eco›taj Yes, occurs mid-word 
150 1 Tim 6:10 estin No 
151 1 Tim 6:17 apolausi› Yes 
151 1 Tim 6:19 apoqhsaurñiñzo› Yes 
152 2 Tim 1:2 hmwn\ 
No, the line does not extend 
all the way to the margin. 
154 2 Tim 2:2 marturw› Yes 
154 2 Tim 2:3 sugkakopaqhson No 
155 2 Tim 2:14 logomacei› Yes 
155 2 Tim 2:14 akouontwn\ 
No, the line does not extend 
all the way to the margin. 
155 2 Tim 2:15 orqotomoun No 
157 2 Tim 3:7 epignwsin No 
158 2 Tim 4:1 melloñnñtoj No, occurs mid-word 
159 2 Tim 4:8 hgaphkosin No 
160 2 Tim 4:18 thn No 
160 2 Tim 4:18 añmñhn\ 
No, the line does not extend 
all the way to the margin. 





No, the nu is not technically at 
the end of the line due to the 
staurogram following it. 
161 Titus 1:1 eñkñlñektwn No 
161 Titus 1:2 aiwñniwñnñ No 
162 Titus 1:11 didaskonñ No 
162 Titus 1:11 cñañrñiñnñ No 
164 Titus 2:14 ergwn No 
167 Philem 1:14 anñ No 
 
Terminal Sigma 
 The terminal form of the sigma (j), like that of the nu, was only employed when a sigma fell at 
the end of a line, and even then only on occasion. Otherwise the typical lunate sigma was used (which 
resembles the Latin “c”).66 Unlike the usage of the terminal nu, the scribe’s decision of whether or not to 
employ the terminal sigma was not contingent upon the amount of space at a line’s end, seeing as 
though both forms of the sigma are relatively the same size. When a sigma fell at a line’s end, its 
terminal form was used roughly two-thirds of the time. Whereas the terminal nu was employed mid-
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word on multiple occasions, the terminal sigma only occurs mid-word once. The following table provides 
a comprehensive look at its usage:67 
Page # Verse Word with Sigma at a Line’s End Terminal Sigma Used? / Notes 
23 2 Cor 2:4 umÐañjñ Yes 
33 2 Cor 7:8 uñmñañjñ Yes 
35 2 Cor 8:6 outwj Yes 
37 2 Cor 9:1 thj No 
37 2 Cor 9:1 agÐiñoñuj No 
39 2 Cor 10:1 thj No 
39 2 Cor 10:1 eij Yes 
43 2 Cor 11:20 tij No 
45 2 Cor 12:7 añgñgñeñlñoñjñ Yes 
47 2 Cor 13:1 umaj Yes 





No, the sigma is not technically at 
the end of the line due to the 
staurogram following it. 
55 Gal 3:16 wj Yes 
55 Gal 3:16 CžSž No 
57 Gal 4:9 gnwsqentej Yes 
57 Gal 4:10 kairñouj Yes 
65 Eph 5:6 apiqiaj Yes 
65 Eph 5:8 fwtoj No 





71 Phil 1:12 eij No 
73 Phil 2:1 tij Yes 





83 Col 1:28 hmeij Yes 
83 Col 1:28 nouqetountej Yes 
84 Col 2:16 eorthj Yes 
84 Col 2:17 fusioumenoj Yes 
87 Col 3:16 plousiwj Yes 
89 Col 4:12 epafraj Yes 
89 Col 4:12 taij Yes 
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Page # Verse Word with Sigma at a Line’s End Terminal Sigma Used? / Notes 
91 1 Thes 1:10 hmaj Yes 
95 1 Thes 3:11 u?maj Yes 
95 1 Thes 3:12 perijÎseuÐsai Yes, occurs mid-word 
95 1 Thes 3:12 allhlouj Yes 
95 1 Thes 3:12 hmeij Yes 
97 1 Thes 4:18 logoij Yes 
101 2 Thes 1:11 klhsewj Yes 





105 Heb 1:1 polutropwj No 
105 Heb 1:3 tñhñjñ Yes 
109 Heb 3:4 QžSž\ 
No, the line does not extend all 
the way to the margin. 
109 Heb 3:5 eij Yes 
109 Heb 3:6 hmeñiñjñ Yes 
111 Heb 3:4 QžSž Yes 
111 Heb 3:6 eij Yes 
113 Heb 5:7 sarkoj Yes 
113 Heb 5:7 ižkeisiaj Yes 
115 Heb 6:12 makroqumiaj Yes 
117 Heb 7:8 dekataj Yes 
119 Heb 7:27 prosenegkaj\ No 
119 Heb 7:28 thj Yes 
119 Heb 8:1 tñhñjñ Yes 
120 Heb 8:7 topoj\ Yes 
123 Heb 9:19 entolhj Yes 
127 Heb 10:27 u?penantiouj No 
127 Heb 10:28 mwu?sewj Yes 
128 Heb 10:38 dÐiñkñañiñoñjñ No 
131 Heb 11:23 basilewj No 
132 Heb 11:31 ÎeirhÐnhj 
No, the line does not extend all 
the way to the margin. 
133 Heb 11:39 epaggeliaj No 
134 Heb 12:7 u?iñoñiñjñ No 
134 Heb 12:9 toujñ No 
135 Heb 12:17 eñkzñhthsñañjñ No 
137 Heb 13:8 autoj Yes 
138 Heb 13:16 QžSž\ No 
139 Heb 13:23 u?maj\ 
No, the line does not extend all 
the way to the margin. 
139 Heb 13:24 touj Yes 
139 Heb 13:24 agiouj\ 
No, the line does not extend all 
the way to the margin. 





Page # Verse Word with Sigma at a Line’s End Terminal Sigma Used? / Notes 
the way to the margin. 
140 1 Tim 1:2 PžRžSž No 
145 1 Tim 4:1 prosecontej Yes 
147 1 Tim 5:5 hmeraj Yes 
149 1 Tim 6:2 thj Yes 
150 1 Tim 6:9 AžNžOžUžSž No 
150 1 Tim 6:10 thj No 
150 1 Tim 6:10 pollaij\ No 
151 1 Tim 6:18 ergoij Yes 
152 2 Tim 1:1 thj Yes 
153 2 Tim 1:10 thj Yes 
153 2 Tim 1:11 eij Yes 
155 2 Tim 2:15 tajñ No 
155 2 Tim 2:16 kenñoñfwniajñ Yes 
156 2 Tim 2:22 kaqaraj Yes 
156 2 Tim 2:23 macaj\ No 
157 2 Tim 3:8 iambrhj Yes 
157 2 Tim 3:8 outwj Yes 
158 2 Tim 3:17 AžNžOžSž No 
161 Titus 1:1 apostñoñloj Yes 
161 Titus 1:1 thj Yes 
161 Titus 1:2 zwhj Yes 
161 Titus 1:3 iñdñiñoñiñjñ Yes 
162 Titus 1:11 oujñ Yes 
162 Titus 1:11 oloujñ Yes 
163 Titus 2:5 swfronaj Yes 
164 Titus 2:14 anomiaj Yes 
166 Philem 1:3 caÐrñiñjñ 
No, the line does not extend all 
the way to the margin. 
 
Incipits 
 As mentioned above, another tendency of the scribe was to mark paragraph or chapter divisions 
with an incipit (an enlarged letter set out into the left-hand margin). This was many times accompanied 
by a supralinear stroke (or paragraphos) written above the enlarged letter.68 These combinations of 
incipits and accompanying paragraphoi appear almost always to indicate a strong sense break. Many 
times the incipit itself is the first letter in the new paragraph, however this is not always the case. On 
multiple occasions the incipit occurs mid-word, when the word in question is broken up between two 
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lines (see examples in the table below for these verses: 2 Cor 15:19; Gal 4:22; Phil 2:13; Col 3:8, 4:2; 1 
Ths 2:9, 4:9; Heb 6:3, 10:37; 1 Tim 5:19; 2 Tim 2:23, 4:1). In such instances, whatever letter happens to 
begin the line following a paragraph or chapter break becomes the incipit and is thus enlarged and set 
out into the left-hand margin. The following table documents all occurences of this phenomenon:69   
Page # Verse Word with an Incipit Notes 
6 1 Cor 12:16 Kžañiñ 
Different verse here than Sanders—see 
discussion below. 
14 1 Cor 15:15 EžuriskomeñqñÎa 
Sanders omits the paragraphos over the 
enlarged epsilon, but it is certainly present. 
20 2 Cor 1:1 Pžauloj  
22 2 Cor 1:17 BžoulomñeñÎnoj  
28 2 Cor 4:17 Tžo  
30 2 Cor 5:19 koÐSžÎmon 
The incipit occurs mid-word. Sanders omits 
all of verse 19—see footnote in the main 
text below. 
32 2 Cor 6:17 Ežk  
36 2 Cor 8:16 QžWž 
In addition to being an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, the theta here 
is also the first half of the nomen sacrum 
QžWž, which uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
38 2 Cor 9:7 Ežkastoñjñ  
42 2 Cor 11:10 EžsñtiñÎn  
46 2 Cor 12:15 DapanhñÎsw No paragraphos. 
48 2 Cor 13:10 Džia  
48 2 Cor 13:11 Cžaireteñ  
50 Gal 1:13 Hžkousatai  
54 Gal 3:6 Kžaqwj  
54 Gal 3:8 Ožti  
56 Gal 3:25 Pžistewj  
56 Gal 3:28 Ožuk  
58 Gal 4:22 AbraÐAžm The incipit occurs mid-word. 
60 Eph 3:8 Ežmoi  
62 Eph 4:10 Ož  
64 Eph 4:29 Pžroj  
66 Eph 5:22 Aži  
66 Eph 5:24 Ažllañ  
68 Eph 6:10 Tžou  
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 The table reveals a potentially deceptive pattern in what remains of the text: the vast majority of occurences of 
the incipit set out into the margin are only found on even-numbered pages, since the left-hand margin is missing 
on so many of the odd-numbered ones. The page (or folio) numbers in the “Page #” column are based on the 
pagination Sanders employed which is followed in the transcription section below. The words in the “Word with an 
Incipit” column are depicted as they appear in the transcription section below (with bracketed letters, underdots, 
nomina sacra and terminal letter forms, etc.) so as to give the reader a better visual portrayal of how they appear 





Page # Verse Word with an Incipit Notes 
68 Eph 6:12 Ožti  
70 Phil 1:1 Pžauloj  
70 Phil 1:2 Kžai  
72 Phil 1:22 Sžarki  
74 Phil 2:13 eNžergwn The incipit occurs mid-word. 
74 Phil 2:14 Pžanta  
78 Phil 4:4 Cžairetai  
80 Col 1:1 Pžauloj  
80 Col 1:2 Cžarij  
80 Col 1:3 Tžw  
82 Col 1:21 Kžai  
82 Col 1:22 Nžuni  
84 Col 2:8 Ežste  
86 Col 3:8 apoÐQñžesqai The incipit occurs mid-word. 
88 Col 4:1 Oži  
88 Col 4:2 ÎproskarteÐRžountej The incipit occurs mid-word. 
90 1 Thes 1:1 Pžauloj  
90 1 Thes 1:2 QžWž 
In addition to being an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, the theta here 
is also the first half of the nomen sacrum 
QžWž, which uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
92 1 Thes 2:9 mnhÐMžoñnñeñuñeñtñeñ The incipit occurs mid-word. 
94 1 Thes 3:5 Džia  
96 1 Thes 4:8 Ož  
96 1 Thes 4:9 fiÐLžadelfiaj The incipit occurs mid-word. 
100 2 Thes 1:1 Pžauloj  
100 2 Thes 1:2 
2Cžarij  
100 2 Thes 1:3 Ožfilomen  
102 2 Thes 2:5 Ožu  
106 Heb 1:9 Džia  
108 Heb 2:14 Kžekoinwnhken  
110 Heb 3:15 Ežn  
112 Heb 4:14 Ežcontej  
114 Heb 6:3 toÐUžto The incipit occurs mid-word. 
116 Heb 7:1 Bžasileuj  
118 Heb 7:18 Ažqethseij  
118 Heb 7:20 Kñžai  
120 Heb 8:8 Mžemfomenoj  
124 Heb 9:27 Ažpokeitai  
126 Heb 10:18 Oñžpñoñuñ  
128 Heb 10:37 ÎmiÐKžron The incipit occurs mid-word. 
131 Heb 11:23 Pisti No paragraphos. 
132 Heb 11:32 Kžai  





Page # Verse Word with an Incipit Notes 
134 Heb 12:9 Mžen  
135 Heb 12:17 Ežiste  
136 Heb 12:26 Nžun  
138 Heb 13:17 Pžiqesqai  
138 Heb 13:18 PžrñoñseñucñesñqñañÎi  
139 Heb 13:24 Añžspasasqai  
140 1 Tim 1:1 Pžauloj  
140 1 Tim 1:2 Cžarij  
141 1 Tim 1:12 Cžñarin  
142 1 Tim 2:1 Pžarakalw  
143 1 Tim 2:11 Gžunh  
144 1 Tim 3:8 Sžemnouj  
145 1 Tim 4:1 Tñoñ No paragraphos. 
146 1 Tim 4:11 Pžaraggelle  
146 1 Tim 4:13 Ežwj  
147 1 Tim 5:8 Iñdiwn No paragraphos. 
148 1 Tim 5:17 Oži  
148 1 Tim 5:18 Ožu  
148 1 Tim 5:19 kaÐTžhgorñian The incipit occurs mid-word. 
150 1 Tim 6:11 Sžñu  
152 2 Tim 1:1 Pžauloj  
152 2 Tim 1:2 Cžarij  
152 2 Tim 1:3 Cžarin  
153 2 Tim 1:10 Fanerwqeisan No paragraphos. 
154 2 Tim 2:4 Ožudeij  
155 2 Tim 2:15 Sžpoudason  
156 2 Tim 2:23 apaiDžeutouj The incipit occurs mid-word. 
156 2 Tim 2:24 Džoulon  
157 2 Tim 3:8 Ožn  
158 2 Tim 4:1 enwPžion The incipit occurs mid-word. 
159 2 Tim 4:9 SžpoudñÎason  
160 2 Tim 4:19 Ažspasasqñeñ  
162 Titus 1:10 Ežisin  
166 Philem 1:1 Pñžauloñjñ  
 
Nomina Sacra 
 As was customary for many early Christian texts, the scribe of Codex I implemented the nomina 
sacra form for certain sacred words. Metzger explains how these words were generally formed:  
Some were contracted by writing only the first and the last letters (qeo,j( ku,rioj( VIhsou/j( Cristo,j( and 
ui`o,j); others, by writing only the first two and the last letters (pneu/ma( Daui,d( stauro,j( and mh,thr) or the 





(a;nqrwpoj( VIerousalh,m( and ouvrano,j). In order to draw the reader’s attention to the presence of a nomen 
sacrum, the scribe would place a horizontal line above the contraction.
70
  
Twelve of the fifteen words Metzger notes above occur in Codex I, and where they do, they almost 
always adopt their respective nomina sacra forms (with only slight variation as in the case of Col 3:13 
where pneumatikaij is contracted to PžNžIžKžAžIžSž). These forms generally varied depending on how the 
word in queston was inflected, the last letter(s) changing to match the inflected form. The following 
table documents all occurrences of the nomina sacra form in Codex I:71  
Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
4 1 Cor 11:26 KñžUñž kuriou  
7 1 Cor 12:27 CžUž cristou  
12 1 Cor 14:32 PñžNñžTñžAñž pneumata  
17 1 Cor 15:50 QžÐUñž qeou  
20 2 Cor 1:1 CñžUñž cristou  
20 2 Cor 1:1 QñžÎUž qeou  
24 2 Cor 2:14 CžñWñž cristw  
26 2 Cor 3:17 PžNžAñž pneuma  
27 2 Cor 4:6 QžUž qeou  
28 2 Cor 4:16 AžñNžOžSž anqrwpoj  
32 2 Cor 6:17 KžÎSž kurioj  
36 2 Cor 8:16 QžWž qew 
In addition to being the first half of 
the nomen sacrum QžWž, the theta here 
is also an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, which 
uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
38 2 Cor 9:8 QžSž qeoj  
39 2 Cor 9:15 QžWž qew  
41 2 Cor 10:18 KžSž kurioj  
41 2 Cor 11:2 QžÐUñž qeou  
49 Gal 1:1 AžNžWžNž anqrwpwn  
49 Gal 1:1 AžNžOžÐUžñ anqrwpou  
49 Gal 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
49 Gal 1:1 QžUž qeou  
50 Gal 1:11 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
                                                          
70
 Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, 36. See also Larry W. Hurtado, The Earliest Christian Artifacts: 
Manuscripts and Christian Origins (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006), 95-134. For examples of the nomina sacra 
form, see plates 3a and 4-7. 
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 Where it appeared appropriate, multiple words were grouped together in order to more accurately portray how 
they were used throughout the manuscript (e.g. CžUž IžUž for cristou ihsou in Col 4:12, QžWž PžRžIž for qew patri in 1 
Thes 1:1, and KžUž IžUž CžUž for kuriou ihsou cristou in Phil 1:2). The page (or folio) numbers in the “Page #” column 
are based on the pagination Sanders employed which is followed in the transcription section below. The words in 
the “Abbreviation” column are depicted as they appear in the transcription section below (with bracketed letters, 






Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
53 Gal 2:16 IžNž ihsoun  
53 Gal 2:16 CžUž cristou  
54 Gal 3:6 QžWž qew  
55 Gal 3:16 CžSž cristoj  
55 Gal 3:17 CñžNñž criston  
56 Gal 3:24 CžNž criston  
56 Gal 3:27 CžNž criston  
57 Gal 4:9 QžÐUñž qeou  
59 Eph 2:16 QžWž qew  
61 Eph 3:19 CžUž cristou  
61 Eph 3:19 QžUž qeou  
63 Eph 4:18 QžUž qeou  
64 Eph 4:30 PžNñžÎAž pneuma  
65 Eph 5:6 QžUžÐ qeou No longer visible, hence brackets. 
65 Eph 5:8 KžÐWž kuriw  
66 Eph 5:20 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
66 Eph 5:20 QžWž qeoj  
66 Eph 5:20 P žRñžÎIžÐ patri  
66 Eph 5:23 CžSž cristoj  
67 Eph 5:32 CžNž criston  
68 Eph 6:11 QžUž qeou  
70 Phil 1:1 CžñÎUž cristou  
70 Phil 1:1 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
70 Phil 1:2 QžUž PžRžñSžñ qeou patroj  
70 Phil 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
71 Phil 1:11 CžÐUž cristou  
71 Phil 1:11 QžUž qeou  
71 Phil 1:13 CžWžÐ cristw No longer visible, hence brackets. 
72 Phil 1:21 CžñÎSž cristoj  
73 Phil 2:1 PžNžSž pneumatoj  
74 Phil 2:13 QžSž qeoj  
76 Phil 3:5 IžñSžñLž israhl  
77 Phil 3:14 QžUž qeou  
77 Phil 3:14 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
78 Phil 4:4 KžWž kuriw  
80 Col 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
80 Col 1:1 QžUž qeou  
80 Col 1:2 CžWž cristw  
80 Col 1:2 QñžÎUž qeou  
80 Col 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
80 Col 1:3 QžWž qeou  
80 Col 1:3 PžRžIž patri  
81 Col 1:10 QžUž qeou  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
82 Col 1:20 OžUžNžñOžIžSžñ ouranoij  
83 Col 1:27 CžSž cristoj  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžÐOñžNžñ anqrwpon  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
84 Col 2:8 CñžNž criston  
86 Col 3:6 QžUž qeou  
87 Col 3:16 KžUž kuriou  
87 Col 3:16 PžNžIžKžAžIžSž pneumatikaij  
88 Col 3:25 QžWžñ qew  
88 Col 4:1 KžñÎNž kurion  
88 Col 4:1 OžUžNžWž ouranw  
89 Col 4:11 QžUž qeou  
89 Col 4:12 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
90 1 Thes 1:1 QžWž PžRžIž qew patri  
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
90 1 Thes 1:1 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
90 1 Thes 1:2 QžWž qew 
In addition to being the first half of 
the nomen sacrum QžWž, the theta here 
is also an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, which 
uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
91 1 Thes 1:9 QžNž qeon  
91 1 Thes 1:9 QžWž qew  
91 1 Thes 1:10 UžNž uion  
91 1 Thes 1:10 OžUžÐNžñWžñNž ouranwn  
92 1 Thes 2:8 QžUžñ qeou  
93 1 Thes 2:14 ÎCžÐWñž IžUž cristw ihsou  
93 1 Thes 2:15 KžNž kurion  
93 1 Thes 2:15 IžNž ihsoun  
95 1 Thes 3:11 KžSž kurioj  
95 1 Thes 3:11 IžSž ihsouj  
95 1 Thes 3:12 KžSž kurioj  
95 1 Thes 3:13 QžUž qeou  
95 1 Thes 3:13 KžñUžñ kuriou  
96 1 Thes 4:8 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
96 1 Thes 4:8 QžNž qeon  
96 1 Thes 4:8 PžNžAž pneumata  
97 1 Thes 4:16 OžUžNOžUž ouranou  
97 1 Thes 4:16 CžWž cristw  
98 1 Thes 5:9 WžSž qew  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
99 1 Thes 5:23 PžNžAž pneumata  
99 1 Thes 5:23 KžUž kuriou  
99 1 Thes 5:23 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
100 2 Thes 1:1 QžWž PžRžIž qew patri  
100 2 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriou  
100 2 Thes 1:2 QžÎUž qeou  
100 2 Thes 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
100 2 Thes 1:3 QžWž qew  
102 2 Thes 2:8 KñžÎSž kurioj  
103 2 Thes 2:14 KžUž kuriou  
103 2 Thes 2:14 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
103 2 Thes 2:16 IžSž CžSž ihsouj cristoj  
103 2 Thes 2:16 QžSž qeoj  
103 2 Thes 2:16 PžHžRž pathr  
105 Heb 1:1 QžSž qeoj  
106 Heb 1:9 QžSž qeoj  
106 Heb 1:9 QžSž qeoj  
106 Heb 1:10 KžñÎEž kurie  
106 Heb 1:10 OžUžNžOžIž ouranoi  
107 Heb 2:6 AžÐNžOžUž anqrwpou  
108 Heb 2:13 QžSž qeoj  
109 Heb 3:4 QžSž qeoj  
109 Heb 3:6 CžSž cristoj  
109 Heb 3:6 UžSž uioj  
110 Heb 3:14 CžUž cristou  
111 Heb 4:4 QžSž qeoj  
112 Heb 4:14 OžUžNžñOžñUžñSžñ ouranouj  
112 Heb 4:14 IžñÎN ihsoun  
112 Heb 4:14 UžñNžñ uion  
112 Heb 4:14 QžñUž qeou  
114 Heb 6:1 CžUž cristou  
114 Heb 6:1 QžñÎNžÐ qeon  
116 Heb 7:1 QžUžñ qeou  
117 Heb 7:8 AžNžOžIž anqrwpoi  
118 Heb 7:19 QžWž qew  
119 Heb 7:27 AžNžOžUžSž anqrwpouj  
120 Heb 8:8 IžSžLž israhl  
122 Heb 9:11 CžSž cristoj  
125 Heb 10:7 QžSž qeoj  
126 Heb 10:16 KžSž kurioj  
128 Heb 10:36 QžUž qeou  
129 Heb 11:6 QžWž qew  
131 Heb 11:22 IžSžLž israhl  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
131 Heb 11:24 UžñSžñ uioj  
132 Heb 11:32 DžAžDž daueid  
133 Heb 11:40 QžUž qeou  
134 Heb 12:7 QžSž qeoj  
134 Heb 12:7 PžHžRž pathr  
134 Heb 12:9 PžRžAžSž pateraj  
136 Heb 12:25 OžUžNžWž› ouranwn  
136 Heb 12:26 OžñUžñNžOñžNž ouranon  
137 Heb 13:7 QžUž qeou  
137 Heb 13:8 IžñSž CžSž ihsouj cristoj  
138 Heb 13:16 QžSž qeoj  
140 1 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
140 1 Tim 1:1 QžUž SžRžSž qeou swthroj  
140 1 Tim 1:1 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
140 1 Tim 1:2 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
140 1 Tim 1:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
140 1 Tim 1:2 KžUž kuriou  
141 1 Tim 1:11 QžUž qeou  
141 1 Tim 1:12 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
141 1 Tim 1:12 KžWž kuriw  
145 1 Tim 4:1 PžNžAž pneumata  
146 1 Tim 4:10 SžHžRž swthr  
146 1 Tim 4:10 AžNžWžNž anqrwpwn  
149 1 Tim 6:1 QžUž qeou  
150 1 Tim 6:9 AžNžOžUžSž anqrwpouj  
150 1 Tim 6:11 AžñNžñEžñ anqrwpe  
150 1 Tim 6:11 QžñUžñ qeou  
151 1 Tim 6:17 QžWž qew  
152 2 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
152 2 Tim 1:1 QžUž qeou  
152 2 Tim 1:1 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
152 2 Tim 1:2 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
152 2 Tim 1:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
152 2 Tim 1:2 KžUž kuriou  
152 2 Tim 1:3 QžWž qew  
153 2 Tim 1:10 SžRžSž swthroj  
153 2 Tim 1:10 QžUž qeou  
154 2 Tim 2:2 AžNžOžIžSž anqrwpoij  
154 2 Tim 2:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
155 2 Tim 2:14 QžUž qeou  
155 2 Tim 2:15 QžWž qew  
156 2 Tim 2:22 KžNž kurion  
156 2 Tim 2:24 KžUž kuriou  
158 2 Tim 3:17 QžUž qeou  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
158 2 Tim 4:1 QžUž qeou  
158 2 Tim 4:1 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
161 Titus 1:1 QñžUñž qeou  
161 Titus 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
161 Titus 1:1 QžUž qeou  
161 Titus 1:2 ÎQžSžÐ qeoj No longer visible, hence brackets. 
163 Titus 2:5 QñžUñž qeou  
165 Titus 3:8 QžñWžñ qew  
165 Titus 3:8 AžNžOžIžSž anqrwpoij  
166 Philem 1:1 CñžUñž IñžUñž cristou ihsou  
 
 In order to provide another useful reference tool, the preceding table is presented here again, 
but this time arranged according to the abbreviated word(s) instead of the scriptural passage:72   
Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
150 1 Tim 6:11 AžñNžñEžñ anqrwpe  
117 Heb 7:8 AžNžOžIž anqrwpoi  
154 2 Tim 2:2 AžNžOžIžSž anqrwpoij  
165 Titus 3:8 AžNžOžIžSž anqrwpoij  
28 2 Cor 4:16 AžñNžOžSž anqrwpoj  
158 2 Tim 3:17 AžNžOžSž anqrwpoj  
50 Gal 1:11 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžÐOñžNžñ anqrwpon  
83 Col 1:28 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
96 1 Thes 4:8 AžNžOžNž anqrwpon  
49 Gal 1:1 AžNžOžÐUžñ anqrwpou  
107 Heb 2:6 AžÐNžOžUž anqrwpou  
119 Heb 7:27 AžNžOžUžSž anqrwpouj  
150 1 Tim 6:9 AžNžOžUžSž anqrwpouj  
49 Gal 1:1 AžNžWžNž anqrwpwn  
146 1 Tim 4:10 AžNžWžNž anqrwpwn  
55 Gal 3:16 CžSž cristoj  
66 Eph 5:23 CžSž cristoj  
72 Phil 1:21 CžñÎSž cristoj  
83 Col 1:27 CžSž cristoj  
109 Heb 3:6 CžSž cristoj  
122 Heb 9:11 CžSž cristoj  
55 Gal 3:17 CñžNñž criston  
56 Gal 3:24 CžNž criston  
                                                          
72
 The page (or folio) numbers in the “Page #” column are based on the pagination Sanders employed which is 
followed in the transcription section below. As before, the words in the “Abbreviation” column are depicted as 
they appear in the transcription section below (with bracketed letters, underdots, terminal letter forms, etc.) so as 





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
56 Gal 3:27 CžNž criston  
67 Eph 5:32 CžNž criston  
84 Col 2:8 CñžNž criston  
7 1 Cor 12:27 CžUž cristou  
20 2 Cor 1:1 CñžUñž cristou  
53 Gal 2:16 CžUž cristou  
61 Eph 3:19 CžUž cristou  
70 Phil 1:1 CžñÎUž cristou  
71 Phil 1:11 CžÐUž cristou  
110 Heb 3:14 CžUž cristou  
114 Heb 6:1 CžUž cristou  
89 Col 4:12 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
140 1 Tim 1:1 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
140 1 Tim 1:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
152 2 Tim 1:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
154 2 Tim 2:2 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
158 2 Tim 4:1 CžUž IžUž cristou ihsou  
166 Philem 1:1 CñžUñž IñžUñž cristou ihsou  
24 2 Cor 2:14 CžñWñž cristw  
71 Phil 1:13 CžWžÐ cristw No longer visible, hence brackets. 
80 Col 1:2 CžWž cristw  
97 1 Thes 4:16 CžWž cristw  
70 Phil 1:1 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
77 Phil 3:14 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
93 1 Thes 2:14 ÎCžÐWñž IžUž cristw ihsou  
141 1 Tim 1:12 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
152 2 Tim 1:1 CžWž IžUž cristw ihsou  
132 Heb 11:32 DžAžDž daueid  
49 Gal 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
66 Eph 5:20 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
80 Col 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
98 1 Thes 5:9 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
99 1 Thes 5:23 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
103 2 Thes 2:14 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
140 1 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
152 2 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
161 Titus 1:1 IžUž CžUž ihsou cristou  
95 1 Thes 3:11 IžSž ihsouj  
103 2 Thes 2:16 IžSž CžSž ihsouj cristoj  
137 Heb 13:8 IžñSž CžSž ihsouj cristoj  
53 Gal 2:16 IžNž ihsoun  
93 1 Thes 2:15 IžNž ihsoun  
112 Heb 4:14 IžñÎN ihsoun  
76 Phil 3:5 IžñSžñLž israhl  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
131 Heb 11:22 IžSžLž israhl  
106 Heb 1:10 KžñÎEž kurie  
32 2 Cor 6:17 KžÎSž kurioj  
41 2 Cor 10:18 KžSž kurioj  
95 1 Thes 3:11 KžSž kurioj  
95 1 Thes 3:12 KžSž kurioj  
102 2 Thes 2:8 KñžÎSž kurioj  
126 Heb 10:16 KžSž kurioj  
88 Col 4:1 KžñÎNž kurion  
93 1 Thes 2:15 KžNž kurion  
156 2 Tim 2:22 KžNž kurion  
4 1 Cor 11:26 KñžUñž kuriou  
87 Col 3:16 KžUž kuriou  
95 1 Thes 3:13 KžñUžñ kuriou  
99 1 Thes 5:23 KžUž kuriou  
100 2 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriou  
103 2 Thes 2:14 KžUž kuriou  
140 1 Tim 1:2 KžUž kuriou  
152 2 Tim 1:2 KžUž kuriou  
156 2 Tim 2:24 KžUž kuriou  
70 Phil 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
80 Col 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
100 2 Thes 1:2 KžUž IžUž CžUž 
kuriou ihsou 
cristou  
65 Eph 5:8 KžÐWž kuriw  
78 Phil 4:4 KžWž kuriw  
141 1 Tim 1:12 KžWž kuriw  
106 Heb 1:10 OžUžNžOžIž ouranoi  
82 Col 1:20 OžUžNžñOžIžSžñ ouranoij  
136 Heb 12:26 OžñUžñNžOñžNž ouranon  
97 1 Thes 4:16 OžUžNOžUž ouranou  
112 Heb 4:14 OžUžNžñOžñUžñSžñ ouranouj  
88 Col 4:1 OžUžNžWž ouranw  
91 1 Thes 1:10 OžUžÐNžñWžñNž ouranwn  
136 Heb 12:25 OžUžNžWž› ouranwn  
134 Heb 12:9 PžRžAžSž pateraj  
131 Heb 11:23 PžRžWžNž paterwn  
103 2 Thes 2:16 PžHžRž pathr  
134 Heb 12:7 PžHžRž pathr  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
80 Col 1:3 PžRžIž patri  
81 Col 1:12 PžÐRžñIžñ patri  
26 2 Cor 3:17 PžNžAñž pneuma  
64 Eph 4:30 PžNñžÎAž pneuma  
12 1 Cor 14:32 PñžNñžTñžAñž pneumata  
96 1 Thes 4:8 PžNžAž pneumata  
99 1 Thes 5:23 PžNžAž pneumata  
145 1 Tim 4:1 PžNžAž pneumata  
87 Col 3:16 PžNžIžKžAžIžSž pneumatikaij  
73 Phil 2:1 PžNžSž pneumatoj  
38 2 Cor 9:8 QžSž qeoj  
66 Eph 5:20 QžWž qeoj  
74 Phil 2:13 QžSž qeoj  
103 2 Thes 2:16 QžSž qeoj  
105 Heb 1:1 QžSž qeoj  
106 Heb 1:9 QžSž qeoj  
106 Heb 1:9 QžSž qeoj  
108 Heb 2:13 QžSž qeoj  
109 Heb 3:4 QžSž qeoj  
111 Heb 4:4 QžSž qeoj  
125 Heb 10:7 QžSž qeoj  
134 Heb 12:7 QžSž qeoj  
138 Heb 13:16 QžSž qeoj  
161 Titus 1:2 ÎQžSžÐ qeoj No longer visible, hence brackets. 
91 1 Thes 1:9 QžNž qeon  
96 1 Thes 4:8 QžNž qeon  
114 Heb 6:1 QžñÎNžÐ qeon  
17 1 Cor 15:50 QžÐUñž qeou  
20 2 Cor 1:1 QñžÎUž qeou  
27 2 Cor 4:6 QžUž qeou  
41 2 Cor 11:2 QžÐUñž qeou  
49 Gal 1:1 QžUž qeou  
57 Gal 4:9 QžÐUñž qeou  
61 Eph 3:19 QžUž qeou  
63 Eph 4:18 QžUž qeou  
65 Eph 5:6 QžUžÐ qeou No longer visible, hence brackets. 
68 Eph 6:11 QžUž qeou  
71 Phil 1:11 QžUž qeou  
77 Phil 3:14 QžUž qeou  
80 Col 1:1 QžUž qeou  
80 Col 1:2 QñžÎUž qeou  
80 Col 1:3 QžWž qeou  
81 Col 1:10 QžUž qeou  
86 Col 3:6 QžUž qeou  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
92 1 Thes 2:8 QžUžñ qeou  
95 1 Thes 3:13 QžUž qeou  
100 2 Thes 1:2 QžÎUž qeou  
112 Heb 4:14 QžñUž qeou  
116 Heb 7:1 QžUžñ qeou  
128 Heb 10:36 QžUž qeou  
133 Heb 11:40 QžUž qeou  
137 Heb 13:7 QžUž qeou  
141 1 Tim 1:11 QžUž qeou  
149 1 Tim 6:1 QžUž qeou  
150 1 Tim 6:11 QžñUžñ qeou  
152 2 Tim 1:1 QžUž qeou  
153 2 Tim 1:10 QžUž qeou  
155 2 Tim 2:14 QžUž qeou  
158 2 Tim 3:17 QžUž qeou  
158 2 Tim 4:1 QžUž qeou  
161 Titus 1:1 QñžUñž qeou  
161 Titus 1:1 QžUž qeou  
163 Titus 2:5 QñžUñž qeou  
70 Phil 1:2 QžUž PžRžñSžñ qeou patroj  
90 1 Thes 1:1 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
140 1 Tim 1:2 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
152 2 Tim 1:2 QžUž PžRžSž qeou patroj  
140 1 Tim 1:1 QžUž SžRžSž qeou swthroj  
36 2 Cor 8:16 QžWž qew 
In addition to being the first half of 
the nomen sacrum QžWž, the theta here 
is also an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, which 
uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
39 2 Cor 9:15 QžWž qew  
54 Gal 3:6 QžWž qew  
59 Eph 2:16 QžWž qew  
88 Col 3:25 QžWžñ qew  
90 1 Thes 1:2 QžWž qew 
In addition to being the first half of 
the nomen sacrum QžWž, the theta here 
is also an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos, which 
uses the same demarcation 
throughout the text. 
91 1 Thes 1:9 QžWž qew  
98 1 Thes 5:9 WžSž qew  
100 2 Thes 1:3 QžWž qew  
118 Heb 7:19 QžWž qew  





Page # Verse Abbreviation Abbreviated Word Notes 
151 1 Tim 6:17 QžWž qew  
152 2 Tim 1:3 QžWž qew  
155 2 Tim 2:15 QžWž qew  
165 Titus 3:8 QžñWžñ qew  
90 1 Thes 1:1 QžWž PžRžIž qew patri  
100 2 Thes 1:1 QžWž PžRžIž qew patri  
146 1 Tim 4:10 SžHžRž swthr  
153 2 Tim 1:10 SžRžSž swthroj  
131 Heb 11:24 UžñSžñ uioj  
109 Heb 3:6 UžSž uioj  
91 1 Thes 1:10 UžNž uion  
112 Heb 4:14 UžñNžñ uion  
 
Other Scribal Tendencies 
 As mentioned above, several of the letters throughout the manuscript are written with 
ornamental dots or serifs on their horizontal or sloping strokes. Examples include gamma, delta, epsilon, 
zeta, kappa, xi, sigma, tau, upsilon, chi, and psi (the markings are somewhat less pronounced and/or less 
frequent in kappa, upsilon, and xi).73 The markings also occur on the horizontal strokes found in 
staurograms, the terminal nu, and above the nomina sacra. In addition, they can also be found in the 
paragraphoi located above incipits in the left margin which signify sense breaks as well as in the 
decorative horizontal strokes which are written both above and below titles and quire numbers.74 
 The propensity of the scribe to include these serifs at either end of many of his horizontal 
strokes proves somewhat problematic when seeking to identify the various diacritical marks found over 
certain vowels throughout the manuscript. In general, this mark takes the shape of either a macron or 
an umlaut (diaeresis/trema).75 Sanders proposed several additional shapes to portray this mark which he 
included in his transcription.76 These, however, proved somewhat irregular and difficult to confirm, and 
thus throughout this edition the marks are divided into only two forms: a macron and an umlaut.77 Even 
with this more simplified classification system, it was nearly impossible at times to discern between the 
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 Examples of all of these letters are shown here (samples were taken from the included plates):  
 
74
 Examples of these additional phenomena are shown here (taken from the included plates): 
  
75
 These two forms of the diacritical mark will be referred to as “macron” and “umlaut” respectively due to their 
similar appearance, not because of any grammatical association with how the terms are currently used. For 
examples of diacritical marks, see plates 2b, 3b, 4-5, and 7. 
76
 See Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 257. The shapes he proposed were (approximately) as follows:  ∙, ∙∙, -, Ι∙, Ι∙∙Ι, ∙Ι, ∟, 
and ᵓ.   
77
 See usage throughout the transcription below. In many instances diacritical marks were seen in both the color 





two marks. This was due to the occasional faintness of the macron’s cross stroke combined with the 
serifs at either end of the stroke, which would cause the mark to appear like an umlaut rather than a 
macron. At times just the opposite would be the case—there would be a slight line coming out of the 
right side of the left-hand dot of an apparent umlaut which would cause it to look more like a macron 
(perhaps this was caused by the lifting motion the scribe made while moving the pen from the left dot of 
the umlaut to the right). Further, there were sundry occasions in which it was difficult to discern 
whether or not an alleged marking was really the work of the scribe or whether it was decay and/or 
bleed-through from another page. As Sanders points out, the majority of these marks appear 
predominantly over the letters upsilon and iota, though they also occur over alpha, epsilon, eta, and 
omicron (albeit with much less frequency).78  
 Another trend apparent throughout the manuscript is the scribe’s tendency to slightly alter the 
appearance of the tau depending on its location both on the page itself and in relation to other letters. 
When a tau appears along the left-hand margin of a page, the scribe tends to increase the length of the 
left side of the cross stroke (this also occurs occasionally with the cross stroke of the delta, but far less 
frequently). Also, when a tau is written before a curved letter such as epsilon, omicron, or omega, the 
serif, which generally appears on the right side of the cross stroke, is omitted, and most of the time the 
cross stroke actually runs into that following letter.79 As mentioned above, there are also times when 
the scribe would write small letters and squeeze them together tightly at the end of a line in order to 
avoid writing out into the right-hand margin while at the same time adhering to a general standard of 
how to split words between lines. In such instances, when a tau was one of the letters squeezed into the 
line’s ending it would generally appear taller than the adjacent letters so that its cross stroke could 
extend above them and thus take up less space.80  
 Titles throughout the manuscript occur (at least in part) for every extant book except for 1 
Corinthians and Ephesians, in which cases the beginnings of the epistles (and their corresponding titles) 
are lost. They are generally written in brown ink with letters slightly smaller than those found in the 
main text.81 The scribe always decorated the titles with a series of short horizontal lines both above and 
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 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 257. A few examples are shown here (taken from the included plates): 
 
79
 See plates 2b, 3b, 4-7 for examples. In the following examples, the first two images show taus on the left margin 
with elongated cross strokes, both of which also run into curved letters. The second two also show taus running 
into curved letters but they were not located on the left margin and, thus, have cross strokes of regular length. The 
last two show regular taus as the appear when they are not followed by curved letters as in the first two pairs of 
examples. All of these examples come from plate 2: 
 
80
 The following examples are taken from plates 3b and 6: 
 
81





below the text, just like he did when writing quire numbers.82 He also included staurograms along the 
outer margin of the page on the same line on which the titles are found. As previously mentioned, an 
early short form of the titles (proj followed by the name of the book) is employed throughout, which 
excludes the name of Paul. In one instance (on the title for 2 Timothy), a ligature is used for proj, which 
is made to appear like a staurogram. In this abbreviation the cross stroke of the pi intersects the 
downstroke of the rho.83 A regular staurogram also appears on the line, as per convention.  The 
following table includes a list of all of the titles which occur in the manuscript, as well as their 
corresponding folio page numbers as found in the transcription below, which follow the pagination of 
Sanders’ edition (see the table of contents for the actual page numbers of this edition): 84 
Book Title Manuscript Page Number 
[proj korinqiouj a] lost (prior to page 1) 
‘   proj korin[qiouj b] 20 
pñrñoj galataj   ‘ 49 
[proj efesiouj] lost (prior to page 59) 
‘   proj filippisiouñjñ 70 
‘   proj kolassaeij 80 
‘   proj qessalonikeñiñjñ añ 90 
‘   proj qessalonikeijñ bñ 100 
proj ebraiouj   ‘ 105 
‘   proj timoqeon ÎaÐ 140 
‘   ‘85   timoqeon   b 152 
ÎpÐrñoñj titon   ‘ 161 
‘   pñrñoñjñ fñÎilhmonaÐ 166 
 
 The only punctuation used throughout Codex I is a middle dot. It almost always denotes a strong 
break (albeit not as strong as the incipit/paragraphos combinations mentioned earlier), though Sanders 
notes two exceptions to this: “It rarely equals a very weak division mark, like a comma, notably in 
Hebrews 11:32, where a succession of proper names is separated by punctuation marks, and at 1 
Timothy 4:12, where a succession of prepositional phrases is so separated.”86 The middle dot is 
occasionally followed by a space, which ranges anywhere between one or two characters up to several 
words in length. For the most part, the longer space usually only occurs when the rest of a line is left 
blank before the beginning of a new paragraph.  
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 See plates 3a, 6, and 8 for examples (see also plate 8, which contains a reproduction of all extant titles). 
83
 See Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 256. This is the ligature being described (taken from plate 6):  
84
 The words in the “Book Title” column are depicted as they appear in the transcription section below (with 
bracketed letters, underdots, etc.) so as to give the reader a better visual portrayal of how they appear in the 
manuscript. Additionally, all of the titles in Codex I have been reproduced on plate 8. 
85
 This second “staurogram” symbol is the ligature for proj, as noted above. 
86






 As mentioned above, the scribe of Codex I was very adept at his work and produced a text 
relatively free of nonsense readings, though they do occur on occasion.87 Wayment points out that “if 
orthographic differences are excluded… the ratio of nonsense readings in comparison to the total 
number of singular readings is less than one in twenty.”88 In reference to a comparative study of P45, P66, 
and P75 made by Ernest C. Colwell, James R. Royse notes that the density of nonsense readings in a text 
is a good indicator of a scribe’s “care and attention to his task.”89 Colwell tells us that “when the scribe 
of P45 creates a singular reading, it almost always makes sense; when the scribes of P66 and P75 create 
singular readings, they frequently do not make sense and are obvious errors.”90 Referencing both 
Colwell and Royse, Wayment makes the comparison between the scribe of P45 and that of Codex I, both 
of whom, when guilty of making errors, at least tended to make them in an intelligible manner.91  
 By far the most common errors found throughout Codex I are those dealing with spelling and 
orthography. When compared against the NA28 (the base text used for this edition), quite a few itacistic 
variations appear. The four most frequently occuring examples are ai for e (42 instances), e for ai (10 
instances), i for ei (78 instances), and ei for i (16 instances).92 There are also a fair number of other 
variants which appear to be the result of the confusion of homophones, including the following vowel 
pairings: ei/h, e/ei, a/h, ou/o, e/h, e/o, h/i, h/ei, i/e, ou/eo, a/o, o/ou, ou/w; and the following consonant 
pairings: c/k, c/x, x/z, g/n, n/m. The scribe wrote umwn for hmwn twice (2 Cor 7:13, 1 Thes 3:11), and also 
ean for an twice (2 Cor 3:16, Col 3:17). On two occasions the scribe included the alpha of dia instead of 
eliding it as is done in the NA28 (Gal 1:12, Heb 7:9). Other minor errors involve the inclusion or exclusion 
of both nu moveable and the singular letters s, n, and i. Though perhaps not all, many of these examples 
could justifiably be categorized as errors of hearing—a fact which strongly supports Wayment’s 
argument that Codex I is a dictated text.93   
 What follows is a table which comprehensively lists all of the variants between Codex I and the 
text of the NA28. An asterisk appears in the “notes” column when further commentary on a particular 
variant can be found either in this introductory material or in the corresponding footnotes found in the 
transcription section below. It is also indicated in the “notes” column whether or not a variant appears 
in the critical apparatus of the NA28. Additionally, note that for ease of use, occurences of the four 
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 See, for example, Heb 5:7 where the scribe gives ikeisiaj for ikethriaj; Heb 6:2 where baptisqenn is given for 
baptismwn; and possibly also Heb 2:4 where merismoi is given for merismoij. In this last example, the final sigma of 
merismoij is simply omitted resulting in a nominative where there should be a dative. This, of course makes no 
sense in context. See Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 259. 
88
 Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 259. 
89
James R. Royse, Scribal Habits in Early Greek New Testament Papyri, (New Testament Tools, Studies and 
Documents 36; Leiden: Brill, 2009), 91. 
90






,” in Studies in Methodology in 
Textual Criticism of the New Testament (Leiden: Brill, 1969), 112. 
91
 Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 259. 
92
 These numbers vary slightly from what Sanders recorded. In the case of ai for e he also found 42 instances, but 
in the case of e for ai he found 8 (instead of 10); in the case of i for ei he found 71 (instead of 78); and in the case 
of ei for i he found 17 (instead of 16).  See Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 257.  
93





major itacisms mentioned above have been color-coded throughout the table as follows: ai for e = blue, 
e for ai = orange,  i for ei = red, and ei for i = green.94  
Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
3 1 Cor 11:19 di dei not in NA28 
4 1 Cor 11:26 aÐnñ omitted not in NA28, * 
4 1 Cor 11:27 toÐuñÎton omitted in NA28 (uncertain), * 
10 1 Cor 14:12 pñrñoñfñhñÎeuhte perisseuhte in NA28, * 
16 1 Cor 15:38 auÐtñwñ dñiñdñwñsñiñnñ didwsin autw not in NA28 
16 1 Cor 15:38 hqelhÐsñeñ hqelhsen not in NA28 
16 1 Cor 15:38 tñoñ omitted not in NA28, * 
19 1 Cor 16:13 GrhgorÐeitai Grhgoreite not in NA28 
26 2 Cor 3:16 d añnñ de ean not in NA28, * 
26 2 Cor 3:16 perierñÎeitai periaireitai not in NA28 
28 2 Cor 4:16 anakenÎoutai anakainoutai not in NA28 
34 2 Cor 7:13 u?mwn hmwn not in NA28 
35 2 Cor 8:6 pñroeñnhñrñxñañsqai proenhrxato not in NA28, * 
36 2 Cor 8:15 elattñÎonhsen hlattonhsen not in NA28 
36 2 Cor 8:16 diñdñÎonti donti in NA28 (uncertain), 
39 2 Cor 9:15 dñe omitted not in NA28, * 
39 2 Cor 9:15 epei epi not in NA28, * 
39 2 Cor 10:1 eÐpñiñeikiaj epieikeiaj not in NA28 
39 2 Cor 10:1 tapiÎnoj tapeinoj not in NA28 
40 2 Cor 10:10 men episñtñÎolai epistolai men in NA28 
40 2 Cor 10:10 baÐriai bareiai not in NA28 
41 2 Cor 11:1 aneicesÐqñañiñ aneicesqe not in NA28 
44 2 Cor 11:28 eñpñiñsñuñsñtasÎij epistasij in NA28 (uncertain), 
45 2 Cor 12:6 fidomai feidomai not in NA28 
45 2 Cor 12:6 
ti omitted following 
añkñouei 
ti in NA28, * 
46 2 Cor 12:14 u?mwn omitted not in NA28 
47 2 Cor 13:1 
duo h triwn 
marÎturwn 
duo marturwn kai 
triwn not in NA28 
50 Gal 1:12 dia di not in NA28 
50 Gal 1:13 Hžkousatai hkousate not in NA28 
55 Gal 3:17 eiÐjñ CñžNñž omitted in NA28, * 
57 Gal 4:8 oñuñsi ousin not in NA28, * 
57 Gal 4:9 epistrefetai epistrefete not in NA28 
58 Gal 4:21 legetai legete not in NA28 
58 Gal 4:21 aÐkouetai akouete not in NA28 
59 Eph 2:16 añpoktinaj apokteinaj not in NA28 
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 Many of the other variants in the table can likely also be categorized as itacistic, but only the four mentioned 
here have been specifically separated as such. Also note the possibility that some of the variants set apart as 
itacistic in the table may prove to be otherwise in light of a more detailed study. The words in the “Codex I 
Reading” column are depicted as they appear in the transcription section below (with bracketed letters, 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
60 Eph 3:7 enerÐgian energeian not in NA28 
61 Eph 3:18 ÎexiscusÐhtai exiscushte not in NA28 
63 Eph 4:18 autw autoij not in NA28, * 
64 Eph 4:28 echtai ech not in NA28 
64 Eph 4:28 crian creian not in NA28 
64 Eph 4:30 lupeiÐtai lupeite not in NA28 
65 Eph 5:6 apiqiaj apeiqeiaj 
not in NA28, two instances 
(both the same) 
65 Eph 5:7 gñinesqai ginesqe not in NA28 
65 Eph 5:10 dokeiÎmazontej dokimazontej not in NA28 
65 Eph 5:11 sugkoinwneiÐtñañiñ sugkoinwneite not in NA28 
66 Eph 5:22 upotassesqwsan omitted in NA28, * 
67 Eph 6:1 upakouetaÐiñ upakouete not in NA28 
68 Eph 6:10 krati kratei not in NA28 
68 Eph 6:11 endusasqai endusasqe not in NA28 
68 Eph 6:11 meqodiaj meqodeiaj not in NA28 
69 Eph 6:20 di dei not in NA28 




filippisiouñjñ filipphsiouj not in NA28 
71 Phil 1:12 ÎGinwsÐkin ginwskein not in NA28 
73 Phil 2:2 ÎfronhtaÐiñ fronhte not in NA28 
73 Phil 2:2 pantej omitted not in NA28, * 
73 Phil 2:2 sunñyucoi sumyucoi not in NA28, * 
73 Phil 2:2 auto en in NA28 
73 Phil 2:3 eriqia› eriqeian not in NA28 
73 Phil 2:3 prohÐÎgoumenoi hgoumenoi in NA28, text missing, * 
74 Phil 2:12 katergazesqai katergazesqe not in NA28 
74 Phil 2:13 energin energein not in NA28 
74 Phil 2:14 poieitai poieite not in NA28 
75 Phil 2:25 sunstratiwthn sustratiwthn not in NA28 
75 Phil 2:25 litourgo› leitourgon not in NA28 
76 Phil 3:4 alloj dokei dokei alloj not in NA28 
76 Phil 3:5 beniamein beniamin not in NA28 
77 Phil 3:13 epeÐÎkÐtñiñnomenoj epekteinomenoj not in NA28 
77 Phil 3:14 diÎwkwnÐ diwkw in NA28, unconfirmable, * 
77 Phil 3:14 brabion brabeion not in NA28 
77 Phil 3:15 fronhtai froneite 
not in NA28, two instances 
(other = h for ei) 
78 Phil 4:3 ke kai not in NA28 
78 Phil 4:4 Cžairetai cairete not in NA28 
78 Phil 4:4 cairetai cairete not in NA28 
79 Phil 4:14 epoihsatai epoihsate not in NA28 
79 Phil 4:14 sunkoinwnhÎsantÐeñjñ sugkoinwnhsantej not in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 




kolassaeij kolossaeij not in NA28 
80 Col 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
80 Col 1:2 kolassaij kolossaij in NA28 
80 Col 1:2 kai KžUž IžUž CžUž omitted in NA28 
80 Col 1:3 kai omitted in NA28 
82 Col 1:20 
di autou omitted 
following autou 
di autou in NA28 
83 Col 1:27 oj o in NA28 
83 Col 1:29 eñnerñgiÎanÐ energeian not in NA28 
84 Col 2:7 en th in NA28, * 
84 Col 2:7 edidacqhtai edidacqhte not in NA28 
84 Col 2:8 Ežste estai not in NA28 
84 Col 2:8 stoicia stoiceia not in NA28 
85 Col 2:16 h kai in NA28, * 
85 Col 2:16 meri merei not in NA28 
85 Col 2:16 nÐoñumhniaj neomhniaj not in NA28 
85 Col 2:17 
15 words omitted 
following mellontwn 






kai qrhskeia twn 
aggelwn 
not in NA28, * 
86 Col 3:5 pornian porneian not in NA28 
86 Col 3:6 apiqeiaj apeiqeiaj not in NA28 
86 Col 3:8 apoÐQñžesqai apoqesqe not in NA28 
87 Col 3:15 eklhÎqÐhñtai eklhqhte not in NA28 
87 Col 3:15 ginesqai ginesqe not in NA28 
87 Col 3:16 KžUž Cristou in NA28, * 
87 Col 3:16 kai umnoiÐj kai umnoij in NA28 (uncertain), * 
87 Col 3:16 tñhñ kñañrñÎdia taij kardiaij in NA28 
87 Col 3:17 añÎnÐ ean not in NA28, * 
88 Col 3:25 komiÐeitai komisetai 
two variants (neither in NA28): 
ei for e and lacking s, * 
88 Col 3:25 para tw QžWžñ omitted in NA28 
88 Col 4:2 ÎproskarteÐRžountej proskartereite in NA28, * 
89 Col 4:12 ina hÐte ina staqhte in NA28, text missing, * 
89 Col 4:12 tñelioi teleioi not in NA28 
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriw not in NA28 
90 1 Thes 1:1 CžUž cristw not in NA28 
90 1 Thes 1:1 
apo QžUž PžRžSž hñmñÎwn 
kaiÐ KžUž IžUž CžUž omitted in NA28 
90 1 Thes 1:2 mnian mneian not in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
92 1 Thes 2:8 omiromenoi omeiromenoi not in NA28 
93 1 Thes 2:14 epaqetai epaqete not in NA28 
93 1 Thes 2:15 




kai qew mh 
areskontwn not in NA28, * 
93 1 Thes 2:16 eqñnhsin eqnesin not in NA28, * 
94 1 Thes 3:3 senesqai sainesqai not in NA28 
95 1 Thes 3:11 u?mwn hmwn not in NA28 
95 1 Thes 3:12 thn agaphn th agaph not in NA28, * 
96 1 Thes 4:8 
kai omitted 
following ton 
kai in NA28 
96 1 Thes 4:8 to agÎionÐ autou autou to agion not in NA28 
96 1 Thes 4:9 crian creian not in NA28 
96 1 Thes 4:9 eicoÎmen ecete in NA28, * 
96 1 Thes 4:9 graÐfin grafein not in NA28 
97 1 Thes 4:17 perilipomeÎnoiÐ perileipomenoi not in NA28 
99 1 Thes 5:24 proseucesqai proseucesqe not in NA28 
99 1 Thes 5:25 
kai omitted before 
Îperi 
kai peri in NA28 (uncertain) 
100 2 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriw not in NA28 
100 2 Thes 1:3 Ožfilomen ofeilomen not in NA28 
102 2 Thes 2:6 oidatai oidate not in NA28 
102 2 Thes 2:6 autñoñuñ eautou in NA28 
103 2 Thes 2:15 sthketai sthkete not in NA28 
103 2 Thes 2:15 eÎdidÐacqhtai edidacqhte not in NA28 
103 2 Thes 2:16 kai o in NA28 
104 2 Thes 3:8 nukta kai hmñÎeranÐ nuktoj kai hmeraj in NA28, * 
104 2 Thes 3:9 mimisqñañi mimeisqai not in NA28 
107 Heb 2:4 ÎmeÐrismoi merismoij not in NA28, * 
108 Heb 2:14 epi epei not in NA28 
110 Heb 3:14 baibean bebaian 
not in NA28, two instances (ai 
for e and e for ai) 
110 Heb 3:15 a?koushtai akoushte not in NA28 
110 Heb 3:15 sklhÐrunhtai sklhrunhte not in NA28 
111 Heb 4:5 h ei in NA28 
111 Heb 4:6 epi epei not in NA28 
111 Heb 4:6 eñuhñggeñliñÎsqentej euaggelisqentej not in NA28, * 
112 Heb 4:12 enqumhsewj enqumhsewn not in NA28 
112 Heb 4:13 tetracilismenañ tetrachlismena not in NA28 
113 Heb 5:7 ikeisiaj ikethriaj not in NA28, * 
113 Heb 5:7 eñiñsñcñuñÎraj iscuraj not in NA28 
114 Heb 6:1 teliothtañ teleiothta not in NA28 
114 Heb 6:2 baptisqenn baptismwn not in NA28, * 
115 Heb 6:11 endiknusqai endeiknusqai not in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
115 Heb 6:12 mimhte mimhtai not in NA28 
115 Heb 6:13 eñpagñgñilaÎmenoj epaggeilamenoj not in NA28 
116 Heb 7:1 oj o in NA28 
117 Heb 7:8 marturomenoj marturoumenoj not in NA28 
117 Heb 7:9 diañ di not in NA28 
117 Heb 7:9 lñeñuñeñiñjñ Leui in NA28 
118 Heb 7:18 Ažqethseij aqethsij not in NA28 
118 Heb 7:18 geinetai ginetai not in NA28 
118 Heb 7:19 eteliwsen eteleiwsen not in NA28 
118 Heb 7:19 krittonoj kreittonoj not in NA28 
119 Heb 7:27 prosenegkaj anenegkaj in NA28, * 
119 Heb 7:28 ÎieÐrñeij arciereij in NA28 (uncertain), * 
119 Heb 7:28 asqenian asqeneian not in NA28 
120 Heb 8:8 epei epi not in NA28 
120 Heb 8:8 epei epi not in NA28 
121 Heb 9:1 latriaj latreiaj not in NA28 
122 Heb 9:9 ÎteÐliwsai teleiwsai not in NA28 
122 Heb 9:11 melÐÎlÐoñnñtwñn genomenwn in NA28 (uncertain), * 
123 Heb 9:16 diatiqemenou diaqemenou not in NA28 
123 Heb 9:18 enkekenistai egkekainistai 
two variants: nu (Codex I) for 
gamma (NA28) and an itacism; 
neither in NA28 
124 Heb 9:26 epi epei not in NA28 
124 Heb 9:26 edi edei not in NA28 
124 Heb 9:26 pollakeij pollakij not in NA28 
124 Heb 9:26 nun nuni not in NA28 
124 Heb 9:26 ÎsunÐtelia sunteleia not in NA28 
125 Heb 10:6 hudokhsaj eudokhsaj not in NA28 
125 Heb 10:8 ÎhbouÐlñhqhsñañnñ omitted not in NA28, * 




prosforaj in NA28, * 
126 Heb 10:17 
anÎoÐmiwn autwn 
kai twn amarñÎtiwnÐ 
amartiwn autwn 
kai twn anomiwn not in NA28, * 
127 Heb 10:27 
zhloj omitted 
following puroj 
zhloj not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:36 ecetai ecete not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:36 crian creian not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:36 komiñsñÎhÐsqai komishsqe not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:37 cronñiñeñiñ cronisei not in NA28, * 
128 Heb 10:38 
mou omitted 
following dÐiñkñañiñoñjñ 
mou in NA28 
128 Heb 10:38 uÐpñostilhtÎai uposteilhtai not in NA28 




tw in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
129 Heb 11:7 kateÐkñrñiñnñeñ katekrinen not in NA28 
130 Heb 11:13 komisÎameÐnoi labontej in NA28, * 
130 Heb 11:13 eidontej idontej not in NA28 
130 Heb 11:13 eÐpei epi not in NA28 
131 Heb 11:22 u?i?w uiwn not in NA28 
131 Heb 11:22 enetilato eneteilato not in NA28 
131 Heb 11:23 Pisti pistei not in NA28 
131 Heb 11:23 astion asteion not in NA28 
132 Heb 11:32 epiliyei epileiyei not in NA28 
132 Heb 11:32 gar meñ me gar in NA28 
133 Heb 11:39 taj epaggeliaj thn epaggelian in NA28 
133 Heb 11:40 kritton kreitton not in NA28 
133 Heb 11:40 tñeliwqwsin teleiwqwsin not in NA28 
133 Heb 12:1 thlikouñtñoñnñ tosouton in NA28 
134 Heb 12:7 paidian paideian not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:7 u?pomenetai upomenete not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:8 kai omitted not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:8 estai este not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:8 paidiaj paideiaj not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:8 estai este not in NA28 
134 Heb 12:9 
de omitted 
following polu 
de in NA28 
135 Heb 12:16 apedoto apedeto not in NA28 
135 Heb 12:16 autwn eautou not in NA28, * 
135 Heb 12:17 Ežiste iste not in NA28 
135 Heb 12:17 metepita metepeita not in NA28 
136 Heb 12:26 siswñ seisw not in NA28, * 
137 Heb 13:7 mimisqai mimeisqe two variants, neither in NA28 
138 Heb 13:16 euarestitai euaresteitai not in NA28 
138 Heb 13:17 Pžiqesqai peiqesqe two variants, neither in NA28 
138 Heb 13:17 u?peikesqai upeikete not in NA28 
138 Heb 13:18 PžrñoñseñucñesñqñañÎi proseucesqe not in NA28 




ÎprojÐ eñÎbraioujÐ omitted not in NA28 
140 1 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
140 1 Tim 1:2 pisti pistei not in NA28 
142 1 Tim 1:20 u?meñneoj umenaioj not in NA28 
143 1 Tim 2:10 prepi prepei not in NA28 
143 1 Tim 2:10 qeosebian qeosebeian not in NA28 
143 1 Tim 2:12 guÎnÐaikei gunaiki not in NA28 
144 1 Tim 3:7 di dei not in NA28 
144 1 Tim 3:7 oniñdismon oneidismon not in NA28, * 
144 1 Tim 3:8 aiscrñoñkerdij aiscrokerdeij not in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
146 1 Tim 4:11 mhñdij mhdeij not in NA28 
146 1 Tim 4:12 pisti pistei not in NA28, * 
146 1 Tim 4:12 agnia agneia not in NA28 
147 1 Tim 5:8 oikiwn oikeiwn not in NA28 
147 1 Tim 5:8 pronoeitai pronoei in NA28, * 
148 1 Tim 5:17 alhqeia didaskalia not in NA28, * 
148 1 Tim 5:18 
Ožu fimwseij boun 
alowntañ 
Boun alownta ou 
fimwseij in NA28 
149 1 Tim 6:2 eco›taj econtej not in NA28 
149 1 Tim 6:2 katafronitwsan katafroneitwsan not in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:17 uyhÐla fronein uyhlofronein in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:17 ploutw ploutou not in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:17 epei epi not in NA28, * 
151 1 Tim 6:17 tw omitted in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:17 ta omitted not in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:18 a?gaqoij kaloij not in NA28, * 
152 2 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
153 2 Tim 1:10 epifaniaj epifaneiaj not in NA28 
153 2 Tim 1:10 QžUž Cristou Ihsou in NA28 (lone witness), * 
154 2 Tim 2:2 eikanoi ikanoi not in NA28 
156 2 Tim 2:22 pantwn omitted in NA28 
156 2 Tim 2:23 gennwsei gennwsin not in NA28 
156 2 Tim 2:24 di dei not in NA28 
157 2 Tim 3:6 poikeilaij poikilaij not in NA28 
158 2 Tim 3:16 paidian paideian not in NA28 
159 2 Tim 4:8 
o dikaioj krithj 
omitted following 
hmera 
o dikaioj krithj not in NA28, * 
159 2 Tim 4:8 epifanian epifaneian not in NA28 
160 2 Tim 4:19 Ažspasasqñeñ aspasai 
two variants (one dittographic 
and the other itacistic), neither 
in NA28, * 
162 Titus 1:10 
kai omitted 
following polloi 
kai not in NA28, * 
162 Titus 1:11 di dei not in NA28 
163 Titus 2:4 swfronizwÐsi swfronizwsin not in NA28 
165 Titus 3:8 fronÐtñiñzousin frontizwsin not in NA28 
 
As mentioned above, the particulars concerning many of these variants are examined in more depth 
throughout the footnotes of the transcription below. Several of the variants, however, warrant a bit 
more detailed discussion. 
Selected Notable Variants 
 The first of the variants to be examined more closely is in Eph 5:22, which, in Codex I, reads: 





husbands as to the Lord”).95 The text includes the addition of upotassesqwsan, which is omitted in the 
NA28.96 In the NA28, the phrase in question here lacks a main verb and, hence, hails back to the 
participle of the preceding verse, upotassomenoi. A possible explanation for the variant could be that a 
scribe tried to clarify the text by repeating the verb from verse 21 in verse 22. This possibility is 
supported by the fact that in other manuscripts the variant reading upotassesqe is found (which can be 
accounted for on the same grounds).97 The NA28 reading is both the lectio brevior and lectio difficilior. In 
Metzger’s Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament he writes, “A majority of the Committee 
preferred the shorter reading, which accords with the succinct style of the author’s admonitions, and 
explained the other readings as expansions introduced for the sake of clarity, the main verb being 
required especially when the words ai gunaikej stood at the beginning of a scripture lesson.”98 
 
 Another instance in which Codex I provides an addition omitted by the NA28 is in Phil 2:2, which 
reads: (2)plhrwÎsate mÐoñu thn caran ižna to auto ÎfronhtaÐiñ pantej thn authn agaÎphn econtejÐ 
sunñyucoi to auto ÎfronountejÐ (“Fulfill my joy, in order that you all be of the same mind, having the 
same love, being in full accord and of one mind”). Codex I adds the word pantej. The meaning of the text 
is not significantly altered by the addition, but perhaps it was included to offer a bit of clarification. 
Wayment comments, “The addition of pantej here may be the result of a scribal gloss that envisions the 
kingdom of God thriving in utopian harmony.”99 If this was, indeed, the case, it is difficult to know 
whether or not the change was the work of the scribe (or lector) of Codex I, or whether it originated 
from the manuscript’s Vorlage.  
 Although there are several occasions in which one or two small (and usually insignificant) words 
are omitted throughout Codex I, there are three instances in which the missing sections are three or 
more words long. These are likely all visual errors resulting from parablepsis. Wayment suggests that the 
errors were likely made by the lector rather than the scribe himself.100 The first and most substantial 
omission is in Col 2:17-18 where 15 words are omitted. The text in Codex I reads: (17)a esti› Îskia tÐwn 
mellontwn (18)a eorake› ÎembaÐtñeuwn eikh fusioumenoj Îupo tou nooÐjñ thj sarkoj autou (“Which things 
are a shadow of those to come, entering into those things which he has seen, being vainly puffed up by 
his mind after the flesh”). The missing section is omitted between mellontwn and a eorake›. The NA28 
version of the omitted text reads: to de swma tou Cristou) mhdeij umaj katabrabeuetwn( qelwn en 
tapeinofrosunh kai qrhskeia twn aggelwn (“But the substance belongs to Christ. Do not let anyone 
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disqualify you, insisting on self-abasement and worship of angels” [NRSV]). It is quite probable that this 
leap forward was occasioned by homoeoteleuton as both mellontwn and aggelwn end the same way and 
both are preceded by the article twn. The second omission is found in 1 Thes 2:15, which reads: (15)twn 
kai ton KžNž apoÎkteinÐantwn IžNž kai touj profhÎtaj kai hmÐañj ekdiwxantwn kai Îpasin anqrwpoijÐ 
enantiwn (“Who killed both the Lord Jesus and the prophets, and drove us out, and opposed all men”). 
In this instance, the words kai qew mh areskontwn (“they displease God” [NRSV]) were omitted between 
ekdiwxantwn and kai pasin. The eye of the scribe (or lector) likely skipped forward from ekdiwxantwn to 
areskontwn due to homoeoteleuton (or possibly also homoeoarcton seeing as both ekdiwxantwn and 
areskontwn are followed by the word kai). The third example is in 2 Tim 4:8, wherein it reads:  Îon 
apodwsei moi o kurioj en ekeinhÐ th hmera ou monon de emoi alla kai pasin toñiñjñ hgaphkosin thn 
epifanian autou\ (“which the Lord will give me on that day, and not only me, but also all those who have 
lovingly awaited his appearance”). The appositive phrase o dikaioj krithj (“the righteous judge”) is 
lacking in reference to the Lord, an omission not supported by any other manuscripts according to the 
apparati of both the NA28 and the Center for New Testament Textual Studies (CNTTS).101 The fact that 
this is a singular reading suggests that the error was the work of the scribe or lector of Codex I rather 
than one transmitted from the exemplar.  
  A number of the more significant variants in the manuscript appear to be the result of 
harmonization, whether to remote parallels or to the immediate context.102 In Phil 2:2 the reader is told 
to “be of the same [auto] mind, having the same [authn] love…and of one [en] mind” (NRSV).103 A variant 
reading subsitutes auto for en, likely harmonizing it to the first half of the verse. In similar fashion, the 
reading h is substituted for kai in Col 2:16, which reads: (16)ÎMhÐ oun tij u?maj krinetw en brwÎseÐi h en 
posei h en meri eorthj Îh nÐoñumhniaj h sabbatwn (“Therefore let no one judge you regarding food or 
drink or in relation to a festival, or new moons, or sabbaths”). The eta in question is that between en 
brwsei and en posei.This is probably a harmonization to the other three occurences of h in the same 
verse. Also, in 2 Cor 8:6 Codex I reads: (6)Îeij to parakalesai hmaj Titon ina kaqwjÐ pñroeñnhñrñxñañsqai 
outwj Îkai epitelesÐhñ eij umaj kai th› Îcarin tauthn (“In order that we might urge Titus that, just as 
he began, so also he might complete this same grace unto you”). The word proenhrxasqai is used in 
Codex I, whereas the NA28 reads proenhrxato.104 Wayment argues that the scribe (or lector) probably 
confused proenhrxato with the proenhxasqe from 2 Cor 8:10 (proenhrxasqai is simply an itacistic variant 
of proenhxasqe).105  
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 he points out that “although they are not frequent, harmonizations to 
remote parallels do occur” (Colwell, Method in Evaluating Scribal Habits, 113). He goes on to point out that the 
more frequent types of harmonization are those relating to the immediate context of a variant (Colwell, Method in 
Evaluating Scribal Habits, 113). In Codex I there appear to be instances of both types of harmonization.  
103
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 In two other examples, the scribe (or lector) likely harmonized variant readings to similar 
passages within the proximity of one or two chapters. In Heb 9:11 it reads: (11)CžSž Îde paragenÐoñmñeñnñoj 
arñcñÎiereuj twn mellÐoñnñtwñn añgñañÎqwn dia thj meizoÐnñoñÎj kai teleioteraj skhnhj (“But when Christ, 
having come as a high priest of the good things to come, through the greater and more perfect 
tabernacle…”). In place of twn mellontwn agaqwn, the NA28 reads twn genomenwn agaqwn. Metzger 
comments, “Although both readings are well supported, genomenwn on the whole  appears to have 
superior attestation on the score of age and diversity of text type ([P46] B D* 1739 itd syrp, h, pal Origen al). 
The presence of the expression twn mellontwn agaqwn in 10.2, where the text is firm, seems to have 
influenced copyists here.”106 Similarly, in Heb 11:13, Codex I reads: (13)kata pistin apeñÎqaÐnon outoi 
pantej mh komisÎameÐnoi taj epaggeliaj (“All of these died in faith, not having received the promises”).  
The NA28, on the other hand, reads labontej instead of komisamenoi, which does little (if anything) to 
change the meaning of the text. It is possible that the scribe (or lector) could have had in mind either 
Heb 10:36 or 11:39 where the verb komizw is also used with the object epaggelian.107 At any rate, the 
manuscript evidence favors labontej.  
 In a few instances, the scribe (or lector) may have harmonized the text with more remote 
passages, though admittedly these examples are more of a stretch. The first possibility is in Phil 2:3 
where Codex I reads: (3)mñhñden kat eriqia› Îmhde kata kenÐoñdñÎoxian aÐlñlñañ thñ Îtapeinofrosunh allhlouj 
prohgoumenoi uperecontaj eautwn (“Do nothing in strife or vanity, but in humility regard one another 
above yourselves”). Codex I adopts prohgoumenoi in place of the NA28’s hgoumenoi, a variance which 
hardly makes a difference in meaning.108 In this passage the verb takes the object allhlouj and is 
accompanied by the dative th tapeinofrosunh. A similar construction is found in Rom 12:10 where 
prohgoumenoi also takes the object allhlouj with a dative (th timh). Possible familiarity with the passage 
in Romans could have influenced the scribe to favor the prefixed version of the verb.  
 A second possible example of harmonization with more remote passages is found in Col 4:12, 
wherein it reads: pantote aÎgwnizomeÐnoj u?per u?mwn en taij Îproseucaij ina hÐte tñelioi kai 
peÎplyroforhmenoi (“Who always labors in your behalf in his prayers, in order that you may be perfect 
and complete”).  Sanders records ina hte telioi in place of the NA28’s ina sthte telioi. Unfortunately, 
in the image sets for Codex I, all that remains of the variant word in question is just the final –te. 
Sanders, however, appears to have seen ina hte, including neither square brackets nor even underdots. 
Hence, in the critical apparatus of NA28, Codex I is cited as the best witness of this reading (there is not 
much additional textual support for it). There is a possibility that this is a harmonization of James 1:4, 
which reads: ina hte teleioi kai oloklhroi (NA28). Another possibility is that it could be an allusion to 
the more well-known injunction in Matthew 5:48, esesqe oun umeij teleioi, which also couples teleioi 
with the verb eimi. 
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 A final example of possible harmonization can be seen at Heb 10:17. Here Codex I reads kai twn 
anomiwn autwn kai twn amartiwn autwn, a transposed version when compared to the NA28, which 
reads kai twn amartiwn autwn kai twn anomiwn autwn. Wayment argues that this “transposition of 
word order may demonstrate that the scribe was copying down text in longer units, perhaps 
remembering as many as eight words at a time.”109 He goes on to suggest that the change “may be a 
partial harmonization to the wording of the Greek text of Jer 38:34 (31:34 MT).”110 Due to the large 
amount of missing text in Codex I, it is difficult to confirm whether or not these types of remote 
harmonizations are, in fact, characteristic of the scribe (or lector). However, it is not unreasonable to 
imagine that he could have been capable of such textual dexterity. 
 Several of the variants in Codex I are simply different forms of a given word (or root), with only 
slight, if any, change in the meaning of the text. Examples of this can be found in Heb 7:27, where 
prosenegkaj is used in place of anenegkaj; Heb 7:28, where iereij is used in place of arciereij; and in 1 
Tim 5:8, where pronoeitai is used in place of pronoei (both the active and middle forms having the same 
basic connotation).  
 In 1 Tim 5:17 Codex I reads (17)Oži kalwj proestwtej presbuteroi diplhj timhj axiousqwsan 
malista oi kopiwntej en logw kai alhqeia\ (“Let the elders who rule well be esteemed of double the 
honor, especially those who labor in word and teaching”).The word alhqeia is used here instead of the 
well-attested didaskalia, which is found in various other manuscripts. Wayment entertains the 
possibility that the reading alhqeia potentially predates Codex I and perhaps even its Vorlage: “At some 
point likely prior to Codex I and its exemplar, a scribe substituted the one term for the other, both of 
which are employed somewhat synonymously in this epistle.”111 Though this may be the case, Wayment 
points out that didaskalia is likely the earlier reading, an argument backed by the weight of many 
significant manuscript witnesses.112 
 In 2 Thes 3:8, Codex I reads oude dwreanÐ arton efagomen para tinoj Îall enÐ kopw kai mocqw 
nukta kai hmñÎeranÐ ergazomenoi proj to mh epibÎarhsaiÐ tina u?mwn (“And we did not eat any man’s 
bread without cost, but in labor and toil we worked throughout the night and day, so as to not burden 
any one of you”). The changing of the case of the nouns from the genitive, nuktoj kai hmeraj (NA28) to 
the accusative, nukta kai hmeran (Codex I) slightly alters the meaning of the phrase. In his Textual 
Commentary on the Greek New Testament, Metzger writes, “A majority of the Committee preferred the 
reading with the genitives (supported by  ¥ B F G 33 81 104 255 256 263 442 1611 1845 1908 2005), 
which is in conformity with Paul’s usage in 1 Th 2.9 and 3.10. The reading with the accusatives 
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(supported by A D K L P most miniscules) appears to be a heightening of the apostle’s statement, by 
emphasizing the duration of his labors (‘throughout night and day’).”113 
 In addition to the changing of a noun’s case, the changing of its number can also alter the 
meaning of a text. In Eph 4:18, Codex I records the singular autw in place of the NA28’s plural autoij. 
Codex I reads eskotwmeÎnoi th diÐañnñoñiñañ ontej aphllotriÎwmenoi thjÐ zñwhj tou QžUž dia th› Îagnoian 
thn ouÐsan en autw\ diÎa thn pwrwsin thj kÐañrñdñiaj auÎtwn (“They are darkened in understanding, and 
alienated from the life of God through the ignorance which is in him, because of the hardness of their 
hearts”). Neither the apparatus of the NA28, that of the CNTTS, nor that of Tischendorf’s 8th edition 
offer any manuscript support for this reading, and thus it can reasonably be assumed that it was 
introduced by the scribe (or lector) of Codex I. Wayment points out the significant shift in meaning 
caused by the seemingly small error: “This subtle change in the pronoun produced a dramatic shift in 
meaning. Instead of reading ‘being alienated from a life in God because of the ignorance which is in 
them,’ one reads that they were ‘alienated from a life in God because of the ignorance that is in him.”114 
This error obviously carries with it an unwelcome theological nuance. It was likely just a simple mistake 
which the scribe made due to the commonality of the construction en autw. 
 A number of the variant readings in Codex I do little to nothing to change the meaning of the 
text. In addition to minor spelling and orthographical variants, there are a handful that simply change 
the order of a few words. The following list outlines all instances of these transpositional variants:115 
Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading 
16 1 Cor 15:38 auÐtñwñ dñiñdñwñsñiñnñ didwsin autw 
40 2 Cor 10:10 men episñtñÎolai epistolai men 
69 Eph 6:21 kai umeijÐ eñidhte eidhte kai umeij 
76 Phil 3:4 alloj dokei dokei alloj 
80 Col 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou
116 
96 1 Thes 4:8 to agÎionÐ autou autou to agion 
126 Heb 10:17 anÎoÐmiwn autwn kai twn amarñÎtiwnÐ amartiwn autwn kai twn anomiwn 
132 Heb 11:32 gar meñ me gar 
140 1 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou 
148 1 Tim 5:18 Ožu fimwseij boun alowntañ Boun alownta ou fimwseij 
152 2 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou 
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116
 For the sake of clarification, note that the variants in this chart from the following verses deal only with word 
order; they do not deal with whether or not the nomina sacra form is employed in the manuscript: Col 1:1, 1 Tim 






 When Sanders examined Codex I about a century ago, he “not only [took] those variants, which 
[fell] in the well-preserved portions of the text, but [he also] tried to determine the position of the 
[manuscript] regarding many others which fall in lines partly lost.”117 He did so by estimating the number 
of characters missing either at the beginning or end of many of the partially damaged lines, and basically 
made an educated guess as to how the text must have read in those sections. By this method, Sanders 
claimed that he was “able to determine the position of the [manuscript] on about 450 variants given in 
Tischendorf’s edition.”118 Based on this analysis, Sanders concluded, “It is plain even at first sight that 
there is a notable agreement with the Alexandrian group of [manuscripts], the Neutral group of 
Westcott and Hort.”119 Sanders then offers a number of statistics based on this data, but unfortunately 
he did not include much of the actual data itself (i.e. the readings themselves, whether authentic or 
approximated). Because of this, it is nearly impossible to confirm a number of his statistical findings.  
 On the question of textual affiliation, I have taken a somewhat different approach in that I did 
not, like Sanders, estimate missing portions of the text based on line and letter spacing, but rather 
included only those portions of the text that actually survived in my quantitative analysis.120 As shown in 
the table above, a full comparison has been made between my transcription of Codex I and the text of 
the NA28, which is representative of the B-text group (also called the Alexandrian or Neutral text-type). 
In that table all of the variants between the two texts have been listed. In addition, I have compared my 
transcription of Codex I to the text of the Robinson Pierpont (RP) edition, which is exemplary of the 
                                                          
117
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 259. 
118
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 259. In the variants table given above (where Codex I is compared to the NA28 as a 
base text) there are slightly more than 250 variants identified—a vastly smaller data pool than Sanders’ 450. 
Unfortunately, given the lack of the actual readings list which Sanders compiled, it remains improbable that one 
might be able to reconcile the findings with each other. 
119
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 259. Note that Sanders’ transcription was based on the Westcott and Hort text. 
Variants between Codex I and Westcott and Hort are included in the footnotes of his transcription. Sanders also 
notes in the preface to his edition, “The Alexandrian character of the text was so plain and decided that long 
search for parallels to the few individual variants seemed unnecessary” (Sanders, Epistles of Paul, vii).  
120
 Gordon D. Fee writes, “The single most important factor in establishing textual relationships of any kind is the 
determination of the criteria by which such relationships should be measured. Colwell (1959: 757) has suggested 
that ideally the only proper method is to compare a given MS completely with all other MSS. Until some 
refinement of computer analysis is available, however, one will have to settle for a partial method somewhere 
below the ideal. Nevertheless, by carefull controls one should be able to derive results which would approximate 
those of the ideal” (Gordon D. Fee, “Codex Sinaiticus in the Gospel of John: A Contribution to Methodology in 
Establishing Textual Relationships,” in Studies in the Theory and Method of New Testament Textual Criticism [ed. 
Eldon J. Epp and Gordon D. Fee; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993], 223). The work to which he refers is Ernest C. 
Colwell, “Method in Locating a Newly-Discovered Manuscript within the Manuscript Tradition of the Greek New 
Testament,” SE 1 (1959): 757, which has been reprinted in Ernest C. Colwell, Studies in Methodology in Textual 
Criticism of the New Testament (Leiden: Brill, 1969), 26. In his study, Fee gives a quantatative analysis between 
Codex Sinaiticus and other major manuscripts which include the Gospel of John through the sixth century (P66 P75 
A B C D W TR). I differ slightly from his methodology in that I do not compare Codex I directly against any other 
individual manuscript, but rather to two critical editions instead (the NA28 and RP). Obviously more precise results 
can be expected once Codex I is compared to other manuscripts on an individual basis. However, such an endeavor 
has not been undertaken for this study, meaning that the results herein will simply “approximate those of the 





Byzantine tradition.121 The results of this comparison are laid out in the following table. By evaluating 
the differences between these two tables of variants, it will be shown that the text of Codex I more 
closely resembles the B/Alexandrian/Neutral tradition (represented by the NA28) rather than the 
Byzantine (represented by the RP). Note that the same color-coding system used to specify the four 
major itacisms in the table comparing Codex I with the NA28 (above) is also employed here: ai for e = 
blue, e for ai = orange,  i for ei = red, and ei for i = green:122 
Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
3 1 Cor 11:19 di dei 
10 1 Cor 14:12 pñrñoñfñhñÎteuhte perisseuhte 
16 1 Cor 15:38 hqelhÐsñeñ hqelhsen 
17 1 Cor 15:49 foñresomñe› foreswmen 
18 1 Cor 16:2 sabÐbañtñou sabbatwn 
19 1 Cor 16:13 GrhgorÐeitai Grhgoreite 
20 2 Cor 1:1 CñžUñž ÎIhsou Ihsou cristou 
22 2 Cor 1:17 BžoulomñeñÎnoj bžouleuomenoj 
26 2 Cor 3:16 perierñÎeitai periaireitai 
26 2 Cor 3:17 ekei omitted following kuriouÐ ekei 
28 2 Cor 4:16 anakenÎoutai anakainoutai 
32 2 Cor 6:16 mñoñuñ moi 
35 2 Cor 8:6 pñroeñnhñrñxñañsqai proenhrxato 
36 2 Cor 8:15 elattñÎonhsen hlattonhsen 
39 2 Cor 9:15 epei epi 
39 2 Cor 10:1 eÐpñiñeikiaj epieikeiaj 
39 2 Cor 10:1 tapiÎnoj tapeinoj 
40 2 Cor 10:10 baÐriai bareiai 
41 2 Cor 10:18 ÎsunistaÐnñwñn sunistwn 
41 2 Cor 11:1 aneicesÐqñañiñ aneicesqe 
42 2 Cor 11:9 emautonÐ umin umin emauton 
43 2 Cor 11:20 eij proswÎpon umaj umaj eij proswpon 
45 2 Cor 12:6 fidomai feidomai 
45 2 Cor 12:6 ti omitted following añkñouei ti 
47 2 Cor 13:1 h triwn marÎturwn marturwn kai triwn 
47 2 Cor 13:2 grafw omitted following nun grafw 
48 2 Cor 13:10 o kurioj edwÐken moi edwken moi o kurioj 
50 Gal 1:12 dia di 
50 Gal 1:13 Hžkousatai hkousate 
53 Gal 2:16 oti dioti 
                                                          
121
 The Robinson-Pierpont Greek New Testament text used for this comparison was exported from the Bibleworks 
9 software, version 9.0.12.472.  
122
 The quantities of itacistic variants is the same in this table as it is in the table comparing Codex I to the NA28 for 
three of the four itacisms: ai for e (42), e for ai (10), and ei for (16). The number of instances for the variant ei for i 
varies slightly: 73 compared to 78 in the NA28 table. The words in the “Codex I Reading” column are depicted as 
they appear in the transcription section below (with bracketed letters, underdots, etc.) so as to give the reader a 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
53 Gal 2:16 
ex erÎgwn nomou ou 
dikÐaiwqhsetai 
ou dikaiwqhsetai ex ergwn 
nomou 
57 Gal 4:8 fuseiÐ mñhñ oñuñsi mh fusei ousin 
57 Gal 4:8 oñuñsi ousin 
57 Gal 4:9 epistrefetai epistrefete 
58 Gal 4:21 legetai legete 
58 Gal 4:21 aÐkouetai akouete 
59 Eph 2:16 añpoktinaj apokteinaj 
60 Eph 3:7 egenhqhn egenomhn 
60 Eph 3:7 thj doqeishj thn doqeisan 
60 Eph 3:7 enerÐgian energeian 
61 Eph 3:18 ÎexiscusÐhtai exiscushte 
61 Eph 3:18 u?ñyoj kai baqoj baqoj kai uyoj 
63 Eph 4:18 eskotwmeÎnoi eskotismenoi 
63 Eph 4:18 autw autoij 
64 4:28 taij idiaij cersinÐ to agaqon to agaqon taij cersin 
64 Eph 4:28 echtai ech 
64 Eph 4:28 crian creian 
64 Eph 4:30 lupeiÐtai lupeite 
65 Eph 5:6 apiqiaj apeiqeiaj 
65 Eph 5:7 gñinesqai ginesqe 
65 Eph 5:10 dokeiÎmazontej dokimazontej 
65 Eph 5:11 sugkoinwneiÐtñañiñ sugkoinwneite 
66 Eph 5:22 upotassesqwsan upotassesqe 
66 Eph 5:23 
kai omitted following 
ekÐklhsiaj 
kai 
66 Eph 5:24 Ažllañ All v 
67 Eph 6:1 upakouetaÐiñ upakouete 
68 Eph 6:10 Tžou loipou to loipon 
68 Eph 6:10 
adelfoi mou omitted following 
tou loipou 
adelfoi mou (following to 
loipon) 
68 Eph 6:10 krati kratei 
68 Eph 6:11 endusasqai endusasqe 
68 Eph 6:11 meqodiaj meqodeiaj 
69 Eph 6:20 di dei 
69 Eph 6:21 kai umeijÐ eñidhte eidhte kai umeij 
70 Phil 1:1 CžñÎUž IhsouÐ Ihsou cristou 
70 Phil 1:11 karpon karpwn 
70 Phil 1:11 ton twn 
71 Phil 1:12 ÎGinwsÐkin ginwskein 
73 Phil 2:2 ÎfronhtaÐiñ fronhte 
73 Phil 2:2 pantej following ÎfronhtaÐiñ omitted 
73 Phil 2:2 sunñyucoi sumyucoi 
73 Phil 2:2 auto before ÎfronountejÐ enbefore fronountej 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
73 Phil 2:3 eriqia› eriqeian 
74 Phil 2:12 katergazesqai katergazesqe 
74 Phil 2:12 o omitted before QžSž o 
74 Phil 2:13 energin energein 
74 Phil 2:14 poieitai poieite 
75 Phil 2:25 sunstratiwthn sustratiwthn 
75 Phil 2:25 litourgo› leitourgon 
76 Phil 3:5 beniamein beniamin 
76 Phil 3:6 zhÐloj zhlon 
77 Phil 3:13 epekÐtñiñnomenoj epekteinomenoj 
77 Phil 3:14 eij epi 
77 Phil 3:14 brabion brabeion 
77 Phil 3:15 fronhtai froneite 
78 Phil 4:3 ke kai 
78 Phil 4:4 Cžairetai cairete 
78 Phil 4:4 cairetai cairete 
79 Phil 4:13 cristw omitted following me cristw 
79 Phil 4:14 epoihsatai epoihsate 
79 Phil 4:14 sunkoinwnhÎsantÐeñjñ sugkoinwnhsantej 
79 Phil 4:14 qliyi qliyei 
79 Phil 4:15 oidatai oidate 
81 Col 1:10 th epignwsei eij thn epignwsin 
82 Col 1:20 
di autou omitted following 
autou 
di autou 
82 Col 1:20 en epi 
83 Col 1:29 eñnerñgiÎanÐ energeian 
84 Col 2:7 th omitted following en th 
84 Col 2:7 edidacqhtai edidacqhte 
84 Col 2:8 Ežste estai 
84 Col 2:8 stoicia stoiceia 
85 Col 2:16 meri merei 
85 Col 2:17 
14 words omitted following 
mellontwn 
to de swma Cristou\ mhdeij 
umaj katabrabeuetw qelwn en 
tapeinofrosunh kai qrhskeia 
twn aggelwn 
85 Col 2:18 mh omitted before eorake› mh 
86 Col 3:5 pornian porneian 
86 Col 3:6 apiqeiaj apeiqeiaj 
86 Col 3:7 toutñÎoij autoij 
86 Col 3:8 apoÐQñžesqai apoqesqe 
87 Col 3:15 eklhÎqÐhñtai eklhqhte 
87 Col 3:15 ginesqai ginesqe 
87 Col 3:16 KžUž cristou 
88 Col 3:25 para tw QžWžñ omitted 
88 Col 4:1 OžUžNžWž ouranoij 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
89 Col 4:12 CžUž IžUž cristou 
89 Col 4:12 tñelioi teleioi 
90 1 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriw 
90 1 Thes 1:1 CžUž cristw 
90 1 Thes 1:2 mnian mneian 
90 1 Thes 1:2 umwn omitted following mnian umwn 
92 1 Thes 2:7 nhpioi hpioi 
92 1 Thes 2:7 em en 
92 1 Thes 2:8 omiromenoi omeiromenoi 
92 1 Thes 2:8 egenhqñhñÎte gegenhsqe 
93 1 Thes 2:14 epaqetai epaqete 
93 1 Thes 2:15 idiouj omitted before profhtaj idiouj 
93 1 Thes 2:15 
kai qew mh areskontwn omitted 
following ekdiwxantwn 
kai qew mh areskontwn 
93 1 Thes 2:16 eqñnhsin eqnesin 
94 1 Thes 3:2 uper following parakalesai 
umaj peri following 
parakalesai 
94 1 Thes 3:3 senesqai sainesqai 
95 1 Thes 3:11 CžSž omitted following IžSž cristoj 
95 1 Thes 3:11 u?mwn hmwn 
95 1 Thes 3:12 thn agaphn th agaph 
96 1 Thes 4:8 kai omitted following ton kai 
96 1 Thes 4:8 didonta donta 
96 1 Thes 4:8 to agÎionÐ autou autou to agion 
96 1 Thes 4:9 crian creian 
96 1 Thes 4:9 eicoÎmen ecete 
96 1 Thes 4:9 graÐfin grafein 
97 1 Thes 4:17 perilipomeÎnoiÐ perileipomenoi 
99 1 Thes 5:24 proseucesqai proseucesqe 
100 2 Thes 1:3 Ožfilomen ofeilomen 
102 2 Thes 2:6 oidatai oidate 
102 2 Thes 2:6 autñoñuñ eautou 
103 2 Thes 2:15 sthketai sthkete 
103 2 Thes 2:15 eÎdidÐacqhtai edidacqhte 
104 2 Thes 3:9 mimisqñañi mimeisqai 
105 Heb 1:2 epoihsen Îtouj aiÐwñnaj touj aiwnaj epoihsen 
107 Heb 2:4 ÎmeÐrismoi merismoij 
108 Heb 2:14 epi epei 
108 Heb 2:14 aimatoj kñañiñ ÎsarÐkoj sarkoj kai aimatoj 
109 Heb 3:4 ta omitted before panta ta 
110 Heb 3:14 tou CžUž gegonamen gegonamen tou cristou 
110 Heb 3:14 baibean bebaian 
110 Heb 3:15 a?koushtai akoushte 
110 Heb 3:15 sklhÐrunhtai sklhrunhte 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
111 Heb 4:6 epi epei 
112 Heb 4:12 enqumhsewj enqumhsewn 
112 Heb 4:13 tetracilismenañ tetrachlismena 
113 Heb 5:7 ikeisiaj ikethriaj 
113 Heb 5:7 eñiñsñcñuñÎraj iscuraj 
114 Heb 6:1 teliothtañ teleiothta 
115 Heb 6:11 endiknusqai endeiknusqai 
115 Heb 6:11 pistewj elpidoj 
115 Heb 6:12 genhsqai genhsqe 
115 Heb 6:12 mimhte mimhtai 
115 Heb 6:13 eñpagñgñilaÎmenoj epaggeilamenoj 
116 Heb 7:1 oj o 
117 Heb 7:8 marturomenoj marturoumenoj 
117 Heb 7:9 lñeñuñeñiñjñ Leui 
118 Heb 7:18 Ažqethseij aqethsij 
118 Heb 7:18 geinetai ginetai 
118 Heb 7:19 eteliwsen eteleiwsen 
118 Heb 7:19 krittonoj kreittonoj 
119 Heb 7:27 prosenegkaj anenegkaj 
119 Heb 7:28 ÎieÐrñeij arciereij 
119 Heb 7:28 asqenian asqeneian 
120 Heb 8:8 autouj autoij 
120 Heb 8:8 epei epi 
120 Heb 8:8 epei epi 
121 Heb 9:1 latriaj latreiaj 
122 Heb 9:9 ÎteÐliwsai teleiwsai 
122 Heb 9:10 kai omitted before baptismoij kai 
122 Heb 9:10 dikaiwmata dikaiwmasin 
123 Heb 9:16 diatiqemenou diaqemenou 
123 Heb 9:18 oude oud v 
123 Heb 9:18 enkekenistai egkekainistai 
124 Heb 9:26 epi epei 
124 Heb 9:26 edi edei 
124 Heb 9:26 pollakeij pollakij 
124 Heb 9:26 ÎsunÐtelia sunteleia 
124 Heb 9:26 thj before amartiaj omitted 
125 Heb 10:6 hudokhsaj eudokhsaj 
125 Heb 10:8 ÎhbouÐlñhqhsñañnñ omitted 
126 Heb 10:16 dianoian dianoiwn 
126 Heb 10:17 
anÎoÐmiwn autwn kai twn 
amarñÎtiwnÐ 
amartiwn autwn kai twn 
anomiwn 
126 Heb 10:17 mnhsqhñsoÎmai mnhsqw 
128 Heb 10:35 megalhn misqapodosian misqapodosian megalhn 
128 Heb 10:36 ecetai ecete 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
128 Heb 10:36 komiñsñÎhÐsqai komishsqe 
128 Heb 10:38 uÐpñostilhtÎai uposteilhtai 
129 Heb 11:6 
tw omitted following 
prosercomenon 
tw 
129 Heb 11:7 ÎpÐisti pistei 
129 Heb 11:7 kateÐkñrñiñnñeñ katekrinen 
130 Heb 11:13 komisÎameÐnoi labontej 
130 Heb 11:13 eidontej idontej 
130 Heb 11:13 eÐpei epi 
131 Heb 11:22 u?i?w uiwn 
131 Heb 11:22 enetilato eneteilato 
131 Heb 11:23 Pisti pistei 
131 Heb 11:23 astion asteion 
132 Heb 11:32 epiliyei epileiyei 
132 Heb 11:32 barak\ samywn\ ižefqñÎae\Ð 
Barak te kai Sampwn kai  
vIefqae 
133 Heb 11:39 taj epaggeliaj thn epaggelian 
133 Heb 11:40 kritton kreitton 
133 Heb 11:40 tñeliwqwsin teleiwqwsin 
133 Heb 12:1 thlikouñtñoñnñ tosouton 
134 Heb 12:7 paidian paideian 
134 Heb 12:7 u?pomenetai upomenete 
134 Heb 12:7 estin omitted before uioj estin 
134 Heb 12:8 kai omitted 
134 Heb 12:8 estai este 
134 Heb 12:8 paidiaj paideiaj 
134 Heb 12:8 estai este 
134 Heb 12:8 kai ouc u?i?oi estai este kai ouc uioi 
134 Heb 12:9 polu pollw 
135 Heb 12:16 autwn autou 
135 Heb 12:17 Ežiste iste 
135 Heb 12:17 metepita metepeita 
136 Heb 12:25 exefugon efugon 
136 Heb 12:25 
epi ghj paraithñsamenoi ton 
crhmatizonta 
ton epi ghj paraithsamenoi 
crhmatizonta 
136 Heb 12:25 pñÎoÐlu pollw 
136 Heb 12:26 siswñ seiw 
137 
 
Heb 13:7 mimisqai mimeisqe 
137 Heb 13:8 ecqej cqej 
138 Heb 13:16 euarestitai euaresteitai 
138 Heb 13:17 Pžiqesqai Peiqesqe 
138 Heb 13:17 u?peikesqai upeikete 
138 Heb 13:18 PžrñoñseñucñesñqñañÎi proseucesqe 
139 Heb 13:24 Añžspasasqai aspasasqe 










ÎprojÐ eñÎbraioujÐ omitted 
140 1 Tim 1:1 kuriou omitted before CžUž IžUž kuriou 
140 1 Tim 1:1 CžUž IžUž Ihsou cristou 
140 1 Tim 1:2 pisti pistei 
140 1 Tim 1:2 hmwn omitted following PžRžSž hmwn 
141 1 Tim 1:12 kai omitted before carin Kai 
142 1 Tim 1:20 u?meñneoj umenaioj 
143 1 Tim 2:9 crusiw crusw 
143 1 Tim 2:10 prepi prepei 
143 1 Tim 2:10 qeosebian qeosebeian 
143 1 Tim 2:12 guÎnÐaikei gunaiki 
143 1 Tim 2:12 didaskein de guÎnÐaikei Gunaiki de didaskein 
144 1 Tim 3:7 di dei 
144 1 Tim 3:7 auton omitted  following di de auton 
144 1 Tim 3:7 oniñdismon oneidismon 
144 1 Tim 3:8 aiscrñoñkerdij aiscrokerdeij 
146 1 Tim 4:11 mhñdij mhdeij 
146 1 Tim 4:12 
en pneumati omitted following 
en agaph 
en pneumati 
146 1 Tim 4:12 pisti pistei 
146 1 Tim 4:12 agnia agneia 
147 1 Tim 5:7 anepilhmptoi anepilhptoi 
147 1 Tim 5:8 oikiwn oikeiwn 
147 1 Tim 5:8 pronoeitai pronoei 
148 1 Tim 5:17 alhqeia didaskalia 
148 1 Tim 5:18 Ožu fimwseij boun alowntañ Boun alownta ou fimwseij 
149 1 Tim 6:2 eco›taj econtej 
149 1 Tim 6:2 katafronitwsan katafroneitwsan 
150 1 Tim 6:11 tou omitted before QžñUžñ tou 
151 1 Tim 6:17 uyhÐla fronein uyhlofronein 
151 1 Tim 6:17 ploutw ploutou 
151 1 Tim 6:17 epei epi 
151 1 Tim 6:17 
tw zwnti omitted following tw 
QžWž 
tw zwnti 
151 1 Tim 6:17 ta omitted 
151 1 Tim 6:18 a?gaqoij kaloij 
153 2 Tim 1:10 epifaniaj epifaneiaj 
153 2 Tim 1:10 QžUž Cristou Ihsou 
153 2 Tim 1:11 
eqnwn omitted following 
didaskaloj 
eqnwn 
154 2 Tim 2:2 eikanoi ikanoi 
154 2 Tim 2:3 sugkakopaqhson Su oun kakopaqhson 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
155 2 Tim 2:14 ep eij 
156 2 Tim 2:22 pantwn omitted 
156 2 Tim 2:23 gennwsei gennwsin 
156 2 Tim 2:24 di dei 
156 2 Tim 2:24 alla all v 
157 2 Tim 3:6 poikeilaij poikilaij 
157 2 Tim 3:8 mñwuñsei Mwush 
158 2 Tim 3:16 elegmon elegcon 
158 2 Tim 3:16 paidian paideian 
158 2 Tim 4:1 
oun egw omitted following 
diamarturomai 
oun egw 
158 2 Tim 4:1 
tou kuriou omitted before CžUž 
IžUž 
tou kuriou 
158 2 Tim 4:1 CžUž IžUž vIhsou cristou 
159 2 Tim 4:8 
o dikaioj krithj omitted 
following hmera 
o dikaioj krithj 
159 2 Tim 4:8 epifanian epifaneian 
160 2 Tim 4:19 Ažspasasqñeñ aspasai 
162 Titus 1:10 kai omitted following polloi kai 
162 Titus 1:10 thj before peritomhj omitted 
162 Titus 1:11 di dei 
163 Titus 2:4 swfronizwÐsi swfronizwsin 
165 Titus 3:8 fronÐtñiñzousin frontizwsin 
165 Titus 3:8 ta omitted before kala ta 
 
As previously mentioned, the tables comparing Codex I to the NA28 and the RP contain comprehensive 
lists of the variants between these three texts. It can be seen in these tables that there are many 
instances in which the NA28 and RP agree with each other against the text of Codex I. If all of these 
agreements against Codex I are eliminated from the two tables, what remains are only those variants 
which are unique to each of the respective critical editions. The following two tables show these unique 
variants. A comparison of the number of variants in each of these tables will demonstrate that Codex I 
more closely resembles the text of the NA28 (representative of the B/Alexandrian/Neutral tradition) 
rather than the text of the RP (representative of the Byzantine tradition).123  
 The first table contains all of the variant readings between Codex I and the NA28 less any that 
are repeated in the comparison between Codex I and the RP text:124 
                                                          
123
 Regarding textual affiliation, let it be noted that analyses were only made between the B/Alexandrian/Neutral 
and the Byzantine traditions. Comparisons between exemplars of other text-types have not been included in this 
study. 
124
 The “notes” column has been retained here for convenience, though similar data was not recorded for the table 
comparing Codex I with the RP text. The words in the “Codex I Reading” column are depicted as they appear in the 
transcription section below (with bracketed letters, underdots, etc.) so as to give the reader a better visual 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
4 1 Cor 11:26 aÐnñ omitted not in NA28, * 
4 1 Cor 11:27 toÐuñÎton omitted in NA28 (uncertain), * 
16 1 Cor 15:38 auÐtñwñ dñiñdñwñsñiñnñ didwsin autw not in NA28 
16 1 Cor 15:38 tñoñ omitted not in NA28 
26 2 Cor 3:16 d añnñ de ean not in NA28 
34 2 Cor 7:13 u?mwn hmwn not in NA28 
36 2 Cor 8:16 diñdñÎonti donti in NA28 (uncertain) 
39 2 Cor 9:15 dñe omitted not in NA28, * 
40 2 Cor 10:10 men episñtñÎolai epistolai men in NA28 
44 2 Cor 11:28 eñpñiñsñuñsñtasÎij epistasij in NA28 (uncertain) 
46 2 Cor 12:14 u?mwn omitted not in NA28 
55 Gal 3:17 eiÐjñ CñžNñž omitted in NA28, * 




filippisiouñjñ filipphsiouj not in NA28 
73 Phil 2:3 prohÐÎgoumenoi hgoumenoi in NA28, text missing, * 
76 Phil 3:4 alloj dokei dokei alloj not in NA28 




kolassaeij kolossaeij not in NA28 
80 Col 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
80 Col 1:2 kolassaij kolossaij in NA28 
80 Col 1:2 kai KžUž IžUž CžUž omitted in NA28 
80 Col 1:3 kai omitted in NA28 
83 Col 1:27 oj o in NA28 
84 Col 2:7 en th in NA28 
85 Col 2:16 h kai in NA28 
85 Col 2:16 nÐoñumhniaj neomhniaj not in NA28 
85 Col 2:17 
15 words omitted 
following mellontwn 
to de swma tou 
Cristou\ mhdeij umaj 
katabrabeuetw qelwn 
en tapeinofrosunh 
kai qrhskeia twn 
aggelwn 
not in NA28, * 
87 Col 3:16 kai umnoiÐj kai umnoij in NA28 (uncertain), * 
87 Col 3:16 tñhñ kñañrñÎdia taij kardiaij in NA28 
87 Col 3:17 añÎnÐ ean not in NA28, * 
88 Col 3:25 komiÐeitai komisetai not in NA28, * 
89 Col 4:12 ina hÐte ina staqhte in NA28, text missing, * 
90 1 Thes 1:1 
apo QžUž PžRžSž hñmñÎwn 
kaiÐ KžUž IžUž CžUž omitted in NA28 
99 1 Thes 5:25 
kai omitted before 
Îperi 
kai peri in NA28 (uncertain) 
100 2 Thes 1:1 KžUž kuriw not in NA28 
103 2 Thes 2:16 kai o in NA28 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading NA28 Reading Notes 
111 Heb 4:6 eñuhñggeñliñÎsqentej euaggelisqentej not in NA28, * 
114 Heb 6:2 baptisqenn baptismwn not in NA28 
117 Heb 7:9 diañ di not in NA28 
122 Heb 9:11 melÐÎlÐoñnñtwñn genomenwn in NA28 (uncertain) 
124 Heb 9:26 nun nuni not in NA28 
125 Heb 10:8 
qusian kai 
prÐoñsforañnñ qusiaj kai prosforaj in NA28, * 
127 Heb 10:27 
zhloj omitted 
following puroj 
zhloj not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:37 cronñiñeñiñ cronisei not in NA28 
128 Heb 10:38 
mou omitted following 
dÐiñkñañiñoñjñ 
mou in NA28 
132 Heb 11:32 gar meñ me gar in NA28 
134 Heb 12:9 
de omitted following 
polu 
de in NA28 
135 Heb 12:16 apedoto apedeto not in NA28 
135 Heb 12:16 autwn eautou not in NA28, * 
136 Heb 12:26 siswñ seisw not in NA28, * 
140 1 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
145 1 Tim 4:2 kekauthriasmenw› kekausthriasmenwn not in NA28 
151 1 Tim 6:17 tw omitted in NA28 
152 2 Tim 1:1 IžUž CžUž Cristou Ihsou not in NA28 
 
 The second table contains all of the variant readings between Codex I and the RP text less any 
that are repeated in the comparison between Codex I and the NA28: 125 
Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
17 1 Cor 15:49 foñresomñe› foreswmen 
18 1 Cor 16:2 sabÐbañtñou sabbatwn 
20 2 Cor 1:1 CñžUñž ÎIhsou Ihsou cristou 
22 2 Cor 1:17 BžoulomñeñÎnoj bžouleuomenoj 
26 2 Cor 3:17 ekei omitted following kuriouÐ ekei 
32 2 Cor 6:16 mñoñuñ moi 
41 2 Cor 10:18 ÎsunistaÐnñwñn sunistwn 
42 2 Cor 11:9 emautonÐ umin umin emauton 
43 2 Cor 11:20 eij proswÎpon umaj umaj eij proswpon 
47 2 Cor 13:2 grafw omitted following nun grafw 
48 2 Cor 13:10 o kurioj edwÐken moi edwken moi o kurioj 
53 Gal 2:16 oti dioti 
53 Gal 2:16 
ex erÎgwn nomou ou 
dikÐaiwqhsetai ou dikaiwqhsetai ex ergwn nomou 
                                                          
125
 Again, note that the words in the “Codex I Reading” column are depicted as they appear in the transcription 
section below (with bracketed letters, underdots, etc.) so as to give the reader a better visual portrayal of how 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
57 Gal 4:8 fuseiÐ mñhñ oñuñsi mh fusei ousin 
60 Eph 3:7 egenhqhn egenomhn 
60 Eph 3:7 thj doqeishj thn doqeisan 
61 Eph 3:18 u?ñyoj kai baqoj baqoj kai uyoj 
63 Eph 4:18 eskotwmeÎnoi eskotismenoi 
64 4:28 taij idiaij cersinÐ to agaqon to agaqon taij cersin 
66 Eph 5:22 upotassesqwsan upotassesqe 
66 Eph 5:23 kai omitted following ekÐklhsiaj kai 
66 Eph 5:24 Ažllañ All v 
68 Eph 6:10 Tžou loipou to loipon 
68 Eph 6:10 
adelfoi mou omitted following tou 
loipou adelfoi mou (following to loipon) 
70 Phil 1:1 CžñÎUž IhsouÐ Ihsou cristou 
70 Phil 1:11 karpon karpwn 
70 Phil 1:11 ton twn 
73 Phil 2:3 kat kata 
74 Phil 2:12 o omitted before QžSž o 
76 Phil 3:6 zhÐloj zhlon 
77 Phil 3:14 eij epi 
79 Phil 4:13 cristw omitted following me cristw 
81 Col 1:10 th epignwsei eij thn epignwsin 
82 Col 1:20 en epi 
84 Col 2:7 th omitted following en th 
85 Col 2:17 
14 words omitted following 
mellontwn 
to de swma Cristou\ mhdeij umaj 
katabrabeuetw qelwn en 
tapeinofrosunh kai qrhskeia twn 
aggelwn 
85 Col 2:18 mh omitted before eorake› mh 
86 Col 3:7 toutñÎoij autoij 
88 Col 4:1 OžUžNžWž ouranoij 
89 Col 4:12 CžUž IžUž cristou 
90 1 Thes 1:2 umwn omitted following mnian umwn 
92 1 Thes 2:7 nhpioi hpioi 
92 1 Thes 2:8 egenhqñhñÎte gegenhsqe 
93 1 Thes 2:15 idiouj omitted before profhtaj idiouj 
94 1 Thes 3:2 uper following parakalesai umaj peri following parakalesai 
95 1 Thes 3:11 CžSž omitted following IžSž cristoj 
96 1 Thes 4:8 didonta donta 
105 Heb 1:2 epoihsen Îtouj aiÐwñnaj touj aiwnaj epoihsen 
108 Heb 2:14 aimatoj kñañiñ ÎsarÐkoj sarkoj kai aimatoj 
109 Heb 3:4 ta omitted before panta ta 
110 Heb 3:14 tou CžUž gegonamen gegonamen tou cristou 
115 Heb 6:11 pistewj elpidoj 
120 Heb 8:8 autouj autoij 
122 Heb 9:10 kai omitted before baptismoij kai 





Page # Verse Codex I Reading RP Reading 
123 Heb 9:18 oude oud v 
124 Heb 9:26 thj before amartiaj omitted 
126 Heb 10:16 dianoian dianoiwn 
126 Heb 10:17 mnhsqhñsoÎmai mnhsqw 
128 Heb 10:35 megalhn misqapodosian misqapodosian megalhn 
132 Heb 11:32 barak\ samywn\ ižefqñÎae\Ð Barak te kai Sampwn kai  vIefqae 
134 Heb 12:7 estin omitted before uioj estin 
134 Heb 12:8 kai ouc u?i?oi estai este kai ouc uioi 
134 Heb 12:9 polu pollw 
135 Heb 12:16 autwn autou 
136 Heb 12:25 exefugon efugon 
136 Heb 12:25 
epi ghj paraithñsamenoi ton 
crhmatizonta 
ton epi ghj paraithsamenoi 
crhmatizonta 
136 Heb 12:25 pñÎoÐlu pollw 
136 Heb 12:26 siswñ seiw 
137 Heb 13:8 ecqej cqej 
139 Heb 13:25 
Amhn omitted at the end of the 
verse 
Amhn 
140 1 Tim 1:1 kuriou omitted before CžUž IžUž kuriou 
140 1 Tim 1:1 CžUž IžUž Ihsou cristou 
140 1 Tim 1:2 hmwn omitted following PžRžSž hmwn 
141 1 Tim 1:12 kai omitted before carin Kai 
143 1 Tim 2:9 crusiw crusw 
143 1 Tim 2:12 didaskein de guÎnÐaikei Gunaiki de didaskein 
144 1 Tim 3:7 auton omitted  following di de auton 
146 1 Tim 4:12 
en pneumati omitted following en 
agaph 
en pneumati 
147 1 Tim 5:7 anepilhmptoi anepilhptoi 
150 1 Tim 6:11 tou omitted before QžñUžñ tou 
151 1 Tim 6:17 
tw zwnti omitted following tw 
QžWž 
tw zwnti 
153 2 Tim 1:11 
eqnwn omitted following 
didaskaloj 
eqnwn 
154 2 Tim 2:3 sugkakopaqhson Su oun kakopaqhson 
155 2 Tim 2:14 QžUž kuriou 
155 2 Tim 2:14 ep eij 
156 2 Tim 2:24 alla all v 
157 2 Tim 3:8 mñwuñsei Mwush 
158 2 Tim 3:16 elegmon elegcon 
158 2 Tim 4:1 
oun egw omitted following 
diamarturomai 
oun egw 
158 2 Tim 4:1 tou kuriou omitted before CžUž IžUž tou kuriou 
158 2 Tim 4:1 CžUž IžUž vIhsou cristou 
162 Titus 1:10 thj before peritomhj omitted 






 Comparing the two tables, there are 55 unique variants between Codex I and the NA28 as 
opposed to 94 which are unique between Codex I and the RP. Given that many of the less significant 
variants (mainly spelling and orthographical errors) have been eliminated on the grounds that they vary 
from both the NA28 and RP texts, what remains proves to be a thoughtful estimation of Codex I’s 
textual preference.126 The bottom line is that Codex I varies from the NA28 (representing the 
B/Alexandrian/Neutral tradition) far less than it does from the RP (representing the Byzantine tradition). 
Codex I is, therefore, more closely associated to the B/Alexandrian/Neutral text than the Byzantine.  
ABOUT THE TRANSCRIPTION 
 A few words are in order regarding the nature of the transcription which follows. First of all, the 
page numbers for each folio correspond with the pagination set forth in Sanders’ edition (numbered 1-
167, with pages 8-9 being blank as noted above). However, for the sake of clarity, it should be pointed 
out that there is a bit of a discrepancy within the first 10 pages between the numbering found in 
Sanders’ edition and the numbering of the actual manuscript images (in both the color and MSI sets on 
which this transcription is based). For example, the text from page 1 in Sanders’ transcription comes 
from the fragment numbered “4” in the color image set, which is the same as “3” in the MSI image set, 
and so on as indicated below.127 From page 10 onward they all align properly. The following table 
identifies the differences:   
Codex I Page # (Sanders) Color Image Page # MSI Image Page # 
1 4 3 
2 3 missing 
3 5 2 
4 6 missing 
5 7 missing 
6 8 8 
7 9 9 
8-9 (marked as blank) missing missing 
10 10 10 
 
                                                          
126
 Fee argues that “the ‘Orthographical Reading’ is generally irrelevant for studying manuscript relationships” 
(Gordon D. Fee, ”On the Types, Classification, and Presentation of Textual Variation,” in Studies in the Theory and 
Method of New Testament Textual Criticism [ed. Eldon J. Epp and Gordon D. Fee; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993], 
66). He goes on to clarify, “Genetic relationships must ultimately be built on firmer ground than on agreements, for 
example, in the addition/omission of articles, possessives, conjunctions, or the tense change of verbs (usually), or 
certain kinds of word order, or in many instances of harmonization. On the other hand, major rewritings, some 
large addition/omission variants, certain kinds of substitutions, as well as several kinds of word order variants, 
must certainly be recognized as the basic data from which to construct stemmata of textual relationships” (Fee, 
Textual Variation, 67-8).  
127
 All of the pages which have text in Sanders’ editio princeps are accounted for in the color image set, but a few of 
these are missing in the MSI image set. It is only the pagination that varies; there are no fragments present in 
Sanders which do not have a corresponding image in one or both of the image sets. The only exception to this is 
for pages 8-9 in Sanders, which he has marked as blank. There are no images for these two pages in either of the 





 When comparing the manuscript images to Sanders’ original edition, it quickly became apparent 
that there were quite a few differences between what I saw on the images and what Sanders had 
recorded. He notes in his preface that “somewhat more was read in the first collation than could be 
seen on later examination, but the fragments now seem to be keeping perfectly and so will be available 
for future reference.”128 I initially assumed that there might have been sufficient deterioration in the 
fragments themselves that there would have been a noticeable difference between the plates in 
Sanders’ edition and the modern images from which this transcription was made. As a result, all of the 
plates in Sanders were compared against their modern counterparts and surprisingly there were little, if 
any, noticeable differences between them.129 It seems as though they have been very well preserved 
over the last century. Of course, given that there were only four folios reproduced in Sanders’ edition, 
there was not much on which to base this comparison. Consequently, the question must remain 
unanswered as to whether the differences between Sanders’ edition and this one are the result of 
deterioration which occurred between then and now, or whether the deterioration occurred between 
the time Sanders performed his first collation and when he published his edition in 1918.130 The 
approach to transcription has, in general, been quite conservative. Any conjectural emendation has 
been primarily reserved for either the footnotes or commentary. The goal of the transcription has been 
to accurately portray the text in its present condition, as depicted in the two image sets upon which the 
work was based. Although some of the text was easily legible, there were numerous occasions in which I 
was only able to determine the text after careful and closely detailed inspection. Many times this 
involved tracing over all of the letters on a page in order to ascertain the spacing and characters with 
higher precision. As a result, some of the text may not be as readily apparent in the images without a 
more scrupulous examination. However, I sought throughout the transcription to employ either square 
brackets or underdots in all areas which lacked a reasonable measure of certainty or confidence.  
 In order to illustrate the differences between Sanders’ edition and this one, a simple color-
coding system has been adopted in conjunction with a series of “mini-apparatus” footnotes created for 
each individual folio in the manuscript. Whenever a difference occurs, the relevant characters are 
written in red type instead of black throughout the transcription. For those words or phrases that 
contain any red characters, the corresponding readings in Sanders’ edition are reproduced in the first 
footnote for each folio (the footnote number for each folio immediately follows the line containing the 
scriptural reference). Each word or phrase in the mini-apparatus footnote is separated by a vertical bar 
(or “UK pipe” symbol, “|”) similar to that used in the critical apparatus of the NA28. When the end of a 
                                                          
128
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, vii. 
129
 See plates 4-7 for examples. 
130
 This transcription is meant to reflect the text in its current condition as observed in the current color and MSI 
image sets. Such an approach varies from that adopted by Comfort and Barrett who wrote, “In the process of 
doing this work, we often trusted the judgment of the original editors with respect to their readings of broken 
letters along the margins of manuscripts inasmuch as manuscripts often break off along the edges in the process of 
handling them or mounting them. Thus, a manuscript in its present condition may not preserve the lettering the 
first editors saw. Our transcriptions, therefore, should reflect the most pristine condition of the text and not the 
condition of the text as it presently stands in storage.” See Philip W. Comfort and David P. Barrett, The Text of the 
Earliest New Testament Greek Manuscripts (Wheaton: Tyndale House, 2001), 19. It is hoped that by portraying the 
text in its current condition, as well as noting the differences between this edition and the editio princeps, that 





word and the beginning of the subsequent word are both red, the two words (or more if the pattern 
continues) are both recorded within the same section of the mini apparatus. Note that periods are 
excluded from the end of these footnotes in order to avoid giving the impression that they appear in 
Sanders’ edition. Also note that whereas Sanders wrote out nomina sacra forms by enclosing the 
omitted characters within parentheses, the abbreviated forms (i.e. capital letters with supralinear 
strokes) are maintained throughout the mini-apparatus footnotes in this transcription. For the most 
part, the discrepancies between the editions simply consisted of differences in whether or not certain 
letters were enclosed in square brackets or had underdots, rather than differences in the actual readings 
themselves, though these do periodically occur.  
 One will also notice a certain pattern in each footnote identifying a variant reading between 
Codex I and the NA28. These notes will begin with the word “VARIANT” in capital letters followed by the 
readings of the variant word(s) from both Codex I and the NA28. Following this, it will be noted within 
parentheses whether or not the variant reading from Codex I is cited in the critical apparatus of the 
NA28. Finally, if there is any further discussion surrounding the variant in question, it will fall at the end 
of the note.  
 Square brackets in the transcription indicate text that is either missing or no longer legible based 
on the images used. The text within the square brackets comes from the base text used for the 
transcription—the NA28. Quite often there is also a little bit of text included within square brackets both 
at the beginning and the end of an extant section in order to provide context for that section. In these 
instances I have followed Sanders’ lead and have included such text only where he has.  
 Throughout the text of the transcription there are quite a few superscript numbers which may, 
at times, get a little confusing. Footnote reference numbers will always follow the word(s) to which the 
footnote refers. Verse numbers, on the other hand, will always precede the first word of the respective 
verse and are marked in parentheses. Verse numbers are omitted when the text at the beginning of a 
verse (whether it be extant or bracketed) is missing. 
 Capital letters are only employed for abbreviations in the nomina sacra form, incipits set out 
into the left margin to indicate the beginning of a new paragraph, and quire numbers. They are not used 
for proper nouns. 
 At the beginning of each new epistle, the book title (superscription) will appear in square 
brackets above the scriptural reference line in all instances where the manuscript page is missing which 
would have included the superscription. When a book title actually occurs, it will follow the scriptural 
reference line so as to give a visual approximation of how it actually appears on the page. Other 
phenomena found in the superscriptions such as staurograms and quire numbers are also portrayed as 
visual approximations as to how they appear on the manuscript page, though due to considerations like 





Observations on Working with Digital Images 
 There are both advantages and disadvantages to working with a digital image set of a 
manuscript for the work of transcription. Among the advantages are the ability to zoom in closer on the 
text and modify the document’s color and contrast settings. High-resolution images can also pick up 
detail which may be indiscernable to the naked eye. The ability to extract detail was also greatly 
enhanced by the images resulting from the use of multi-spectral imaging (MSI) technology. Throughout 
the work of transcription I also found it helpful to be able to trace over the text on a digital copy of an 
image and thus better familiarize myself with the scribe’s handwriting and the spacing of letters. This 
process was repeated on the majority of the images and enabled me to more accurately deduce the 
reading of the manuscript in places where the text was badly damaged or decayed.  
 Despite the benefits, there are also several challenges in only being able to use digital images. 
Included in these is the fact that one cannot adjust the light source on a two-dimensional image in order 
to get a better feel for both the shadows and textures of a manuscript. Details can either be gained or 
lost depending on both the direction and intensity of the light source used. Eyes can also see and 
process information differently than film or a digital sensor, which may be helpful in detecting certain 
nuances in a manuscript’s character. Another factor which can prove to be both either a pro or a con is 
the resolution with which an image is made. The color set of digital images used for this transcription 
were made at 240 dpi (dots per inch), which was good several years ago, but with the advances in 
imaging technology one could make a set of even higher resolution images today. Although it was useful 
to be able to zoom in on these images, this only helped up to a certain point before the images started 
becoming pixelated and blurry. The images captured through MSI were even more difficult in this 
regard, as they only had 72 dots per inch. These images were quite helpful for looking at “slices” of the 
manuscript page as a whole, but zooming in on them quickly proved counterproductive. Clearly the best 
option for transcription work would be a combination of both digital images and access to the physical 
manuscript pages themselves. Though it is extremely unlikely that easy access to the manuscript will 
soon be an option, it is hoped that the digital images will be published in the near future in order to 
allow for closer and more diverse inspection of the text as originally recorded.  
 At the beginning of this project, I had hoped that by using both the color and especially the MSI 
image sets I would have been able to see a lot more text than Sanders originally saw a century ago. This 
unfortunately has not been the case. Rather, in several instances the MSI images were able to confirm 
text that Sanders had originally seen which was no longer visible in the color image set. The following 
are a selected number of passages in which the MSI images seemed to offer help above and beyond 
what was visible in the color images. In some cases they simply confirmed what Sanders recorded a 
century ago, but in other instances, few though they may be, they actually helped improve upon the 
editio princeps.  The page (or folio) number as it appears in the transcription is listed in parentheses 
following each reference, along with the word or words which most benefited from the MSI images: 1 
Cor. 15:3 (13 – apeqanen), 1 Cor 15:27-28 (15 – uioj, upotaghsetai), 1 Cor 15:49-50 (17 – sarx), 2 Cor 1:1 
(20 – ekklhsia), 2 Cor 5:8-10 (29 – autw, einai), 2 Cor 8:16 (36 – uper), 2 Cor 8:24-9:1 (37 – umwn, men 
gar), Gal 1:22-2:1 (51 – taij ekklhsiaij), Col 1:22 (82 – sarkoj), Col 2:8 (84 – blepete), 1 Thes 4:18 (97 – 





Titus 1:1-3 (161) the entire lower half of both respective pages were scarcely legible without the MSI 
images, due to severe darkening of the text over time. Further discussion on most of these examples can 


























TRANSCRIPTION OF CODEX I 
[proj korinqiouj a] 
 
p.1 (1 Cor 10:29)131 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) $29%suneidhÐsñiñn de legwñ oñuñ 
Îci thn eautou allaÐ thñn tñoñuñ ete 
Îrou inati gar h eleuqeÐrñiñañ mou  
Îkrinetai upo132 suneidhsewjÐ  
 
 
p.2 (1 Cor 11:9-10)133 
 
$9%Îkai gar oÐuñkñ ekñtñiñsñÎqh anhr diaÐ  
Îthn gunÐañiñkña alñÎla gunh dia tonÐ  
Îandra $10%dia touto ofeilei h gunhÐ   
Îexousian ecein ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.3 (1 Cor 11:18-19)134 
 
Îakouw scismatÐañ eñnñ u?ñmñiñn u?parcei›  
Îkai135 meroj ti pÐiñÎsÐtñeñuñwñ\ $19%di136 gñañrñ kñañiñ  




                                                          
131Îsuneid#hsin | legw ouÎci | tñhñn | tou | eleuqeÐria | sunei#dñhñ@sewj  
132
 Wayment convincingly argues that Sanders mistakenly recorded the extant text as being positioned in the 
middle of the fragment. Rather, with the aid of the MSI images, it should be considered most likely that the text is 
positioned up against the right margin of the manuscript page. Given this new placement, he has adjusted the 
reading to omit allhj following upo on the fourth line, and has offered an explanation as to why the scribe may 
have done this. The spacing and placement of Wayment’s reading has been adopted above with the exception that 
the chi and iota of ouci from the right hand margin of the first line have been dropped down to the left hand 
margin beginning the second line. Otherwise the chi and iota of ouci would extend too far out into the right hand 
margin of the first line. See Wayment, Two New Textual Variants, 738-40.  
133
 oÐuk | ektisñÎqh | gunÐañika | alÎla | t#oñuñtñoñ oñfñ@eilei  
134
 eñn u?min | pÐiñsñteuw\ | gañrñ 
 There is a word at the top of this page which Sanders records to be pemptij. In a footnote (written in Latin) 
he says, “est superscriptio, quae legi non potest praeter unum verbum pemptij” (i.e. “There is a superscription 
which cannot be read before the word pemptij.”). The word appears to be in a different hand than that of the 
original scribe.  
135
 In Sanders, he places the kai at the end of the first line. This is problematic both in terms of spacing as well as 
the fact that the scribe would not put a word on the end of a line like that following a terminal nu (which only 
occurs at the end of a line). Instead, it should fall on the beginning of the second line. Then, having done this, it 
also makes sense spacially to move the aireseij (which Sanders has at the end of the second line) to the beginning 
of the third. Further evidence that the change should be made includes the fact that the u?parcei›, which now ends 
the first line and the kñañiñ which now ends the second are flush at the right margin (which doesn’t always happen, 
but is far more common than not throughout the manuscript).   
136





p.4 (1 Cor 11:26-27)137 
 
Îton qaÐnñañtñon touñ KñžUñž kñañtñañÎggelÐ 
Îlete acrij138 ou aÐnñ139 eñlñqñÎh\Ð $27%wñsñtñÎe oj an esqihÐ  
Îton arton toÐuñÎton140 h pinh to pothrion touÐ  
Îkuriou) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
p.5 (1 Cor 12:3-4)141 
Îlegei Anaqema Ihsouj kai oudeijÐ dñÎunataiÐ  
Îeipein Kurioj Ihsouj ei mh en pneumati agiwÐ $4%dñÎiereseij142 deÐ  
Îcarismatwn eisin to de auto pneuma\Ð  
 
 
p.6 (1 Cor 12:16)143 
                                                          
137
 qaÐnñañton | tou | KžUž katañgñÎgellete | acrij ou an elqh\ (the eta and the raised dot are broken off completely) | 
wstñÎe | tÐoñuñÎton  
138
 Sanders notes a variant here against Westcott and Hort, which reads acri instead of acrij (the NA28 reading 
matches that of Westcott and Hort). However, since this text is not visible on the manuscript in its present state, I 
am not able to confirm it as a variant, and thus it will not be counted as such in this edition.    
139
 VARIANT – Codex I: an / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). The nu of an is 
only partially visible and thus the variant is uncertain. 
140
 VARIANT – Codex I: touton / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, though it is marked 
as an uncertain reading, i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur; it is even less certain in its current state). 
141
 kñañiñ oñuñdñeñiñjñ dñuñnñañtñañiñ | agiÐwñ | dñiñeñrñeñsñeñiñjñ dñeñ | aÐuñtñoñ pñnñÎeuma\Ð  
 It proved quite difficult to find any text at all on this page as it is extremely faint. After some intense 
searching I came across what appeared to be an alpha. Closer examination revealed it instead to be a delta and 
given its location on the page I was able to identify the word to which it belonged, from which point I was able to 
reconstruct the rest of the line. However, the letters are so faint that, with the exception of the delta which begins 
dunatai, they cannot even be granted “uncertain” status meriting the use of underdots. 
 Having reconstructed the first line, it was then possible to estimate the approximate location of some of 
the letters on the second line, which, upon closer examination, revealed another delta (from diereseij) with a 
slight degree of certainty. The end of the second line seemed to line up flush at the right margin with the first (just 
as Sanders had recorded it), which gave a bit more validity to the reconstruction. Again, however, most of the 
letters were far too faint to afford them much certainty at all.  
 In Sanders edition, he records text as having appeared on a third line. However, judging by the spacing of 
the first two lines, it appears as though this text must have unfortunately broken off. On the image for this 
manuscript page there is a small fragment which appears to have broken off. No text was found on the fragment, 
however.  
142
 Sanders notes an itacistic variant here against Westcott and Hort, which reads diaireseij instead of diereseij 
(the NA28 reading matches that of Westcott and Hort). However, since this text is not visible on the manuscript in 
its present state, the variant cannot be confirmed. 
143
 With a considerable measure of reservation, I have parted entirely from Sanders at this verse. He records it as 
starting with the beginning of verse 14 and then extending half-way into verse 15 as such: 
 
 Kai gar toñ sñwñmñÎa ouk estin en meÐ 
 loj añlñlñañ pÎolla) ean eiph o pouj(Ð  
 ÎoÐtñiñ Îouk eimi ceir( ouk eimi ek tou swmatojÐ 
 
However, this does not appear to match what is currently visible on the manuscript image (see plate 2a). The 





$16%Kžañiñ eñÎan eiph to ouj Oti ouk eimi oÐ 
fñÎqalmoj ouk eimi ek tou swmaÐ 
tñoñÎj ou para touto ouk estin ekÐ  
Îtou swmatojÐ 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
faintly, including an alpha and iota following the kappa, but not nearly as much remains on the page as Sanders 
had originally recorded.  
 What led me to question whether this was the correct passage at all is what appears to be the first half of 
a phi at the beginning of the second line. The scribe has a very distinctive oversized phi that narrows almost to a 
point on either side. I am convinced that this is what was written here and that it has since broken off right along 
the vertical stroke in its center, leaving intact only the left half of it. I saw absolutely no trace of the meÐloj añlñlñañ 
pÎolla that Sanders had recorded. This led me to examine several of the verses both before and after verse 14 to 
see if there was another passage that might possibly be a better fit given the different reading. It was assumed 
that, were this to be the case, the passage would likely have to be in close proximity to verse 14 given the spacial 
calculations Sanders had made.  
 Verse 16 turned out to be a good match for what I saw. It begins with kai just as verse 14 does, but is then 
followed by ean instead of gar. Directly following the iota of the kai, the manuscript is partially broken for the 
space of about one character and then mostly if not entirely broken off following that. In my estimation, an epsilon 
appears to be a better fit than a gamma in that first space following the kai given both the small amount of 
remaining ink as well as the curvature of the break. More significantly, by starting at the beginning of verse 16, a 
count of the characters in both the NA28 and in Westcott and Hort (which match exactly) revealed that the phi of 
ofqalmoj fit exactly 25 letters after the kappa of kai, which is very close to the average number of letters per line 
(23). This, then, appeared to be a correct match for what I saw on the manuscript image.  
 As for the third line of text, Sanders only recorded the word ÎoÐtñiñ as legible but not with any certainty. I, 
like Sanders, could not see an omicron at the beginning of the line, and another counting of characters revealed 
that the tau of swmatoj would fall exactly 23 letters after the phi of ofqalmoj (assuming this new reading)—the 
exact average number of letters per line. Additionally, the faintly visible tau written here has a horizontal stroke 
which extends a bit longer than usual into the left margin—a characteristic often employed by the scribe when 
penning a tau at the beginning of a line throughout the manuscript. As a result, it is most likely that a tau begins 
the line rather than an omicron as Sanders records.   
 Following the faintly visible tau there is an equally faint and partially broken omicron. Given its poor 
visibility and the location of the small amount of remaining ink, the letter could probably just as arguably be 
identified as a iota (fitting with Sanders’ ÎoÐtñiñ), but the trajectory of the break, in my opinion, better suits an 
omicron. This, however, is none too certain, and on its own certainly fails as substantial evidence to support the 
reading of verse 16 here over verse 14. In addition, assuming Sanders’ version, one could easily relegate the 
omicron of ÎoÐtñiñ to the end of the previous line, thus accomodating his reading of the tau and iota of ÎoÐtñiñ 
beginning this line. However, given the combined weight of the arguments listed above—in particular that of the 
partial phi from ofqalmoj—I believe the tau and omicron of swmatoj to be the better fit.   
 It also bears mentioning here that Sanders does not include a paragraphos over the enlarged kappa of the 
kai on the first line, which is common throughout the manuscript when beginning a new paragraph or sense break. 
Although it is somewhat faded, the paragraphos does appear to be present and thus I have included it in my 
edition; though the sense break beginning at verse 16 does not appear to be as strong contextually as the one 
beginning at verse 14.   
 Lastly, it should also be noted that verse 16 begins with kai and ends with ek tou swmatoj, which is 
exactly how the section which Sanders recorded (comprising verses 14-15a) begins and ends. I wonder if it is 
possible that Sanders originally meant to record this page as verse 16, but then through some sort of sight error 
(perhaps a combination of homoeoarchton and/or homoeoteleuton, with the latter being more likely) confused it 
instead with the section he recorded in verses 14-15. Verses 15 and 16 are, in fact, very similar from start to finish 





p.7 (1 Cor 12:27-28)144 
 
$27%ÎUmeij de esteÐ sñwñmñañ CžUž kaÎi mÐe 
Îlh ek merouj $28%kaÐiñ oñuñjñ mñeÎn eqetoÐ  
Îo qeoj en th ekklÐhñsñÎia prwtoÐnñ  
Îapostolouj deuteron profhtaj ) ) )Ð 
 
 
pp.8-9 – These pages are blank.145  
 
 
p.10 (1 Cor 14:12-13)146 
 
Îproj thn oikodomhn thj ekklhsiaj zhteiÐ 
tñÎe inÐañ pñrñoñfñhñÎeuhte147 $13%dio oÐ  
lñañlñÎwn gÐlñÎwÐsñsñÎh proseucesqw inaÐ  












                                                          
144
 sñwma | kai meñ (the underdot has been removed from the epsilon of me since it can clearly be seen in the MSI 
images) | ouj men eñqñÎetoÐ | ekÐkñlñhsñia prwton (the iota and alpha of ekklhsia and all of prwton except for the nu 
are completely broken off):  
145
 Sanders estimates that page 8 contained 1 Cor. 13:6-8 and that page 9 contained 1 Cor. 14: 3-5. In his 
transcription, he estimates that, had the letters been visible, there would have about 20 characters on page 8 and 
22 characters on page 9 (he represents these approximated missing characters with dots). There were not any 
images of these pages in the color image set nor in the MSI image set from which I worked, thus I was unable to 
verify Sanders’ estimates myself. See Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 266. 
146
 te\ ina profheñuñhñtñÎe | lalñwn gñlwssÎh 
147
 VARIANT – Codex I: profheuhte / NA28: perisseuhte (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). In his 
edition, Sanders points out that profheuhte is an “easy scribal error for profhteuhte of A, 73, and Ambrosiaster” 
(Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 262). Unfortunately, the manuscript page itself has blackened so badly after the first half 
of the word (profh) that it is impossible to tell whether Sanders’ version (profheuhte) or the one cited in the 
apparatus of the NA28 (profhteuhte) is correct. Sanders is followed here. Additionally, although I have placed 
underdots beneath all of the letters in the first half of the word (pñrñoñfñhññÎeuhte), the reading is sufficiently certain to 
confirm that the variant does, in fact, exist in opposition to the reading adopted in the NA28 (perisseuhte). Sanders 
goes on to explain, “For the origin of the reading compare the earlier part of the chapter, especially verses 1 and 4; 
the context seems to demand the repetition of the word ‘prophesy’ here, yet the more general word ‘to excel, to 
have the advantage,’ as the more difficult reading, is probably to be retained” (Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 262-63).  
148
 In Sanders’ edition, he has diermhneuh on the third line following ina. However, it appears as though he only did 
this for formatting reasons since there is no way that that many letters would fit on one line, especially given that 
he had an estimated 13 characters following diermhneuh. As it stands here, there are 25 characters in the third line 





p.11 (1 Cor 14:22)149 
 
$22%Îwste ai glwssai eij shmeionÐ  
Îeisin ou toij piÐsñtñeñuñoñuñsñiñnñ\ añÎllaÐ  
Îtoij apistoij h de profhteia ouÐ  
Îtoij apistoij alla toij pisteuousinÐ 
 
 
p.12 (1 Cor 14:32-33)150 
 
PñžNñžTñžAñž pñrñÎofhtwn profhtaijÐ  
Îupotassetai $33%ou gar estinÐ  
Îakatastasiaj o qeoj alla eirhnhjÐ  
 
 
p.13 (1 Cor 15:3)151 
                                   IZ152 
 
$3%Îparedwka gar umin en prwtoij o kaiÐ  
Îparelabon oti CristojÐ apeqanen  
Îuper twn amartiwn hmwÐnñ kñañtñañ Îtaj grafajÐ 
 
 
p.14 (1 Cor 15:15)153 
 
$15%EžuriskomeñqñÎa de kai yeudomarÐ 
tñuñrñeñjñ tñoñuñ Îqeou oti emarturhsamenÐ  
Îkata tou qeou ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.15 (1 Cor 15:27-28)154 
 
Îotan de eipÐhñ oñti panta u?pote 
                                                          
149
 piÐsñteuousin\ aÎllaÐ | pñrofhñÎteia (all of this page is very darkened, faded, badly crumpled, and many letters are 
partially broken) 
 Sanders has ". . . . . . . l . . . . . . . . . . ." written as a superscription and indicating a lone lambda that is 
visible a bit higher up on the page. It’s very blackened, however—so much so that it has not been included as a 
superscription in the text itself. Were it part of the text it would be demoted to square brackets. About it, Sanders 
writes (again, in Latin), “Superscriptio praeter unam litteram l legi non potest” (i.e. “The superscription cannot be 
read before the letter l”).  
150
 PžNžTžAž | upñoñtañÎssetai | akatastasiaj 
151
 CñžSñž (both letters of this alleged nomen sacrum are completely broken off now) | añpñeñqñÎanen (on the MSI images 
for this page, apeqanen can be clearly read, thus the removal of both the underdots and the square brackets) | 
hÐmñwñnñ   
152
 The quire number  IZ (17) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters.   
153
 Euriskomeqa (Sanders omits the line over the enlarged epsilon, but it is certainly present ) | yeudomarÐturñeñjñ 
154
 upoteÎtaktai (Sanders omits the umlaut over the upsilon here, but he includes one over the upsilon ending the 
second line; the first one, however, is just as visible if not more so than the one on the second line) | oti | tou | 
autwÐ ta | uiojÐ uñpñoñtñañÎghsetai (uioj has been upgraded from square brackets to underdots and the underdots 





Îtaktai dhÐlñoñnñ oñtñiñ ektoj toñu u? 
Îpotaxantoj autwÐ tñañ panta\  
$28%Îotan de upotagh auÐtñwñ ta pan 
Îta tote kai autoj oÐ uñiñoñjñ uñpota 
Îghsetai tw upotaxanti autw ta pantaÐ 
 
 
p.16 (1 Cor 15:38-39)155 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $38%o de qeoj auÐ 
tñwñ dñiñdñwñsñiñnñ156 sñwñmñañ Îkaqwj hqelhÐ 
sñeñ157 kñañiñ Îekastw twn spermaÐ 
twn tñoñ158 iñdñiñoñnñ Îswma $39%ou pasa sarx hÐ  
añuñtñhñ Îsarx alla allh men anqrwpwnÐ 
 
 
p.17 (1 Cor 15:49-50)159 
 
Î ) ) ) ) $49%kai kaqwj eforesamen thnÐ 
Îeikona tou coikÐoñu foñresomñe›  
Îkai thn eikonaÐ tou epñouraniou\   
$50%ÎTouto de fhmi aÐdñeñlñfñoi oti sañrx  
Îkai aima basileian QžÐUñž ÎklhroÐ 
nomhsai ou dunatai ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.18 (1 Cor 16:1-2)160 
 
$1%ÎPeri de thj logeiaj thj eijÐ  
Îtouj agiouj wsper dietaxa taijÐ  
ekklhsiaij thj gañlñÎatiaj outwjÐ  
kai umeñiñjñ poiñhñsñÎate $2%kata mian sabÐ 
bañtñou eñkñÎastoj umwn par eautwÐ  
tiqñeñtñÎw qhsaurizwn o ti ean euodwtaiÐ 
 
                                                          
155
 didwsin | twn (visible using the MSI images) | añuñtñhñ\ añÎlla allh men sarx (Sanders  has a raised dot following 
auth which is not currently visible with any certainty. Also, he changes the word order as noted, diverging from his 
base text of WH. However, the grounds on which this change is made are somewhat uncertain and, based on the 
manuscript page as currently represented in both the color and MSI images, the letter that follows auth could be a 
sigma just as easily as it could be an alpha. Unfortunately the manuscript is broken off after this uncertain letter, so 
we are simply left with uncertainty. As such, I have opted to revert to the more common reading of auth sarx alla 
allh men instead of auth alla allh men sarx, which is in harmony with both Westcott and Hort and the NA28 as 
well as various other manuscripts). 
156
 VARIANT – Codex I: autw didwsin / NA28: didwsin autw (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
157
 VARIANT – Codex I: hqelhse / NA28: hqelhsen (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
158
 VARIANT – Codex I: to / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment points 
out that this could be a potentially early reading, perhaps a harmonization to similar usage throughout the Pauline 
epistles (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 259). 
159
 cÐoiñkñou | foresome› | aÐdeñlñfoi | sañrxñ (the xi is mostly visible on the color image, but the MSI images take away 
any doubt) | QžñUñž (the nomina sacra form is maintained within the square brackets for ease of reading) | 
kñlhroÎnomhsai  
160





p.19 (1 Cor 16:12-13)161 
 
Îpolla parekalesa autonÐ  
Îina elqh pÐroj umañjñ mñeta twnñ añ 
Îdelfwn\ kai pantwjÐ ouk hn qñeñ 
Îlhma ina nun elqh\ elÐeñusetai de  
Îotan eukairhsh $13%GrhgorÐeitai162  
Îsthkete en th pistei ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.20 (2 Cor 1:1)163 
‘               proj korin[qiouj b]164 
 
$1%Pžauloj apostoloj CñžUñž ÎIhsou dia qelhÐ 
matoñj QñžÎUž kaiÐ tñiñmñÎoqeoj o adelfojÐ  
th ekklñhñÎsia tou qeou th oush enÐ  
korinÎqw sun toij agioij pasin toij ousinÐ  
Îen olh th Acaia ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.21 (2 Cor 1:9)165 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) $9%alla autoi enÐ 
Îeautoij to apokrimaÐ tou qana 
Îtou eschkamen ina mÐhñ pepoiqo 
Îtej wmen ef eautoij all epi tÐw  
Îqew tw egeironti touj neÐkñrñoñuñÎj\Ð  
 
 
p.22 (2 Cor 1:16-17)166 
 
Îkai uf umwn propemfqhÐ 
nai eij tÎhn Ioudaian $17%touto ounÐ  
BžoulomñeñÎnoj mhti ara th elafriaÐ  
ecrñhñÎsamhn h a bouleuomai kataÐ  
sarÎka bouleuomai ina h par emoiÐ  




                                                          
161
 meta | twn aÎdelfwn | pantÐwñjñ | qeÎlhma | elÐeusetai | GrhgoÐreitai 
162
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: Grhgoreitai / NA28: Grhgoreite (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
163
 qelhÐmatoj | QžUž kai (all of the letters except the theta are mostly broken off) | Îtimoqeoj (though dark and 
faded, the first three letters are sufficiently visible to remove them from the square brackets) | ekkñlñhñÎsia (the MSI 
images for this page are sufficiently clear to remove the underdot from the second kappa) 
164
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. What is visible of the superscription heading (proj 
korin[qiouj b]) has decorative lines both above and below the letters.  
165
 mÐh | epi tw | nÐekrouj\ 
166





p.23 (2 Cor 2:3-4)167 
 
Îpepoiqwj epi pantaj umaj otiÐ  
Îh emh cara pantwn umÐwn esti› 
$4%Îek gar pollhj qliyeÐwjñ kai su› 
Îochj kardiaj egraya umÐiñnñ dñiña  
Îpollwn dakruwn ouc iÐnña luÎphÐ 
Îqhte alla thn agaphn inaÐ gñnñwñ 
Îte hn ecw perissoterwj eij umÐañjñ168 
 
 
p.24 (2 Cor 2:14)169 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) $14%Tw de qew carij twÐ   
pñañnñtñoñtñe qñÎriambeuonti hmajÐ  
ÎenÐ tñwñ CžñWñž Îkai thn osmhn thjÐ  
Îgnwsewj autou fanerounti di hÐ 
ÎmÐwñÎn en panti topw\ ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.25 (2 Cor 3:6-7)170 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) to gar gÐrñañmñmñañ apño 
Îktennei to de pneuma zÐwoñpñoñiñeñiñ  
$7%ÎEi de h diakonia tou qanaÐtñoñÎu eÐnñ  
Îgrammasin entetupwmenhÐ lñÎiqÐoñÎijÐ  
Îegenhqh en doxh ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.26 (2 Cor 3:16-18)171 
 
$16%hnika d añnñ172 eñpñÎistreyh proj kurionÐ  
perierñÎeitai173 to kalumma $17%o de kuriojÐ  
tño PžNžAñž eñÎstin\ ou de to pneuma kuriouÐ174  
eñleuñqeñÎria $18%hmeij de pantej anaÐ 
kñeñkñÎalummenw proswpw thn doxan kuriou  
Îkatoptrizomenoi ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
                                                          
167
 luñpñhñÎqhte (the upsilon is clearly visible on both the color and MSI images, thus the underdot has been removed) 
| iñnñañ | umÐaj 
168
 Terminal sigma on umaj. 
169
 pantote | qrñiñañmñÎbeuonti | eñnñ tw | CžñWž | gñnñwñsewñÎj | mñwñÎn  
170
 añpñoñÎktennei | zÐwñoñpñoñiñeñiñ | qanaÐtñoñuñ eñnñ | lñiñqñoñÎijÐ 
171
 an epÎistreyh | perierÎeitai | PžNžAž | eÎstin | eleuqerñÎia | anaÐkekÎalummenw 
172
 VARIANT  – Codex I: d an / NA28: de ean (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment 
suggests that this variant was introduced by the scribe, either due to auditory confusion or the influence of Ex. 
34:34 LXX (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 255, 258). 
173
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: periereitai / NA28: periaireitai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
174
 Following kuriou, Sanders includes the word ekei within the bracketed text. The NA28 does not have this, hence 





p.27 (2 Cor 4:6-7)175 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) oj elamyen enÐ  
Îtaij kardiaij hmwn proj fwtismon thjÐ  
Îgnwsewj thj doxÐhñjñ ÎtoÐuñ QžUž en prosw 
Îpw Ihsou Cristou $7%EcoÐmñeñÎn de tÐon qhsau 
Îron touton enÐ oñsñÎtrakiÐnoij skeu 
Îesin ina h uperbolh tÐhñj duna 
Îmewj h tou qeou kai mh ex hÐmñwn\ 
 
 
p.28 (2 Cor 4:16-17)176 
 
Î ) ) ) ) all ei kai o exw hmwnÐ  
AžñNžOžSž diafqñÎeiretai all o eswÐ177  
anakenÎoutai178 hmera kai hmeraÐ  
$17%Tžo gar pañrñÎautika elafron thj qliÐ 
yewjñ Îhmwn kaq uperbolhn eijÐ  
uñÎperbolhn aiwnion baroj doxhjÐ  
Îkatergazetai hmin ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.29 (2 Cor 5:8-10)179 
                                                                      IH180  
 
$8%Îqarroumen de kai eudokoumen mallonÐ  
Îekdhmhsai ek tou swmatoj kai eÐnñdhmhsai pñrñÎojÐ  
Îton kurion $9%dio kai filoÐtimoumeqa  
Îeite endhmountej eÐitñe ekdh 
Îmountej euarestoi auÐtñw einañi $10%ÎtoujÐ  
Îgar pantaj hmaj fanerwqhnai deiÐ  
Îemprosqen tou bhmatoj tou Cristou ) ) )Ð   
 
 
                                                          
175
 doxhÐjñ | tou | QžUž tou en (Sanders included another tou following the nomen sacrum. However, the image, at 
least in its present state, does not appear to read that way. What he saw as the omicron and upsilon of tou 
appears, instead, to be the theta and upsilon of the nomen sacrum QžUž. In addition, the placement here of a 
second tou would not make very good sense grammatically—adding it would appear to reopen an attributive 
position modifying tou QžUž, and there does not seem to be a good reason for doing so. Unfortunately, there are 
significant breaks in the preceding section of this line which prevent the confirmation of either reading with 
absolute certainty.) | ecoÐmen de ton | osÎtrakiÐnoij | tÐhj | hÐmwn\ 
176
 AžÐNñžOžSž | diafqeirñÎetai | to | qliyewj | uñpñÎerbolhn  
177
 In Sanders’ apparatus, he notes that Westcott and Hort adds the word hmwn before anakenoutai (the hmwn also 
appears in the NA28). Sanders has omited it in his bracketed text, probably for spacing reasons, though there is no 
way to confirm this since the manuscript is broken off at this point. This reading does appear as a variant in the 
NA28 apparatus, albeit with very few witnesses cited as evidence.   
178
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: anakenoutai / NA28: anakainoutai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
179
 swmatoÐjñ kai enñdhmhsai | proj | eÐite | auÐtñwñ eñiñnñañiñ (the MSI images confirmed the omega of autw and all of 
einai save the alpha) | tñoñuñjñ  
180
 The quire number IH (18) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 





p.30 (2 Cor 5:17-19)181 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ta arcaiaÐ  
parhlqen iñÎdou gegonen kaina\ $18%taÐ  
de panta Îek tou qeou tou katallaxanÐ 
toj hmañÎj eautw dia Cristou kai dontojÐ  
hmin tñÎhn diakonian thj katalÐ 
laÎghj $19%wj oti qeoj hn en Cristw koÐ 
SžÎmon katallasswn eautw ) ) ) ) )Ð182 
 
 
p.31 (2 Cor 6:6-8)183 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) en gnwsei enÐ  
ÎmakroqumiaÐ en cñÎrÐhñstñothti\ en  
Îpneumati agiw en agaÐpñhñ anu?pokri 
Îtw $7%en logw alhqeiaÐjñ en duna 
Îmei qeou\ dia twn oplwnÐ thj di 
Îkaiosunhj twn dexiwn kai aristerÐwñnñ  
$8%Îdia doxhj kai atimiajÐ dñia  
Îdusfhmiaj kai eufhmiaj ) )Ð  
 
 
p.32 (2 Cor 6:16-17)184 
 
Îoti enoikhsw en autoij kai emperipathswÐ  
kai esomai Îautwn qeoj kai autoiÐ  
esontai mñoñuñ Îlaoj $17%dio exelqateÐ  
Ežk mesouñ Îautwn kai aforisqhteÐ  
legei KžÎSž kai akaqartou mh apteÐ 
sñqñÎe\ kagw eisdexomai umaj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Ð 
 
 
p.33 (2 Cor 7:7-8)185 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $7%ou monon de en th parousiaÐ  
Îautou alla kai en th paraklhseiÐ 
Îh pareklhqÐhñ ef umiñnñ añnñañgñgñeñlñlñwñ›  
                                                          
181
 hmaÎj | Îthn (the tau is mostly broken, but is perfectly outlined in the break) | katalÐlñañÎghj (the MSI images 
help confirm the lambda and alpha of katallaghj which are only faintly visible on the color image) 
182
 Sanders did not include any of verse 19. However, it seems clear from both the color and MSI images that there 
is an enlarged sigma extending slightly into the margin on the line following the end of verse 18. The typical 
paragraphos also appears above the sigma, however there does not appear to be quite as strong a sense break 
here as in most other occasions.  
183
 crñhñstñothti | anupokriÎtw (Sanders omits an umlaut over the upsilon here, but both the color and MSI images 
show one with reasonable certainty) | aristeñrñwñnñ | atimiaÐj dia 
184
 Ek (the paragraphos is barely visible and thus somewhat uncertain, but has been included nonetheless as there 
is not an option to put an underdot beneath it alone) | mesou | KžSñž | apteÐsñqñe kñÎagw  
185
 añnaggellw› (there are no MSI images for this page and it is unknown why this is the case—they would have 
certainly been helpful on this page, as there seems to have been a substantial amount of fading) | epipoqhñsñinñ | to› 





Îhmin thn umwnÐ epñiñpñoñqñhñsñiñnñ tñoñ›ñ  
Îumwn odurmonÐ tñonñ umw›ñ  
Îzhlon uper emou wsÐtñe meñ mñañllo›  
Îcarhnai $8%oti ei kai eluphsaÐ uñmñañjñ186  
Îen th epistolh ou metamelomai\ ei kai metemelomhnÐ  
 
 
p.34 (2 Cor 7:13-14)187 
 
$13%Îdia touto parakeklhmeqa Epi de th paÐ 
raklhsei u?mwn188 perÎissoterwjÐ  
mallon ecarhñmeÎn epi th caraÐ  
titou oti anñÎapepautai to pneuma auÐ 
tou apo pñÎantwn umwn\ $14%oti ei tiÐ  
autñw uñÎper umwn kekauchmai ou kathscunqhnÐ 
 
 
p.35 (2 Cor 8:6-7)189  
 
$6%Îeij to parakalesai hmaj TitonÐ  
Îina kaqwjÐ pñroeñnhñrñxñañsqai190 outwj191 
Îkai epitelesÐhñ eij umaj kai th›   
Îcarin tauthn $7%all wÐsñpñer en pa› 
Îti perisseuete pisteiÐ kñañiñ logw  
Îkai gnwsei kai pash spÐoñudh kai  
Îth ex hmwn en umin agaÐpñhñ Îina kaiÐ   
Îen tauth th cariti perisseuhteÐ 
 
  
p.36 (2 Cor 8:14-17)192 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) opwj genhtaiÐ  
i?sothj $15%kaqwj gegrñÎaptai O to poÐ 
lu ouk epleonañsñÎen kai o to oligonÐ  
ouk elattñÎonhsen193 $16%carij de twÐ  
                                                          
186
 Terminal sigma on umaj. 
187
 ecarhmeÎn | autw  
188
 VARIANT – Codex I: u?mwn / NA28: hmwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
189
 pñrñoñeñnñhrxasqñai | wñsñpñer | kai  
190
 VARIANT – Codex I: proenhrxasqai / NA28: proenhrxato (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, 
though the variant enhrxato does). Sanders cites Westcott and Hort in his apparatus as containing the variant 
proenhxato, though this is probably just a typo for proenhrxato, which is what it reads in WH. Wayment points out 
that the scribe (or lector) probably confused proenhxasqe from 2 Cor 8:10 with proenhrxato (see Wayment, Scribal 
Characteristics, 254). The difference between the proenhrxasqai of Codex I and the proenhxasqe of 2 Cor 8:10 
(NA28) is due to a simple (and very common) itacism—ai for e, which occurs 42 times throughout Codex I.   
191
 Terminal sigma on outwj.  
192
 isothj (there is a diacritical mark over the iota [which Sanders does not include], but it is difficult to tell whether 
it is an umlaut or a macron) | didoñÎnti | spouÐdhn | uñpñeñÎr (the umlaut over the upsilon is quite faded, but is much 
easier to see on the MSI images) | tou otñÎi 
193






QžWž194 tw diñdñÎonti195 thn authn spouÐ 
dñhn uñ?pñÎer umwn en th kardia TiÐ 
tñouñ $17%Îoti thn men paraklhsin edexatoÐ 
  
 
p.37 (2 Cor 8:24-9:1)196 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $24%thn oun endeixinÐ  
Îthj agaphj umwÐn kai hmwn kauch 
Îsewj uper umÐwñnñ eij autouj e› 
Îdeiknumenoi eij prosÐwñpñoñn twn ek 
Îklhsiwn $1%Peri mÐeñnñ gñañr thj  
Îdiakoniaj thj eij touj agÐiñoñuj  
Îperisson moi estin to graÐfñei›  
Îumin\ ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.38 (2 Cor 9:7-8)197 
 
$7%Ežkastoñjñ kaqwj pÎrohrhtai th karÐ 
dia mh ek luphjñ Îh ex anagkhj\ ilaÐ 
ron gar dotÎhn agapa o qeoj $8%dunateiÐ  
de o QžSž pÎasan carin perisseusaiÐ  
eij uÎmaj ina en panti pantote pasan autarkeianÐ  
Îecontej ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.39 (2 Cor 9:15-10:2)198 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) $15%carijÐ dñe199 tw QžWž epei200 th anekdih 
Îghtw auÐtñouñ dñwñrea $1%autoj de egw  
ÎPauloj parakÐañlñw umaj dia thj  
Îprauthtoj kai eÐpñiñeikiaj201 tou  
ÎCristou oj kata proswpon mÐen tapi 
Înoj202 en umin apwn de qÐañrñÎrÐw eij203  
                                                          
194
 In addition to being the first half of the nomen sacrum QžWž, the theta here is also an incipit with an 
accompanying paragraphos (which uses the same demarcation throughout this edition).  
195
 VARIANT – Codex I: didonti / NA28: donti (cited in the NA28, though it is marked as an uncertain reading, i.e. 
“I
vid
” or ut videtur). 
196
 umwÐnñ (underdot removed—the MSI images confirm the nu) | proÐsñwpon | men gÐañr (MSI images help confirm 
the three changed letters) | agÐiñouj  
197
 Ežkastoñjñ (paragraphos is missing in Sanders, though it appears with reasonable certainty on the color image) | 
prñÎohrhtai | luphj |  dothn | umÎaj  
198
 añuñtou dwrea | eÐpñieikiaj | qÐañrñrñw  
199
 VARIANT – Codex I: de / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, though Sanders 
notes in his apparatus that the de is also omitted in WH). 
200
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epei / NA28: epi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, though 
Sanders notes in his apparatus that Westcott and Hort also uses epi instead of epei).  
201
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epieikiaj / NA28: epieikeiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
202
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: tapinoj / NA28: tapeinoj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
203





Îumaj\ $2%deomai de to mh parwn qÐañr 
Îrhsai th pepoiqhsei204 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.40 (2 Cor 10:8-10)205 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ouk aiscunÐ 
qhsomai $9%ižna mh doxw wjñ Îan ekÐ 
fobein u?maj dia twñÎn epistolwn\Ð  
$10%oti ai men episñtñÎolai206 fhsin baÐ 
riai207 kai iscñuñÎrai h de parousia touÐ  
swmÎatoj asqenhj kai o logojÐ  
exÎoÐuñÎqenhmenoj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.41 (2 Cor 10:17-11:2)208 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) $17%O de kaucwmenojÐ 
Îen kuriw kaÐucasqw\ $18%oñuñ gar o eauto›  
ÎsunistaÐnñwñn ekeinoj estin  
Îdokimoj allaÐ oñnñ o KžSž suni?sthsi›  
$1%ÎOfelon aneicesÐqñañiñ209 mou mikro›  
Îti afrosunhj\ alla kai aÐnñece 
Îsqe mou $2%zhlw gar umaj QžÐUžñ zh 
Îlw ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.42 (2 Cor 11:9-10)210 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) to gar usteÐ 
rhmañ mñou pñroñsñÎaneplhrwsan oi aÐ 
delfoiñ eñlñqñoñnñtñeñjñ añÎpo MakedoÐ 
nñiñañjñ kñañiñ eñnñ pñañnñtñÎi abarh emautonÐ  
umin eñtñhñrñhñÎsa kai thrhswÐ  
$10%EžsñtiñÎn alhqeia Cristou en emoi oti hÐ  
ÎkÐañuñÎchsij211 auth ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
                                                          
204
 Sanders omits this line entirely save the bracketed umaj at the end of verse 1. However, the rho of qarrhsai in 
verse 2 (at the end of the line) is very clear. The preceding alpha is partially broken, but there is sufficient certainty 
to assert that it is, in fact, an alpha rather than a rho; thus it is safe to assume that the visible rho is the first one in 
qarrhsai rather than the second. This is also in harmony with Sanders’ observation that double consonants are 
separated throughout the manuscript (Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 255).   
205
 ina | wj | umaj | twÎn | episÎtolai | iscuÎrai | exoñuqñÎenhmenoj  
206
 VARIANT – Codex I: men epistolai / NA28: epistolai men (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus).  
207
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: bariai / NA28: bareiai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
208
 kaÐucasqw (there is a raised dot following kaucasqw, which is not present in Sanders) | ouñ | sunisthsi› (there is 
an umlaut over the iota which is not present in Sanders) | añneceÎsqe | QñžUž 
209
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: aneicesqai / NA28: aneicesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
210






p.43 (2 Cor 11:20-21)212 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $20%anecesqe garÐ  
Îei tij umÐañjñ katañdouloi\ ei tij  
ÎkatesqieÐiñ eñiñ tñiñj lambanei\ ei  
Îtij epairetai eiÐ tñiñj eij prosw 
Îpon umaj derei $21%kata aÐtñimian  
Îlegw wj oti hmeij hsqenhkaÐmñeñ›ñ213 
 
 
p.44 (2 Cor 11:28-29)214 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $28%cwrij twnÐ  
parektoj hñ eñpñiñsñuñsñtasÎij215 moi h kaÐ 
q hmeranñ hñ mñÎeÐrñiñÎmna paswn twnÐ  
ekklhsiwñnñ $29%Îtij asqenei kai ouÐ 
k asqeñÎnw tij skandalizetai kaiÐ  
ouñkñ Îegw puroumai ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.45 (2 Cor 12:6-7)216 
                                            IQ217 
 
ÎalhqeÐiñan gar erw\ fidomai218 de  
Îmh tij eÐijñ eñme logishtai u?per  
Îo blepei mÐe h añkñouei219 ex emou $7%kai  
Îth uperbolh twn aÐpokaluyew›  
Îdio ina mh uperairwmÐañi edoqh  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
211
 Sanders ends the page after the bracketed emoi. It appears, however, that there are a couple of letters slightly 
visible on the line below Ežstin. These appear to be the alpha and upsilon of kauchsij, though they are given here 
with underdots since they are somewhat faint and partially broken. 
212
 katadouloi | ÎkatesqiÐeñiñ | ei tij | tñij | hsqeÐnñhsñañmñe› 
213
 Sanders records this word as hsqenhsamen instead of hsqenhkamen. This is cited as a variant in the apparatus of 
the NA28, though it is marked as an uncertain reading (i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur) since only part of the word is visible 
and Sanders put an underdot beneath the sigma which is, itself, the crux of the variant. In its present state, the 
sigma is not visible at all (very faded and mostly broken off) and thus it is unknown whether it really is a sigma or 
whether it is a kappa as would accord with the NA28, WH, and other manuscripts. As a result, it is not possible to 
confirm the reading as even an uncertain variant. Also, for reasons unknown, there was not a modern high 
resolution color image available in the image set from which this edition was produced. Instead there was simply a 
scan of an old film image which was fairly low quality and thus not very helpful. For this reason, my analysis was 
based primarily on the MSI images I had for this page which, though better than the color film scan, did not offer a 
very clear text at this point.  
214
 eñpiñsñuñsñtasÎij | hmeran | mñeñrñiñÎmna | ekklhsiwnñ | asqeÎnw | oukñ 
215
 VARIANT – Codex I: episustasij / NA28: epistasij (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, though it is 
marked as an uncertain reading, i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur). 
216
 ÎalhÐqeñiñan | eñij eme | uper | me | akouei | twÐnñ añpokaluyew› | uperairwmaÐi (the second alpha is confirmed by 
the MSI images, though not entirely, hence the underdot) | sarÐkñiñ | añgñgeloj | iñnñañ mhñ 
217
 The quire number IQ (19) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
218
 VARIANT (itacism)  – Codex I: fidomai / NA28: feidomai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
219
 VARIANT – Codex I: [ti omitted following akouei] / NA28: ti (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus; 





Îmoi skoloy th sarkiÐ añgñgñeñlñoñjñ220  
ÎSatana ina me kolafizh ina mÐhñ  
Îuperairwmai ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.46 (2 Cor 12:14-15)221 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) $14%Idou triton touto etoimwj ecwÐ  
elqein proj u?mañjñ kai ou ÎkatanarÐ 
khsw u?mwn222 ou gar Îzhtw ta umwnÐ  
alla u?maj ou gar ofñÎeilei ta teknaÐ  
toij goneusiñÎn qhsaurizein alla oiÐ  
goneijñ Îtoij teknoij $15%egw de hdistaÐ  
DapanhñÎsw kai ekdapanhqhsomai uperÐ  
twñnñ yñÎucwn umwn ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.47 (2 Cor 13:1-2)223 
 
$1%ÎTritoÐn touto ercomai proj umaj224  
Îepi stÐoñmñañtñoñjñ duo h225 triwn mar 
Îturwn stÐañqhsetai pan rhma  
$2%Îproeirhka kai pÐrñolegw wj parw›  
Îto deuteron kaiÐ añpñwn nun toij226  
ÎprohmarthkosinÐ kñañi toij loi 
Îpoij pasin oti ean elqw eijÐ tñoñ  
Îpalin ou feisomai ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.48 (2 Cor 13:10-11)227 
 
$10%Džia touto tauta apwn grñañfñÎw inaÐ  
parwn mh apotomwñjñ cñÎrhswmaiÐ  
kata thn exousiañnñ Îhn o kurioj edwÐ 
ken moi eij oñÎikodomhn kai ouk eijÐ  
kaqaireñsñiñnñ $11%ÎLoipon adelfoiÐ  
Cžaireteñ Îkatartizesqe parakaÐ 





                                                          
220
 Terminal sigma on aggeloj (though a bit uncertain due to fading).  
221
 umaj | užmwn | užmaj | ofÎeilei | goneusin | DapanhsñÎw | twnñ 
222
 VARIANT – Codex I: u?mwn / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
223
 ÎtriÐtñoñn | stÐoñmñatoj | ÎprohmarthkosÐiñn kai | tño 
224
 Terminal sigma on umaj.  
225
 VARIANT – Codex I: duo h triwn marturwn / NA28: duo marturwn kai triwn (this variant does not appear in the 
NA28 apparatus).   
226
 Terminal sigma on toij. 
227





p.49 (Gal 1:1-3)228 
 
           pñrñoj galataj229               ‘ 
 
$1%ÎPauloj aÐpostoloj ouk ap AžNžWžNž  
Îoude di AžNžOžÐUžñ alla dia IžUž CžUž kai QžUž  
Îpatroj tou egeiranÐtoj auton ek ne 
Îkrwn $2%kai oi sunÐ eñmñoi pantej adel 
Îfoi taij ekklhsiaiÐjñ tñhñj galati 
Îaj $3%carij umin kai eirÐhñnh apñoñ  
Îqeou patroj hmwn kai kuriou Ihsou CristouÐ  
 
 
p.50 (Gal 1:11-13)230  
 
$11%ÎGnwrizw gar umin adelfoi to euaggelionÐ  
Îto euaggelisqen up emou oti ouk estinÐ  
kata AžNžOžNž $12%oude gar eñgñwñ Îpara anqrwpouÐ  
parelabon auto ouñÎte edidacqhnÐ  
alla dia231 apokañluñÎyewj Ihsou CristouÐ  
$13%Hžkousatai232 garñ Îthn emhn anastroÐ 
fhn pote eñÎn tw Ioudaismw otiÐ  
kaq u?pñÎerbolhn ediwkon thn ekklhsian tou qeouÐ 
 
 
p.51 (Gal 1:22-2:1)233 
 
$22%Îhmhn de agnooumenoj tw proswpwÐ   
ÎtaÐiñjñ eñkñkñlñhñsñiñañiñjñ thj ižoudaiaj taij e›234  
                                                          
228
 
1ÎPaulÐoñj apostoloj | anqrwpoÐu (Sanders does not adopt the nomina sacra form here, but the typical 
supralinear line that signifies the abbreviation can be seen over the upsilon and the letter that preceded it before it 
was broken off, thus it is safe to assume that the form was employed  here originally) | egeirÐantoj | emoi | 
ekklhsiÐañiñj thj | eirÐhnh 
229
 There is a staurogram in the upper right corner of the page. The superscription heading (pñrñoj galataj) has 
decorative lines both above and below the letters.  
230
 egñwñ | ouÎte | apokañluyÎewj | gar | eÎn | upÎerbolhn 
231
 VARIANT – Codex I: dia / NA28: di (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
232
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: hkousatai / NA28: hkousate (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
233
 ÎtaÐij ekkñlñhñsñiaij (there appears to have been some intense fading on this line and the partially visible letters 
were only confirmable via the MSI images) | mononÐ de akouontej (the MSI images confirm the last omicron and nu 
of monon, thus their removal from square brackets) | hñmaj pote | pÐiñstin hn | pote | edoxazoÐn en emoi | 
dekaÐtñeñsñsñañÎrwn  
234
 The letters "aj taij e›" of ioudaiaj taij e› are very small and squished together as they extend out into the 
margin quite a bit in comparison to the other lines on the page. It almost appears as though the letters are not in 
the scribe’s handwriting, but this could simply look different because the scribe was trying to fit a lot of characters 
into an uncharacteristically small space, rather than actually being the writing of another hand (perhaps a 
corrector?).  The tau extends both above and below the line and its cross stroke extends over several of the 
adjacent lettes. Further, the tau, both sigmas, and the epsilon are missing the ornamental dots with which they are 
typically adorned. There are several other instances throughout the manuscript where this practice (shrinking and 
squeezing a few letters together at the end of a line) is employed so, although the handwriting may be somewhat 





Îcristw $23%monÐoñnñ dñeñ añkouñoñntej hsan  
Îoti O diwkwnÐ hñmñañjñ pñote nun eu 
Îaggelizetai thn pÐiñsñtñiñnñ hñn pñoñtñe  
Îeporqei $24%kai edoxazoÐnñ eñnñ eñmñÎoiÐ  
Îton qeon $1%Epeita dia dekatÐeñÎssaÐ 
Îrwn etwn palin anebhn eij IerosolumaÐ   
Îmeta Barnaba ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.52 (Gal 2:8-9)235 
 
$8%Îo gar energhsaj Petrw eij apostolhnÐ  
thj peritomhj enhrghÎsen kai eÐ 
moi eij ta eqnh\ $9%Îkai gnontej thnÐ  
carin thn doqñeñisÎan moi IakwbojÐ  
kai khfaj kañÎi Iwannhj oi dokounÐ 
tej stuloñiñ Îeinai dexiaj edwkanÐ  
emoÎi kai Barnaba koinwniaj ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.53 (Gal 2:16-17)236 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai hmeijÐ  
Îeij CristonÐ IžNž episteusamen ižna di 
ÎkaiwqwmenÐ ek pistewj CžUž  
Îkai ouk ex ergwnÐ nñomou oti ex er 
Îgwn nomou ou dikÐaiwqhsetai  
Îpasa sarx $17%ei de zhtÐountej di 
Îkaiwqhnai en Cristw eureqÐhmen  
Îkai autoi amartwloi ara Cristoj amartiaj diakonojÐ 
 
 
p.54 (Gal 3:6-8)237 
 
$6%Kžaqwj abraam epñisteÎusen twÐ  
QžWž kai elogisqÎh autw eij dikaiÐ 
osunhn\ $7%giÎnwskete ara oti oiÐ  
ek pistewñÎj outoi uioi eisin AÐ 
braam\ $8%pñÎroidousa de h grafhÐ  
Ožti ekñ Îpistewj dikaioi ta eqnhÐ  








                                                          
235
 enhrghsñÎen | kñañiñ gñnñÎontej | doqeisÎan | kai | stuloÎi | emoi 
236
 diÎkaiwqwmeÐn | eureÐqñhmen  
237
 episteÎusen | elogisqh autw (the manuscript is significantly broken off beginning at the eta of elogisqh) | 





p.55 (Gal 3:16-17)238 
 
$16%Îtw de AÐbñrañañmñ eñrreqhsan ai epag 
ÎgeliaiÐ kñañiñ tñw spermati autou  
Îou legei KaiÐ tñoñiñjñ sñpñermasin wj239  
Îepi pollwnÐ añlñlñ wñjñ eñf enoj kai  
Îtw spermati souÐ oñjñ eñstin CžSž\  
$17%Îtouto de legw\ diaqhÐkñhn proke 
Îkurwmenhn upo tou qeou eiÐjñ CñžNñž240  
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Ð 
 
 
p.56 (Gal 3:24-28)241 
 
$24%Îwste o nomoj paidagwgoj hmwn geÐ 
gonen eij CžNž ižna ek pistÎewj diÐ 
kaiwqwmen\ $25%elqoushÎj de thjÐ  
Pžistewj ouketi u?pñoñ pñÎaidagwgonÐ  
esmen $26%pantejñ gñañrñ Îuioi qeou este diaÐ  
thj pistewÎj en Cristw Ihsou\ $27%osoi gar eijÐ  
CžNž ebaptisñÎqhte Criston enedusasqeÐ  
$28%Ožuk eñnñiñ ÎIoudaioj oude Ellhn ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.57 (Gal 4:8-10)242 
 
Î ) ) ) edouleusate toij fuÐ 
ÎseiÐ mñhñ oñuñsi243 qeoij\ $9%nun de gno› 
Îtej qeoÐnñ mñalloñnñ de gnwsqentej244  
Îupo QžÐUñž pñwj epistrefetai245  
Îpalin epi ta asqÐeñnh kai ptwca  
Îstoiceia oij palin aÐnwqen dou 
Îleuein qelete $10%hÐmeraj para 
Îthreisqe kai mhnaj kaiÐ kairñouj246  
Îkai eniautouj ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
                                                          
238
 AÐbraam erreqhsan | kÐañiñ (MSI images help confirm the kappa, thus it has been removed from the square 
brackets) | tw | KÐañiñ toij spermasin | pollÐwñnñ all | wñj ef | oj estin | CžSž\ (Sanders omits the raised dot here) | 
diaqhÐkhn | eñiñjñ CžNž 
239
 Terminal sigma on wj.  
240
 VARIANT – Codex I: eij criston (in the nomina sacra form: CžNž) / NA28: [omitted]. This is cited as a variant in 
the NA28 apparatus with certainty, even though the entire variant is not certain in Sanders’ edition. Although he 
recorded the CžNž with certainty, he placed underdots beneath each letter of eij. The images are very faded and 
partially broken at this point, so in the present edition there is even less certainty than in Sanders’.  
241
 ina | upo paiñÎdagwgonÐ | pantej garñ | pistewj | ebaptisÎqhte | Ouk | eni 
242
 mhÐ (faintly visible on the color image; the MSI images also help confirm) | qeonÐ | mñañllon | QñžUž pwj | añsñqñenh | 
kÐañiñ | kairouj | 
243
 VARIANT – Codex I: ousi / NA28: ousin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; Sanders includes 
the nu, but it is not on the manuscript). 
244
 Terminal sigma on gnwsqentej. 
245
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epistrefetai / NA28: epistrefete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
246





p.58 (Gal 4:20-23)247 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) $20%hqelon de pareinaiÐ  
Îproj umaj arti kai allaxaiÐ  
thn fwnhn mou oti apñÎoroumaiÐ  
en umin\ $21%legetai248 moi oi Îupo nomonÐ  
qelontej einai ton noÎmon ouk aÐ 
kouetai249 $22%gegñrñapñtñÎai gar oti AbraÐ 
Ažm duo u?i?ouj Îescen ena ek thjÐ  
paidiskhj Îkai ena ek thj eleuÐ 
qeraj $23%alñlñ Îo men ek thj paidiskhjÐ  
kañtñÎa sarka gegennhtai ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 




p.59 (Eph 2:15-18)251 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ina touj duoÐ 
Îktish en autw eij ena kainonÐ  
ÎanqrwponÐ poiwn eirhnhn $16%kai apoka 
ÎtallÐañxñhñ touj amfoterouj en  
Îeni swÐmati tw QžWž diaž tou252 stau 
ÎrouÐ añpoktinaj253 thn ecqra›  
Îen autw $17%kaÐiñ eñlñqwn euhgñgelisa 
Îto eirhnhn umiÐn toij makran kai  
Îeirhnhn toij egguj\Ð $18%oti di autou  
Îecomen thn prosagwghn oi amÐfñoñ 
Îteroi en eni pneumati proj ton pateraÐ 
                                                          
247
 nomñoÎn | gegrapñtñÎai | AbraÐAm | all 
248
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: legetai / NA28: legete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
249
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: akouetai / NA28: akouete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
250
 Sanders writes, “[Amissa sunt quattuor folia]”. 
251
 ÎanqrwpoÐn | apokaÎtallÐaxh | apoktinaj | euhggelisaÎto 
252
 Sanders records the word iou instead of tou here, and includes it as a variant against Westcott and Hort (which 
adopts the latter) in his apparatus. This would also disagree with the NA28 reading (which likewise reads tou). 
However, upon closer inspection it was revealed that the manuscript does, in fact, read tou instead of iou. The 
cross stroke of the tau is simply very faint. The evidence for this can be seen if one looks closely at the tail of the 
rho from the preceding line (which extends down and to the left of the tau); there is a slight bulge to the right 
where the ornamental downstroke of the tau's cross stroke emerges. The downstrokes of the rho's tail and the 
ornamental dot on the left side of the tau's cross stroke simply overlap and the rest of the tau's cross stroke has 
faded away almost entirely. There is also a very slight bulge on the upper left-hand side of the omicron following 
the tau where the right end of the tau’s cross stroke runs into it. The ornamental dot [serif or downstroke] on the 
right side of the tau’s cross stroke usually does not occur when the tau is followed by curved letters such as 
omicron, epsilon, and omega. Given the preceding, together with the fact that iou is just a nonsense reading (the 
following word staurou needs the genitive article here), the text ought to read tou. This is not a real variant and is 
correctly excluded from the NA28.  
253





p.60 (Eph 3:6-8)254 
 
$6%Îeinai ta eqnh sugklhronoma kai susswÐ 
Îma kai summetoca thj epaggeliajÐ  
Îen Cristw Ihsou dia tou euaggeÐ 
liou $7%ou egenhqhn diakonñÎoj kataÐ  
thn dwrean thj caritoj Îtou qeouÐ  
thj doqeishj moi kata tÎhn enerÐ 
gian255 thj dunamewj aÎutouÐ  
$8%Ežmoi tw elacistñoñtñÎerw pantwnÐ  
agiwn edoqh Îh carij auth toijÐ  
eqnesin Îeuaggelisasqai to aneÐ 
xicnÎiaston ploutoj tou Cristou ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.61 (Eph 3:17-20)256 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) en agaph erriÐ  
Îzwmenoi kai teqemeliwmenoi $18%inaÐ  
ÎexiscusÐhtai257 katalabesqai sun pasi›  
Îtoij aÐgioij\ ti to platoj kai mh 
Îkoj kaiÐ u?ñyoj kai baqoj $19%gnwnai te  
Îthn uperÐbñallousan thj gnwse  
Îwj agaphn touÐ CžUž ižna plhrwqh 
Îte eij pan to plhÐrñwma tou QžUž\  
$20%ÎTw de dunamenw uperÐ panta poi 
Îhsai uperekperissou wÐn aitou 
Îmeqa h nooumen kata thnÐ dñuñnñañ 
Îmin thn energoumenhn en hminÐ 
 
 
p.62 (Eph 4:9-11)258 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $9%to de AneÐ 
bh ti estin ei mh oti kai kaÎtebh eijÐ  
ta katwtera merh thj gñhñÎj  
$10%Ož katabaj autoj estin kñÎai o anabajÐ  
u?peranw pantwn tÎwn ouranwnÐ  
ižna plhrwsh tñÎa panta $11%kai autojÐ  
e?dwken toujñ Îmen apostoloujÐ  
touj de Îprofhtaj touj de euÐ 
añgñgñeñlñÎistaj touj de poimenaj kaiÐ  
                                                          
254
 diakonoÎj | thÎn | elacistotÎerw | h | eÎuaggelisasqai | aneÐxicniÎaston  
255
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: energian / NA28: energeian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
256
 ÎexiscuÐshtai | u?yoj | gnwse\Îwj (Sanders includes a raised dot here [and there does, indeed, appear to be one] 
but it is most likely bleed-over from the facing page as the inclusion of the raised dot here splits the word into the 
nonsense reading gnwse\ wj instead of gnwsewj, which rightly follows the genitive article thj; there is a lot of 
bleed-over in this area of the page so this would be consistent) | tñoñuñ | glhrwqhÎte (Sanders mistakenly added a 
gamma in place of the pi) | plÐhrwma | upeÐr | wn | dñuñnaÎmin  
257
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: exiscushtai / NA28: exiscushte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
258





Îdidaskalouj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.63 (Eph 4:17-19)259 
 
$17%ÎTouto oun legw kai marturomai en kuriwÐ  
Îmhketi umÐañjñ pñeripatein kaqwj kai  
Îta eqÐnñhñ peripatei en mataioth 
Îti touÐ nñooj autwn $18%eskotwme 
Înoi th diÐañnñoñiñañ ontej aphllotri 
Îwmenoi thjÐ zñwhj tou QžUž dia th›  
Îagnoian thn ouÐsan en autw\260 di 
Îa thn pwrwsin thj kÐañrñdñiaj au 
Îtwn $19%oitinej aphlghkotej eÐañuñ 
Îtouj paredwkan th aselgeia eijÐ  
Îergasian akaqarsiaj pashj en pleonexiaÐ  
 
 
p.64 (Eph 4:28-30)261 
 
$28%Îo kleptwn mhketi kleptetw mallon deÐ   
Îkopiatw ergazomenoj taij idiaij cersinÐ  
to agaqon ižna echtai262 metadiñÎdonaiÐ  
tw crian263 econti\ $29%paj logÎoj saÐ 
Pžroj ek tou stomatoj umÎwn mhÐ  
ekporeuesqw allañ eñÎi tij agaqoj projÐ  
oikodomhn thjñ crñeñÎiaj ina dw caÐ 
rin toij akouoñÎusin $30%kai mh lupeiÐ 
tai264 to PžNñžÎAž to agion tou qeou en w eÐ 
sñfñÎragisqhte eij hmeran apolutrwsewjÐ 
 
 
p.65 (Eph 5:6-11)265 
 
Îdia tauta gar ercetai h orghÐ   
Îtou QžUžÐ eñpiñ toujñ u?ižouj thj apiqiaj266  
                                                          
259
 uÐmaj peripatein | eÐqnh | diÐañnñoia | tñhj | oñusan | kardiaj | aphlghkotÐej eauÎtouj 
260
 VARIANT – Codex I: autw / NA28: autoij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). This is a singular 
reading, likely introduced by the scribe. Wayment points out that “this subtle change in the pronoun produced a 
dramatic shift in meaning. Instead of reading ‘being alienated from a life in God because of the ignorance which is 
in them,’ one reads that they were ‘alienated from a life in God because of the ignorance that is in him’” 
(Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 258). 
261
 ina | metadidñÎonaiÐ | logoÎj | umwÎn | alla eÎi | thj | creñÎiaj | akououÎsin | PžNžAñž | eÐsfÎragisqhte 
262
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: echtai / NA28: ech (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
263
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: crian / NA28: creian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
264
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: lupeitai / NA28: lupeite (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
265
 QñžUž epi (it appears that Sanders saw more here than is currently visible—the nomina sacra form has been 
maintained even though it has been placed entirely within the square brackets) | touj | oñuñn ginesqai | auÎtwÐn hte 
| KñžWž | ÎperipÐatñeñite | eñn pash | kñai alhqeia | euÐareston | sugkoinwnÐeitai | tÐoñÎuÐ 
266
 VARIANT (double itacism) – Codex I: apiqiaj / NA28: apeiqeiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 





$7%Îmh ouÐnñ gñinesqai267 summetocoi au 
Îtwn $8%hÐtñe gar pote skotoj nun de  
Îfwj en KžÐWž wj tekna fwtoj  
ÎperipateÐiñte $9%o gar karpoj tou  
Îfwtoj en paÐsh agaqwsunh kai  
Îdikaiosunh kai aÐlhñqeia\ $10%dokei 
Îmazontej268 ti estin euarÐeñsñton  
Îtw kuriw $11%kai mh sugkoinwneiÐtñañiñ269  
Îtoij ergoij toij akarpoij touÐ  
Îskotouj mallon de kai elegceteÐ  
 
 
p.66 (Eph 5:20-24)270 
 
$20%Îeucaristountej pantote uperÐ  
Îpantwn en onomati tou kuriouÐ  
hmwn IžUž CžUž tw QžWž kai PžRñžÎIž $21%upotasÐ 
somenoi allhloij en foñÎbw CristouÐ  
$22%Aži gunaikej toij i?dioij aÎndrasinÐ  
upotassesqwsan271 wÎj tw kuriw $23%otiÐ  
anhr estin kefalÎh thj gunaiÐ 
koj\ wj kai o CžSž Îkefalh thj ekÐ 
klhsiaj autoñÎj swthr tou swmatoj\Ð  
$24%Ažllañ wñÎj h ekklhsia upotassetaiÐ  
tñÎw Cristw ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.67 (Eph 5:32-6:1)272 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $32%to musthÐ  
ÎrionÐ touto mega estin egw de  
ÎlegÐwñ eij CžNž kai eij thn ekklh 
ÎsiaÐnñ $33%plhn kai u?meij oi kaq ena  
ÎekastoÐj thn eautou gunaika ou 
Îtwj agapÐañtw wj eauton h de gu 
Înh ina fobhÐtñañiñ ton andra\ $1%ta te 
Îkna upakouetaÐiñ273 tñoñiñjñ ÎgÐoñneusin  
Îumwn en kuriw\ touto gar eÐsñÎtÐiñnñ dñÎiÐ 




                                                          
267
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: ginesqai / NA28: ginesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
268
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: dokeimazontej / NA28: dokimazontej (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
269
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: sugkoinwneitai / NA28: sugkoinwneite (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
270
 PžRžIž | foÎbw | anÎdrasinÐ | wj tñÎw | kefalhñ | autoÎj | Îwj | Îtw 
271
 VARIANT – Codex I: upotassesqwsan / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
272
 musthrioÐnñ | ekklhÎsiaÐn | ÎekastÐoñj | fobhtÐañiñ | toij goneusin | eñstin dikaion 
273






p.68 (Eph 6:10-12)274 
 
$10%Tžou loipou endunamousqeñ Îen kuriwÐ  
kai en tw krati275 thj i?scuoñÎj autouÐ  
$11%endusasqai276 thn panoplñianñ ÎtouÐ  
QžUž proj to dunasqai u?ñÎmaj sthnaiÐ  
proj taj meqodiaj277 tñoñÎu diabolou\Ð  
$12%Ožti ouk estin hñmñiñÎn h palh projÐ  
aima kaiñ sñañrñkñañ Îalla proj tajÐ  
añrñcñañÎj proj taj exousiaj ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.69 (Eph 6:19-21)278  




$19%ÎkaiÐ u?ñper emou\ i?na moi doqh logoj  
ÎenÐ añnoixei tou stomatoj mou e›  
ÎparÐrñhñsia gnwrisai to musthri 
Îon tou eÐuaggeliou $20%u?per ou pre 
Îsbeuw enÐ añlñuñsei i?na en autw par 
Îrhsiaswmai wÐj di280 me lalhsai  
$21%ÎIna de kai umeijÐ eñidhte281 ta kat e 
Îme ti prassw panta gnÐwñrñiñsñeñiñ  
Îumin Tucikoj o agaphtoj adelfoj ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.70 (Phil 1:1-4)282 
 
‘         proj filippisiouñjñ283 
 
$1%Pžauloj kai timoqeoj douloi CžñÎUž IhsouÐ  
pasin toij agioij en CžWž IžUž toÎij ouÐ 
sin en filippoij sun epÎiskoÐ 
                                                          
274
 tžou | endunamousqe | iscuoj | panoplianñ | uñÎmaj | tou | hmiñÎn | kai sarkañ | arcajñ  
275
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: krati / NA28: kratei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
276
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: endusasqai / NA28: endusasqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
277
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: meqodiaj / NA28: meqodeiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
278
 uper | ÎpaÐrñrhsia | musthriÎoÐnñ tñoñuñ euaggeliou | uper | eÐnñ | añlusei | ina | parÎrhsiaswÐmai wj | umÐeñij eidhte 
279
 The quire number KA (21) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. The previous quire number (K for 20) is missing.  
280
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: di / NA28: dei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
281
 VARIANT – Codex I: kai umeij eidhte / NA28: eidhte kai umeij (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
This variant is cited in the NA28 with certainty, though perhaps it should include the caveat “I
vid
” to portray 
uncertainty since a part of the reading in question is not present on the manuscript. This was already the case 
when Sanders made his edition and is even more so now since evidently he saw more than is currently visible.  
282
 cñÎristou ihsouÐ | PžRžSž | mÎneia | pÎash  
283
 VARIANT – Codex I: filippisiouj / NA28: filipphsiouj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj filippisiouj) has 





poij kai diakonoij\ $2%cañÎrij uminÐ  
Kžai eirhnh apo QžUž PžRžñSžñ Îhmwn kaiÐ  
KžUž IžUž CžUž\ $3%eucarÎistw tw qew mouÐ  
epi pash th mñÎneia umwn $4%pantoÐ 
te en pñÎash dehsei mou uper pantwnÐ  
Îumwn meta caraj thn dehsin poioumenojÐ 
 
  
p.71 (Phil 1:11-13)284 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $11%peplhrwmeÐ  
ÎnoiÐ karpon dikaiosunhj ton di 
Îa Ihsou CžÐUž eij doxan kai epainon QžUž\  
$12%ÎGinwsÐkin285 de u?maj boulomai adel 
Îfoi otÐiñ ta kat eme mallon eij  
ÎprokopÐhñn tou euaggeliou elh 
Îluqen $13%wste tÐoñuj desmouj mou  
Îfanerouj en CžWžÐ genesqai en  
Îolw tw praitwriw kai toÐij lÎoiÐ 
Îpoij pasin ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.72 (Phil 1:20-23)286 
 
Îkai nun megalunqhsetai Cristoj en twÐ  
swmati mou eite dia zwñhñjñ Îeite diÐ 
až qanatou $21%emoi gar to zhn CžñÎSž kai toÐ  
apoqanein kerdoj\ $22%ei deñ tñÎo zhn enÐ  
Sžarki touto moi karpoj eñÎrgou kaiÐ  
ti airhsomai ou gnwrÎizw $23%sunecoÐ 
mai de ek twn dñuñÎo thn epiqumianÐ  
ecwn eñiñjñ tñÎo analusai kai sun CristwÐ  
Îeinai pollw gar mallon kreisson\Ð 
 
 
p.73 (Phil 2:1-3)287 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $1%Ei tij oun paraÐ 
Îklhsij en Cristw ei ti paramuqionÐ 
ÎagapÐhñj\ ei tij koinwnia PžNžSž ei tij288  
ÎsplaÐgñcna kai oiktirmoi\ $2%plhrw 
Îsate mÐoñu thn caran ižna to auto  
ÎfronhtaÐiñ289 pantej290 thn authn aga 
                                                          
284
 peplhrwmenÐoñi | IhsoÐuñ CžUž | ÎginÐwskin | adelÎfoÐiñ oñtñiñ | ÎprokoÐpñhñn | wÐste touj | CñžWž (the entire nomen 
sacrum is now completely broken off) | toij | loiñÎpoij 
285
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: ginwskin / NA28: ginwskin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
286
 zwhj eitñÎe | de | gnwriñÎzw | eij tÎo  
287
 ÎagÐaphj | ÎspÐlñagcna | plhrwÎsaÐtñe mou | ÎfrÐoñnhtai | agaÎphÐnñ econtej | sumyucoi (see note explaining this 
variant below) | ÎfronounÐtej | mhden | kenÐoñdoxian alla | th | allhlÐouj prohñÎgoumenoi 
288
 Terminal sigma on tij. 
289





Îphn econtejÐ sunñyucoi291 to auto292  
ÎfronountejÐ $3%mñhñden kat eriqia›293  
Îmhde kata kenÐoñdñÎoxian aÐlñlñañ thñ  
Îtapeinofrosunh allhlouj prohÐ 
Îgoumenoi294 uperecontaj eautwn ) ) ) )Ð 
  
 
p.74 (Phil 2:12-15)295 
  
Î ) ) ) ) ) alla nun pollw malÐ 
Îlon en th apousia mou meta fobouÐ  
kai tromou thn eautwnñ sñÎwthrianÐ  
katergazesqai\296 $13%QžSž gar eñsñÎtin o eÐ 
Nžergwn en u?min kai to Îqelein kaiÐ  
to energin297 u?per thj ÎeudokiajÐ  
$14%Pžanta poieitai298 cñÎwrij goggusmwnÐ  
kai dialogismwñÎn $15%ina genhsqeÐ  
añmempñtñoñÎi kaÐiñ Îakeraioi ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.75 (Phil 2:25-27)299 
 
$25%ÎAnagÐkñaion de hghsamhn epafro 
ÎdiÐtñon ton a?delfon kai suner 
ÎgoÐnñ kñai sunstratiwthn300 mou u? 
Îmwn deÐ añpostolon kai litourgo›301  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
290
 VARIANT – Codex I: pantej / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment 
points out that this variant “may be the result of a scribal gloss that envisions the kingdom of God thriving in 
utopian harmony” (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 260).  
291
 VARIANT – Codex I: sunyucoi / NA28: sumyucoi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Sanders 
records this reading as sumyucoi (just like the NA28 reading) and notes in his apparatus that it is a variant against 
the Westcott and Hort reading which is sunyucoi. Close inspection of the manuscript reveals why Sanders may 
have seen a mu instead of a nu here. There is a vertical stroke between the nu and psi which could have possibly 
been the right side of what was originally a mu. However, as it stands, there is a thicker and darker stroke 
constituting the right side of the nu (located in the exact center of what would be the mu if it were there) which, it 
seems, confirms  sunyucoi as the correct reading. Perhaps it was originally written as a mu and then a corrector 
later changed it to a nu. An underdot has been included beneath the nu as absolute certainty cannot be 
determined either way.   
292
 VARIANT – Codex I: auto / NA28: en (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
293
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eriqian / NA28: eriqeian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
294
 ALLEGED VARIANT – Codex I: prohgoumenoi / NA28: hgoumenoi (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, 
and is noted with certainty there, despite only the first few letters of the word being visible in Sanders’ edition. 
Unfortunately the entire line is now completely broken off and so there is no longer any way to confirm the 
variant, hence the “alleged”).  
295
 eautwn sÎwthrianÐ | estÎin | qeñÎlein | užper | cwñrÎij | dialogismwnñ | amemptoi kai añÎkeraioi 
296
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: katergazesqai / NA28: katergazesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
297
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: energin / NA28: energein (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
298
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: poieitai / NA28: poieite (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
299
 epafroÎdiÐton | a ždelfon | sunerÎgonÐ kai | de apostolon | creÐiajñ mou | epiÐpoqwn | aÐdhmonwn | hsÐqenhsenñ 
kÎaiÐ  
300





Îthj creiaj mÐou pemyai proj u?maj302  
$26%Îepeidh epipoÐqñwn hn pantaj u 
Îmaj kai aÐdñhñmñoñnwn diotiñ  
Îhkousate oti hsqenhsen $27%kaiÐ  
Îgar hsqenhsen paraplhsion qanatw\Ð 
 
 
p.76 (Phil 3:4-6)303 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $4%kaiperÐ  
egw ecwn pepoiqhsin kaiñ eñÎn sarÐ 
ki\ ei tij alloj dokei304 pepoiñÎqenaiÐ  
en sarki egw mallon $5%periñtñoñmñÎh oÐ 
ktahmeroj ek genouñj IžñSžñLž fÎulhjÐ  
beniamein\305 ebraiÎoj ex EbraiwnÐ  
kata nomon fañÎrisaioj $6%kata zhÐ 
loj dñÎiwkÐwñn Îthn ekklhsianÐ   
Îkata dikaiosunhn thn en nomwÐ  
Îgenomenoj amemptoj ) ) ) ) ) )Ð   
 
 
p.77 (Phil 3:13-17)306 
 
Îen de ta men opisw epilanqanoÐ 
Îmenoj toij de emprosqen epeÐ 
ÎkÐtñiñnomenoj307 $14%kata skopon di 
ÎwkwnÐ308 eij to brabion309 thj anw  
ÎklhsewÐjñ tou QžUž en CžWž IžUž\  
$15%ÎOsoi ounÐ tñeñleioi touto fronwme›  
Îkai ei ti etÐeñrñwñj fronhtai310 kai  
Îtouto o qeoj uminÐ añpokaluyei $16%plh›  
Îeij o efqasameÐnñ tñwñ añuñtw stoiñ 
Îcein $17%Summimhtai mou ginesqe adelÐ 
Îfoi kai skopeite touj outw periÐ 
Îpatountaj kaqwj ecete tupon hmajÐ   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
301
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: litourgon / NA28: leitourgon (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
302
 Terminal sigma on u?maj. 
303
 kai eÎn | pepoiñqñÎenaiÐ | genouj IžSžLž | dñiñwñkñwn | thn | kata 
304
 VARIANT – Codex I: alloj dokei / NA28: dokei alloj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
305
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: beniamein / NA28: beniamin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
306
 epeÎkÐtñinomenoj | diÎwÐkñwn | anwÎklÐhsewj | ÎOsÐoñiñ oñuñn teleioi | tiñ eterwj | uñmin apokaluyei | efqasÐañmen tw 
autw | giÐnesqeñ adeñlñÎfoi  
307
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epektinomenoj / NA28: epekteinomenoj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
308
 VARIANT – Codex I: diwkwn / NA28: diwkw (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). This variant is cited 
in the NA28 apparatus as certain despite a couple of uncertain letters in Sanders’ edition. Even less is visible today, 
including, unfortunately, the last letter of the word which is the crux of the variant. As a result, this variant is 
unconfirmable in its present state. If diwkwn is really the reading of Codex I, Sanders suggests that it is, perhaps, an 
error caused by attraction to the two previous participles (Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 263). 
309
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: brabion / NA28: brabeion (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
310





p.78 (Phil 4:3-6)311 
 
Îaitinej en tw euaggeliw sunhÐ 
qlhsan moi meta ke312 klhmñÎentojÐ  
kai twn loipwn sunergñwñnñ ÎmouÐ  
wn ta onomata en biblwñ ÎzwhjÐ  
$4%Cžairetai313 en KžWž pantotñeñ pñÎalin erwÐ  
cairetai314 $5%to epieiñkñeñÎj umwn gnwsÐ 
qñhñtñwñ pñañsñiñnñ añnñÎqrwpoij o kurioj eggujÐ  
$6%mñhñdñeñnñ mñÎerimnate ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.79 (Phil 4:13-15)315 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $13%panta iscuwÐ  
Îen twÐ eñndunamounti me $14%plhn  
ÎkaÐlwñj epoihsatai316 sunkoinwnh 
ÎsantÐeñjñ317 mñoñuñ tñh qliyi\318 $15%oidatai319  
Îde kaiÐ uñmñeñiñjñ filipphsioi oti e›  
Îarch touÐ eñuñañgñgñeñliou ote exhlqo›  
Îapo MakedoniÐañjñ oñuñdñeñmñiñañ mñoñÎi ekÐ 
Îklhsia ekoinwÐnñhñsñeñnñ eij loñgñÎonÐ  
Îdosewj kai lhmyewj ei mh umeijÐ  
Îmonoi ) ) ) ) ) )Ð   
 
 
p.80 (Col 1:1-4)320 
‘         proj kolassaeij321  
 
$1%Pžauloj apostoloj IžUž CžUž322 dia qeñÎlhÐ 
matoj QžUž kai timoqeoj o adelfñÎojÐ   
$2%toij en kolassaij323 agioij kai pÎistoijÐ  
aždelfoij en CžWž\  
                                                          
311
 klhmeñnñÎtojÐ | sunergwn | biblw | pantote pañÎlin | epieikñej | gnwsÐqhtw pasin anñÎqrwpoij | 
312
 VARIANT – Codex I: ke / NA28: kai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
313
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: cairetai / NA28: cairete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
314
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: cairetai / NA28: cairete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
315
 tw endunamounti | ÎkÐañlwj | sunkoinwnhÎsanÐtej | mou th | kñai umeij | euañgñgeliou | MakÐeñdñoniaj oudemia moiñ | 
ekoinÐwnhsen | logÎonÐ | mÐhñ uñmñeñiñjñ 
316
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epoihsatai / NA28: epoihsate (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
317
 VARIANT – Codex I: sunkoinwnhsantej / NA28: sugkoinwnhsantej (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
318
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: qliyi / NA28: qliyei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
319
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: oidatai / NA28: oidate (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
320
 qeÎlhÐmatoj | adelfÎojÐ | apo QžUž | umwÎn | akousaÎntej. VARIANT – Codex I: kolassaeij / NA28: kolossaeij (this 
variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus—this is for the superscription title). 
321
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj kolassaeij) has 
decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
322
 VARIANT – Codex I: IžUž CžUž / NA28: Cristou Ihsou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
323





Cžarij u?min kai eirhnh apoñ QñžÎUž patroj hÐ 
mwn kai KžUž IžUž CžUž324 $3%ÎEucaristoumenÐ  
Tžw QžWž kai325 PžRžIž tou Îkuriou hmwn Ihsou Cristou panÐ 
tote peri umÎwn proseucomenoiÐ   
$4%ÎaÐkñoñÎusantej thn pistin umwn en Cristw IhsouÐ  
 
 
p.81 (Col 1:10-12)326 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) en panti ergwÐ 
ÎagaqÐwñ karpoforountej kai au 
ÎxanoÐmenoi th epignwsei tou QžUž  
$11%Îen pÐash dunamei dunamoumenoi  
ÎkataÐ to kñratoj thj doxhj autou  
Îeij paÐsñañnñ upomonhn kai makro 
Îqumian meÐtñañ cñaraj $12%eucaristoun 
Îtej tw PžÐRžñIžñ tñwñ iñkñañnñwñsñañnñ 
Îti umaj eij thn meridaÐ tñoñuñ kñlñhñ 
Îrou twn agiwn en tw fwti ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.82 (Col 1:20-22)327 
 
Îeirhnopoihsaj dia tou aimatojÐ  
tou staurou autou328 eite ta epñÎiÐ  
thj ghj eite ta en toij OžUžNžñOžIžSžñ329  
$21%Kžai u?maj pote ontaj aphlloÎtriÐ 
wmenouj kai ecqrouj thñ dñÎianoiÐ 
añ eñn toij ergoij toij ponñhñÎroijÐ  
$22%Nžuni de apokathñlñlñÎaxen en twÐ  
swmati thj sñañrñkñÎoj autou diaÐ  
tñoñuñ qñañnñañtñoñuñ pñÎarasthsai umaj agioujÐ  
Îkai amwmouj kai anegklhtouj katenwpion autouÐ  
 
 
p.83 (Col 1:27-29)330 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ti to ploutoj thjÐ   
Îdoxhj tou musthriou toutouÐ   
Îen tÐoñiñjñ eñqñnesin oj331 estin CžSž en  
ÎumÐin h elpij thj doxhj $28%on hmeij332  
ÎkaÐtñaggellomen nouqetountej333  
                                                          
324
 VARIANT – Codex I: kai KžUž IžUž CžUž / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
325
 VARIANT – Codex I: kai / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus).  
326
 ÎagÐañqw | auÎxaÐnomenoi | pash | ÎkatÐañ | kratoj | pÐasañn | mÐeta | PžÐRžIž tw ikanwsan | meriÐda tou klhÎrou 
327
 th ÎdianoiÐa en | ponhñÎroijÐ | nuni | apokathllañÎxen | sarñkÎoj | tou qanatou 
328
 VARIANT – Codex I: [di autou omitted following autou] / NA28: di autou (this variant is included in the NA28 
apparatus). 
329
 Terminal sigma on OžUžNžOžIžSž. 
330
 tñoij eqnesin | ÎuÐmñin | ÎkaÐtaggellomen | ÎpanÐta | AžNžÐOžNž en pash | ina | eij oÐ | tñhn energiÎanÐ  
331
 VARIANT – Codex I: oj / NA28: o (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
332





ÎpantÐañ AžNžOžNž kai didaskontej pa› 
Îta AžNžÐOñžNžñ eñnñ pñañsh sofia i?na pa 
ÎrasthswmeÐn panta AžNžOžNž te 
Îleion en Cristw\ $29%eiÐjñ oñ kai kopiw agw 
Înizomenoj kata thnÐ eñnerñgiÎanÐ334  
Îautou thn energoumenhn en emoi en dunameiÐ  
 
 
p.84 (Col 2:7-9)335 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) $7%errizwmenoi kaiÐ  
Îepoikodomoumenoi en autw kaiÐ  
bebaioumenoi en336 pistei kañÎqwjÐ  
edidacqhtai337 perisseuontñÎej en euÐ 
caristia\ $8%blepete mh tiñÎj umajÐ  
Ežste338 o sulagwgwn dia thÎj filoÐ 
sofiaj kai kenhj apañÎthj kataÐ  
thn paradosin tñÎwn anqrwpwn kataÐ  
ta stoicia339 tou kñÎosmou kai ou kaÐ 
ta CñžNž $9%otñiñ Îen autw katoikei panÐ  
Îto plhrwma thj qeothtoj swmatikwjÐ 
 
 
p.85 (Col 2:16-19)340 
                                                  KB341 
 
$16%ÎMhÐ oun tij u?maj krinetw en brw 
ÎseÐi h342 en posei h en meri343 eorthj344  
Îh nÐoñumhniaj345 h sabbatwn $17%a esti›  
Îskia tÐwn mellontwn346 $18%a eorake›  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
333
 Terminal sigma on nouqetountej. 
334
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: energian / NA28: energeian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
335
 perisseuonteñÎj | blepete (interestingly, the manuscript does not employ the alternate ai for e spelling here, but 
Sanders mistakenly does [perhaps out of habit of seeing it so]; the reading is fairly clear [plus the MSI images 
confirm it] and it agrees with the NA28) | ož | thjñ | apaÎthj | twñÎn | CžNž | oti | ÎtÐoñ pñlñhñÎrwma  
336
 VARIANT – Codex I: en / NA28: th (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus; Metzger points out that “the 
reading th pistei, strongly supported by B D* H 33 81 al, best accounts for the rise of the other readings.” see 
Metzger, Textual Commentary, 555). 
337
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: edidacqhtai / NA28: edidacqhte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
338
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: este / NA28: estai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
339
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: stoicia / NA28: stoiceia (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
340
 ÎMhÐ | umaj | brwÎsÐeñi | noumhniaj | tñwn | noÐoj | tñhn | añfwn | epicorhgoumenon kaiÐ (Sanders puts 
epicorhgoumenon completely within the square brackets, but on the end of the line one can see a partial omicron 
followed by a line which could easily be taken as a terminal nu, and thus it has been adopted as such here. Doing 
so also makes it necessary to bump the kai to the following line.)  
341
 The quire number KB (22) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
342
 VARIANT – Codex I: h / NA28: kai (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
343
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: meri / NA28: merei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
344
 Terminal sigma on eorthj. 
345





ÎembaÐtñeuwn eikh fusioumenoj347  
Îupo tou nooÐjñ thj sarkoj autou  
$19%Îkai ou kratwn tÐhñn kefalhn ex ou  
Îpan to swma dia twn aÐfñwn kai  
Îsundesmwn epicorhgoumenÐoñ›  
Îkai sumbibazomenon ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.86 (Col 3:5-8)348 
 
$5%ÎNekrwsate oun ta melh ta epiÐ  
thj ghj pornian349 akaqarsian pñÎaqojÐ  
epiqumian kakhn kai thn ÎpleoÐ  
nexian htij estin eidwlolñÎatriaÐ  
$6%di a ercetai h orgh tou QžUž Îepi toujÐ  
u?ižouj thj apiqeiaj350 $7%en oñÎij kai uÐ 
meij periepatÎhsate pote oteÐ  
ezhte en toutñÎoij \ $8%nuni de apoÐ 
Qñžesqai351 kai uñmñÎeij ta panta orghnÐ  
Îqumon kakian blasfhmian ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.87 (Col 3:15-17)352 
 
$15%Îkai h eirhnh tou Cristou brabeuetw en taijÐ  
ÎkarÐdiaij u?mwn eij hn kai eklh 
ÎqÐhñtai353 en eni swmati kai euca 
ÎriÐsñtoi ginesqai354 $16%o logoj tou KžUž355  
ÎenÐoñiñkñeitw en u?min plousiwj356  
Îen paÐsñhñ sofia didaskontej kai  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
346
 VARIANT – Codex I: [15 words omitted following mellontwn] / NA28: to de swma tou Cristou\ mhdeij umaj 
katabrabeuetw qelwn en tapeinofrosunh kai qrhskeia twn aggelwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). A fair amount of text has been skipped over here. This is likely an instance of parablepsis occasioned by 
homoeoteleuton, seeing as though both mellontwn and aggelwn end with the same two letters and are both 
preceded by the word twn. Wayment points out that the error was likely one made by the lector rather than the 
scribe, assuming a dictation theory (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 255). Note that the verse number for verse 
18 does not begin where it should due to the omission which comprises the end of verse 17 and the beginning of 
verse 18. 
347
 Terminal sigma on fusioumenoj.  
348
 pÎaqojÐ | pÎleoÐnexian | eidwlolaÎtriaÐ | epÎi | oij kÎai | periepathÎsate | toutÎoij | apoÐQžesqai (the theta is 
clear but the line above it is very faint, hence the underdot) | umÎeij | qñuñmñÎon 
349
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: pornian / NA28: porneian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
350
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: apiqeiaj / NA28: apeiqeiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
351
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: apoqesqai / NA28: apoqesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
352
 ÎkaÐrdiaij | užmwn | eklhqñhtai | eucarñistoi | ÎeÐnoikeitw |  umin | pñash | ÎnouqetounÐtej | umÐnoñij | adoÐntej en 
th karÎdia | oÐtñiñ añnñ 
353
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eklhqhtai / NA28: eklhqhte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
354
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: ginesqai / NA28: ginesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
355
 VARIANT – Codex I: KžUž / NA28: Cristou (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). Sanders claims that 
KžUž is “surely an old reading” though the weight of manuscript evidence as indicated in the NA28 apparatus seems 
to suggest otherwise (see Sanders, Epistles of Paul, 263).  
356





ÎnouqetoÐuñnñtej eautouj yal 
Îmoij kai umnoiÐj kai357 wdaij PžNžIž  
ÎKžAžIžSž358 en th cariti adonÐtñeñjñ eñnñ tñhñ kñañrñ 
Îdia359 umwn tw qew\ $17%kai pan oÐtñÎiÐ añÎnÐ360  
Îpoihte en logw h en ergw ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.88 (Col 3:25-4:2)361 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $25%o gar adikwn komisÐ 
eitai362 o hdikhsen kai ouk esñtñÎinÐ  
proswpolhmyia para tw QžWžñ363  
$1%Oži kurioi to dikaion kai thn isÎothÐ 
ta toij douloij parecesqeñ ÎeidoÐ 
tej oti kai u?meij ecete KžñÎNž enÐ  
OžUžNžWž\ $2%th proseuchñ ÎproskarteÐ 
Ržountej364 grhgoÎrountej en authÐ  
en eucaÎristia ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.89 (Col 4:11-13)365 
 
$11%Îkai Ihsouj o legomenoj Ioustoj oiÐ   
ÎontejÐ eñk peritomhj outoi monoi su› 
ÎergÐoi eij thn basileian tou QžUž oi 
ÎtiÐnej egenhqhsan moi parhgo 
ÎriÐa $12%aspazetai u?maj epafraj366  
Îo ex umwÐnñ douloj CžUž IžUž pantote a 
ÎgwnizomeÐnoj u?per u?mwn en taij367  
Îproseucaij ina hÐte368 tñelioi369 kai pe 
                                                          
357
 VARIANT – Codex I: kai umnoij kai / NA28: umnoij (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, though it is 
marked as an uncertain reading [i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur], and rightly so due to the fact that the first kai and most of 
umnoij are broken off and thus unconfirmable). 
358
 Since this is the only occurrence of the NS form of pneumatikaij, the second half of the abbreviation has simply 
been reconstructed as a best guess due to the fact that the text is missing at this point. 
359
 VARIANT – Codex I: th kardia / NA28: taij kardiaij (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
360
 VARIANT – Codex I: an / NA28: ean (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; the variant is uncertain 
as legibility is minimal). 
361
 estñÎinÐ | parecesñqe | proseuch | grhgorÎountej | eucariñstÎia  
362
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: komiseitai / NA28: komisetai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; 
Sanders seems to have misspelled this word in his edition as komieitai, omitting the sigma; but there is no way to 
tell for sure since only the latter half of the word komiseitai remains. It starts a new page and the bottom of the 
previous page is completely missing). 
363
 VARIANT – Codex I: para tw QžWž / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
364
 VARIANT – Codex I: proskarterountej / NA28: proskartereite (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
Perhaps the participial form was adopted by attraction to the following word, grhgorountej. 
365
 ÎontÐejñ ek | su›ÎerÐgoi | oitñinej | parhgorñia | umwn | aÎgwnÐiñzomenoj | užper | umwn | ina hte | telioi | en panti 
| qeÎlhmati | añuñtñÎwÐ 
366
 Terminal sigma on epafraj. 
367





Îplhroforhmenoi enÐ pñañnñti qñeñ 
Îlhmati tou qeou $13%marturw gar autwÐ  
 
 
p.90 (1 Thes 1:1-2)370 
 
‘        proj qessalonikeñiñjñ añ371 
 
$1%Pžauloj kai silouanoj kai tiÎmoÐ 
qeoj th ekklhsia qessalonÎikewnÐ  
en QžWž PžRžIž kai KžUž372 IžUž CžUž373 cariñjñ ÎuminÐ  
kai eirhnh apo QžUž PžRžSž hñmñÎwn kaiÐ  
KžUž IžUž CžUž\374 $2%eucaristÎoumen twÐ  
QžWž pantote peri pñañÎntwn umwnÐ  
mnian375 poiouÎmenoi epi twn prosÐ 
eucwñÎn hmwn ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.91 (1 Thes 1:9-10)376 
 
$9%ÎauÐtñoi gar peri hmwn apaggellou 
ÎsÐiñn opoian eisodon escomen  
ÎpÐrñoj u?maj kai pwj epestreya 
ÎteÐ proj ton QžNž apo twn eidwlw›  
ÎdoulÐeuein QžWž zwnti kai alhqi 
Înw $10%kaiÐ añnñamenein ton UžNž autou  
Îek twn OžUžÐNžñWžñNž on h?geiren ek tw›  
Înekrwn Ihsoun ton rÐuñoñmñeñnñon hmaj377   
Îek thj orghj thj ercomenhj\Ð 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
368
 ALLEGED VARIANT – Codex I: ina hte / NA28: ina staqhte (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus; 
Sanders recorded ina hte here, but unfortunately it is no longer verifiable as this section has broken off completely 
in both of the image sets). 
369
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: telioi / NA28: teleioi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
370
 qessalonikeij a | carij | hmÎwn | QžWž (in addition to being the first letter in the nomina sacra form, the theta is 
also an incipit with an accompanying paragraphos [which uses the same demarcation], though the paragraphos 
has been omitted by Sanders) | ÎprÐoseucwñÎn (Sanders begins the last line with the pi and omicron of proseucwn in 
square brackets. However, it appears as though they should, instead, be placed at the end of the previous line 
since the last line begins with the “eucw” of proseucwn, which is flush with the left margin of the rest of the page.) 
371
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj qessalonikeij a) 
has decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
372
 VARIANT – Codex I: KžUž / NA28: kuriw (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
373
 VARIANT – Codex I: CžUž / NA28: cristw (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
374
 VARIANT – Codex I: apo QžUž PžRžSž hmwn kai KžUž IžUž CžUž / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 
apparatus). 
375
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: mnian / NA28: mneian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
376
 ÎauÐtoi | ÎdouÐleuein | anÐamenein | ouranwÐn (the first nu and omega were sufficiently visible to remove them 
from the square brackets; also, there is enough of the supralinear stroke to indicate that the word was recorded in 
the nomina sacra format, which has been reconstructed based both on what is visible here as well as the similar 
abbreviated form [the accusative OžUžNžOžNž] found on page 136 [Heb 12:25]) | h žgeiren | rÐuñomenon | ercomÐeñnhñjñ\ 
377





p.92 (1 Thes 2:7-9)378  
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) alla egenhqhmenÐ  
nhpioi em379 mesw u?mwn wj ÎeanÐ  
trofoj qalph ta eauthj teÎknaÐ  
$8%outwj omiromenoi380 u?mwn eÎudoÐ 
koumen metadounai u?min oÎu moÐ 
non to euaggelion tou QžUžñ Îalla kaiÐ  
taj eautwn yucañjñ dñiñoñÎti agaphÐ 
toi hmin egenhqñhñÎte $9%mnhÐ 
Mžoñnñeñuñeñtñeñ Îgar adelfoi ton kopon hmwnÐ  
Îkai ton mocqon ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð    
 
 
p.93 (1 Thes 2:14-16)381 
 
$14%Îumeij gar mimhtai egenhqhteÐ   
Îadelfoi twn ekklhsiwn touÐ  
Îqeou twn ouswn en th Ioudaia enÐ  
ÎCžÐWñž IžUž oti ta auta epaqetai382 kai  
ÎuÐmñeiñj u?po twn iždiwn sumfu 
ÎleÐtñwn kaqwj kai autoi u?po tw›  
ÎioÐuñdaiwn $15%twn kai ton KžNž apo 
ÎkteinÐantwn IžNž kai touj profh 
Îtaj kai hmÐañj ekdiwxantwn383 kai  
Îpasin anqrwpoijÐ enantiwn $16%kwlu 
Îontwn hmaj toiÐj eqñnhsin384 la 
Îlhsai ina swqwsin eij to anaplhÐ 
Îrwsai autwn taj amartiaj pantote ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.94 (1 Thes 3:2-5)385 
 
Îeij to sthrixai umaj kai parakaÐ 
lesai u?per thj pistewj u?mñÎwnÐ  
$3%to mhdena senesqai386 en taij ÎqliÐ 
                                                          
378
 u?mwn | trofñoj | umwn | umin | QžUž | yucaj diñoñÎti | egenhÎqhte | mnhÐMžoneuetñeñ 
379
 VARIANT – Codex I: em / NA28: en (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
380
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: omiromenoi / NA28: omeiromenoi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
381
 upo | sumfuÎletÐwn | užpo | eqnhsin | anaÐpñlñhñÎrwsai   
382
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epaqetai / NA28: epaqete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
383
 VARIANT – Codex I: [kai qew mh areskontwn omitted following ekdiwxantwn] / NA28: kai qew mh areskontwn 
(this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; this is likely an instance of parablepsis occasioned by a 
possible combination of homoeoteleuton and/or homoeoarchton where the eye of the scribe or lector skipped 
from ekdiwxantwn to areskontwn; both of which are followed by kai). Wayment points out that the error is 
probably best attributed to the lector rather than the scribe, assuming a dictation theory (Wayment, Scribal 
Characteristics, 255).  
384
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eqnhsin / NA28: eqnesin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; the 
variant is not noted in Sanders, though the Westcott and Hort edition also reads eqnesin).  
385
 umÎwnÐ | proeleÎgomenÐ | kagwñ | epemñyñÎa 
386





yesin tautaij autoi gar oidañÎteÐ  
oti eij touto keimeqa $4%kai Îgar oÐ 
te proj u?maj hmen proelñeñÎgomenÐ  
u?min oti mellomen ÎqlibesqaiÐ  
kaqwj kai egenetoñ Îkai oidateÐ  
$5%Džia touto kagÎw mhketi stegwnÐ  
Îepemya eij to gnwnai thn pistinÐ 
 
 
p.95 (1 Thes 3:11-13)387 
 
Î ) ) ) $11%Autoj de o qeoj kai pathrÐ  
ÎhmÐwn kai o KžSž hmwn IžSž kateuqu 
ÎnaÐiñ thn odon u?mwn388 proj u?maj389  
$12%ÎumaÐj de o KžSž pleonasai kai perij 
ÎseuÐsai390 thn agaphn391 eij allhlouj392  
Îkai eÐij pantaj kaqaper kai hmeij393  
Îeij uÐmñañj $13%eij to sthrixai u?mwn  
Îtaj kardiajÐ añmñeñmptouj en agi 
Îwsunh emprosqenÐ tñoñu QžUž kñañiñ  
Îpatroj hmwn en th parousia toÐuñ KžñUžñ  
Îhmwn Ihsou meta pantwn twn agiwn autouÐ 
 
 
p.96 (1 Thes 4:7-10)394 
 
$7%Îou gar ekalesen hmaj o qeoj epi akaÐ 
qarsia all en agiasmw\ $8%toigañÎrounÐ  
Ož aqetwn ouk AžNžOžNž aqetei alñÎla tonÐ  
QžNž ton395 didonta to PžNžAž to agÎionÐ  
autou396 eij u?maj\ $9%peri de tñÎhj fiÐ 
Lžadelfiaj ou crian397 eicoÎmen398 graÐ 
fin399 u?min autoi gar u?mñeñÎij qeodiÐ 
daktoi este eij Îto agapan allhÐ 
                                                          
387
 ÎhÐmñwn | kateuquÎnÐañi | užmwn | ÎuÐmaj | perisÎseÐusai | ÎkaÐi eij | umÐaj | añmemptouj | tñou | kai | parousÐiñañ tñoñuñ 
388
 VARIANT – Codex I: umwn / NA28: hmwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
389
 Terminal sigma on u?maj. 
390
 Terminal sigma on the first sigma of perijseusai even though it occurs mid-word. 
391
 VARIANT – Codex I: thn agaphn / NA28: th agaph (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
Wayment points out that perisseuw takes a dative object, but it is possible that the scribe mentally changed the 
case to accusative through attraction to the preposition eij, which occurs several times in the latter part of the 
verse (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 258). 
392
 Terminal sigma on allhlouj. 
393
 Terminal sigma on hmeij.  
394
 toigaÎrounÐ | alÎla | užmaj | umñeñÎij | kai garñ | panÐtajñ 
395
 VARIANT – Codex I: [kai omitted following ton] / NA28: kai (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus).  
396
 VARIANT – Codex I: to agion autou / NA28: autou to agion (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
397
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: crian / NA28: creian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
398
 VARIANT – Codex I: eicomen / NA28: ecete (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus; the variant is cited as 
certain despite the absence of the latter half of the word). 
399





louj $10%kaiñ gñañÎr poieite auto eij panÐ 
taÎj touj adelfouj touj en olh thÐ  
ÎMakedonia ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.97 (1 Thes 4:16-5:1)400 
 
Îkai en salpiggi qeou katabhsetaiÐ   
ÎapÐ OžUžNOžUž kai oi nekroi en CžWž ana 
ÎstÐhsontai prwton $17%epeita h 
ÎmeiÐj oi zwntej oi perilipome  
ÎnoiÐ401 a?ma sun autoij arpaghsome 
Îqa eÐnñ nefelaij eij apanthsi›  
Îtou kuriouÐ eij aera kai outwj panto 
Îte sun kuriw eÐsomeqa\ $18%wste para 
Îkaleite allhlÐoñuñj eñnñ toij logoij402  
Îtoutoij $1%Peri de twn cronÐwñ›403  
Îkai twn kairwn adelfoi ou creian eceteÐ  
Îumin grafesqai ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.98 (1 Thes 5:9-12)404 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $9%oti ouk eÐ 
qeto hmaj o WžSž eij orghn allÎa eij peÐ 
ripoihsin swthriaj dia tou Îkuriou hÐ 
mwn IžUž CžUž $10%tou apoqanontoÎj uperÐ  
hmwn ižna eite grhgorwmÎen eiÐ 
te kaqeudwmen ama sun aÎutw zhÐ 
swmen\ $11%dio parakaleitÎe allhloujÐ  
kai oikodomeitñeñ Îeij ton enaÐ  
kñañqñwñjñ kñÎai poieite $12%ErwtwmenÐ  
Îde umaj adelfoi eidenai touj kopiwntajÐ  









                                                          
400
 anaÎsÐtñhsontai | ažma | eÐn | en | logoij (MSI images confirm the sigma) | crÐoñnñwñnñ kñañiñ 
401
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: perilipomenoi / NA28: perileipomenoi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
402
 Terminal sigma on logoij. 
403
 Sanders ends this line with the kai following cronwn, though he includes underdots to show that the reading is 
uncertain. With the help of the MSI images, which are a bit easier to read at this point, it appears that the line 
actually ends with an omega followed by a terminal nu. Unfortunately, it is difficult to tell which is the correct one 
of the three possible words this could be (cronwn, twn, or kairwn). Judging by the average number of characters 
per line (23), cronwn has been chosen as the most likely candidate, resulting in a total of 22 characters for the line. 
404





p.99 (1 Thes 5:23-27)405 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai oÐ 
ÎloÐklhron u?mwn to PžNžAž kai h yu 
ÎchÐ kñai to swma amemptwj en  
ÎthÐ pñarousia tou KžUž hmwn IžUž CžUž  
ÎthrÐhqeih\406  
$24%ÎpistÐoj o kalwn u?maj oj kai poi 
ÎhseiÐ $25%añdelfoi proseucesqai407  
Îperi408 hmÐwn\  
$26%ÎAspasasqe tÐoñuñj adelfouj pa› 
Îtaj en filhmati agiw $27%EnorkiÐzñwñ uñmÎajÐ  
Îton kurion anagnwsqhnai thn epistolhn ) )Ð   
 
 
p.100 (2 Thes 1:1-3)409 
 
 ‘      proj qessalonikeijñ bñ410 
 
$1%Pžauloj kai silouanoj kai tiñmñÎoÐ 
qeoj th ekklhsia qessalñoñnñÎikeÐ 
wn en QžWž PžRžIž hmwn kai KžUž411 ÎIhsou CristwÐ  
$2%Cžarij u?min kai eirhnh apo QžÎUž patrojÐ  
hmwn kai KžUž IžUž CžUž\ $3%eucaÎristeinÐ  
Ožfilomen412 tw QžWž pantÎote periÐ  
u?mwn adelfoi kaqÎwj axion eÐ 
stin oti u?peñrñÎauxanei h pistijÐ  




                                                          
405
 kai | tÐouj | orkiÐzw (Sanders records orkizw in place of enorkizw, and notes that this disagrees with Westcott 
and Hort, which adopts the latter. The NA28 also reads enorkizw, which has been adopted for this edition as well, 
given that the beginning of the word is in square brackets and there is no way to tell which reading was original to 
Codex I) | umÎajÐ 
406
 It is worth noting that the space here, which extends to the end of the line, is a somewhat rare phenomenon. It 
is more often the case that sense breaks are only noted by raised dots or by the combinations of incipits and 
paragraphoi. The same applies for the second space which occurs a couple of lines later. Occasionally there are 
smaller spaces following raised dots, but they do not often stretch to the line’s end as is the case here.  
407
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: proseucesqai / NA28: proseucesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).      
408
 VARIANT – Codex I: [kai omitted before peri] / NA28: kai peri (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, 
though it is marked as an uncertain reading, i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur). 
409
 timÎoÐqeoj | qessalonÎikeÐwn | užmin | eucañrÎisteinÐ | pantotñÎe | uperñÎauxanei | u?mñwÎn 
410
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj qessalonikeij b) 
has decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
411
 VARIANT – Codex I: KžUž / NA28: kuriw (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment points 
out that kuriw is the correct reading with the preposition en, and suggests that perhaps the scribe introduced the 
error through attraction to the noun Ihsou (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 258). 
412





p.101 (2 Thes 1:10-11)413 
                                 KG414 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $10%otan elqh endoÐ  
ÎxÐasqñhnai en toij agioij autou kai  
ÎqÐañumasqhnai en pasin toij pi 
ÎstÐeusasin\ oti episteuqh to  
ÎmarÐturion hmwn ef u?maj en th   
ÎhmeÐra ekeinh $11%eij o kai proseu 
ÎcomÐeqa pantote peri u?mwn  
Îina uÐmaj axiwsh thj klhsewj415  
Îo qeoj hmwnÐ kñai plhrwsh pasan   
Îeudokian agaqwsunhj kaiÐ er 
Îgon pistewj en dunamei ) ) ) )Ð 
  
 
p.102 (2 Thes 2:5-8)416 
 
$5%Ožu mnhmoneuete oti eti wn pñÎrojÐ  
u?maj tauta elegon u?min $6%kai ÎnunÐ  
to katecon oidatai417 eij to apÎokaÐ 
lufqhnai auton en tw autñoñuñ418 ÎkaiÐ  
rw $7%to gar musthrion hdh eñnñeñÎrÐ 
geitai thj anomiaj monoÎn o kaÐ 
tecwn arti ewj ek mñeñÎsou genhÐ 
tai $8%kai tote apÎokalufqhsetaiÐ  
o añnñoñmñoñjñ oñnñ oñ KñžÎSž Ihsouj anelei twÐ  
Îpneumati tou stomatoj autou ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.103 (2 Thes 2:14-17)419 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) eij peripoihsinÐ  
ÎdoÐxhj tou KžUž hmwn IžUž CžUž\  
$15%ÎaraÐ oun adelfoi sthketai420 kai  
ÎkrÐateite taj paradoseij aj e 
ÎdidÐacqhtai421 eite dia logou eite  
Îdi eÐpistolhj hmwn\ $16%autoj de o  
Îkurioj hÐmñwn IžSž CžSž kai o QžSž kai422 PžHžRž hmw›  
                                                          
413
 ÎqÐaumñasqhnai | umaj  
414
 The quire number KG (23) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
415
 Terminal sigma on klhsewj. 
416
 pÎrojÐ | užmin | nÎunÐ | apoñkñÎaÐlufqhnai | autoñuñ | kñÎaiÐ | enñeñÎrÐgeitai | mesÎou | apokaluñÎfqhsetaiÐ | anomoj on o 
KžÎSž 
417
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: oidatai / NA28: oidate (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
418
 VARIANT – Codex I: autou / NA28: eautou (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
419
 dñoxhj | ÎarÐa | kñrateite | ediñdacqhtai | ÎdÐiñ epistolhj | hÐmwn | agaphÐsaj | kai elpida | parakaÐlesai umwn 
420
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: sthketai / NA28: sthkete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
421
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: edidacqhtai / NA28: edidacqhte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
422





Îo agaphÐsñaj hmajñ kai douj paraklh 
Îsin aiwnian kai eÐlpida agaqhn eñnñ  
Îcariti $17%parakalesaiÐ u?ñmñwñnñ taj423  
Îkardiaj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.104 (2 Thes 3:8-10)424 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $8%oude dwreanÐ  
arton efagomen para tinoj Îall enÐ  
kopw kai mocqw nukta kai hmñÎeranÐ425  
ergazomenoi proj to mh epibÎarhsaiÐ  
tina u?mwn $9%ouc oti ouk eñcñoñmñÎen exouÐ 
sian all ina eautouj tñupon dñÎwmenÐ  
užmin eij to mimisqñañi426 hñmñañj $10%kñÎai gar oÐ 
te hmen proj u?mñaj toñutñÎo parhggelÐ 
lomen užmin otñÎi ei tij ou qelei erÐ 
gñañÎzesqai mhde esqietw ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.105 (Heb 1:1-3)427 
         proj ebraiouj428           ‘ 
 
$1%ÎPoÐlumerwj429 kai polutropwj   
ÎpaÐlai o QžSž lalhsaj toij patrasin  
ÎenÐ toij profhtaij $2%ep escatou  
ÎtwÐn hmerwn toutwn elalhsen  
ÎhmÐin en uiñw on eqhken klhrono 
ÎmonÐ pantwn di ou kai epoihsen  
Îtouj aiÐwñnaj $3%ojñ wn apauÎgÐañsñmñañ tñhñjñ430  
Îdoxhj kai carakÐtñhñrñ tñhñÎj uÐpñoñsñtñañ 




                                                          
423
 Terminal sigma on taj. 
424
 hmÎeranÐ | ecomeÎn | u?min | mimisqai | hmaj | ÎkÐañÎi | gÐañÎr | umñaj | toutÎo 
425
 VARIANT – Codex I: nukta kai hmeran / NA28: nuktoj kai hmeraj (this variant is recorded in the NA28 apparatus 
with certainty, but perhaps it should be marked as an uncertain one given that the latter half of hmeran is missing 
from Codex I). 
426
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: mimisqai / NA28: mimeisqai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
427
 ÎeÐnñ | ÎtÐwñn | uiw | klhronoÎmoÐn | ÎtoÐuj aiwnaj | oj | apaugasma thj | carakÐthrñ | thñj uñpostñaÎsewj 
428
 There is a staurogram in the upper right corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj ebraiouj) has 
decorative lines both above and below the letters.  
429
 Interestingly, the rho of polumerwj  is very small here, and its tail does not extend down into the following line 
like almost every other rho throughout the manuscript, despite it not being close to the end of a line where it has 
been made small elsewhere for reasons of space constraint. Additionally, instead of just going straight down, it 
curves off to the left a little bit so as not to intrude on the supralinear stroke below it that depicts the nomina 
sacra form  of qeoj. This is a unique occurence. Perhaps the scribe does so, intentionally refraining to breach the 
nomina sacra form, in order to revere the name of deity, just like the nomina sacra form itself does.  
430





p.106 (Heb 1:9-12)431 
 
Džia touto ecrisen se o QžSž o QžSž sñÎouÐ  
elaion agalliasewj para touÎj meÐ 
tocouj sou $10%kai su kat arcaj KžñÎEž thnÐ  
ghn eqemeliwsaj kai ergañ ÎtwnÐ  
ceirwn sou eisin oi OžUžNžOžIž $11%aÎutoiÐ  
apolountai su de diameneÎij kaiÐ  
panteñj wj imatñion palñÎaiwqhsonÐ 
tañiñ $12%kñÎaiÐ wsei pñÎeribolaion elixeijÐ  
Îautouj wj imation kai allaghsontai ) ) ) ) )Ð   
 
 
p.107 (Heb 2:4-7)432 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai pneumatoj agiouÐ  
ÎmeÐrismoi433 kata thn autou qelh 
ÎsiÐn\ $5%ou gar aggeloij užpetaxen  
ÎthnÐ oikoumenhn thn mellousa›  
ÎpeÐrñi hj laloumen $6%diemartura 
Îto dÐe pou tij legwn ti estin an 
ÎqrwÐpñoñj oñti mimnhskh autou  
Îh uioj AžÐNžOžUž oñti episkepth au 
Îton $7%hlattwsÐañj añuton brñañcu ti  
Îpar aggelouj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.108 (Heb 2:12-14)434 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) en mesw ekklhÐ 
siaj užmnhsw se\ $13%kai palin eñÎgwÐ  
esomai pepoiqwj ep autw kñÎaiÐ  
palin iždou egw kai ta paidñiñañ Îa moiÐ  
edwken o QžSž\ $14%epi435 oun ta ÎpaidiaÐ  
Kžekoinwnhken aimatoj kñañiñ ÎsarÐ 
koj kai autoj paraplhsiwÎj meteÐ 
sñcñeñnñ tñwñnñ añuñtñwñnñ iñnñañ dñiñañ Îtou qaÐ 
nñañtñoñuñ kñañtñañrñgñÎhsh ton to kratoj econtaÐ  





                                                          
431
 sÎouÐ | erga | pantej | imation | palÎaiwqhsonÐtai | kñañiñ 
432
 ÎmÐerismoi | qelhsñiñnñ | ÎtÐhñnñ | pñeñri | dñe | anÎqrwÐpñoj | oti | oti | hlattwsÐaj | auton | bracu  
433
 VARIANT – Codex I: merismoi / NA28: merismoij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment 
points out that this is one of very few genuine errors found in Codex I, which creates a nonsense reading 
(Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 259). The omission of the sigma, creating a nominative plural in place of the 
dative plural, obviously does not fit.  
434
 u?mnhsw | eñgÎwÐ | kñañiñ | i?dou | paidia añ mñoñÎiÐ | paiñdñÎiaÐ | kñaiñ sñÎarÐkoj | meteÐscen twn autwn ina dia tñoñÎu | 
qaÐnñañtou katarñgñÎhsh 
435





p.109 (Heb 3:4-6)436 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $4%paj gar oikojÐ   
ÎkaÐtaskeuazetai u?po tinoj o de  
ÎpaÐnta kataskeuasaj QžSž\  
$5%ÎkaiÐ mñwushj men pistoj en olw  
Îtw oÐikw autou wj qerapwn eij437  
ÎmarÐtñurioñn twn lalhqhsome 
ÎnwnÐ $6%CžSž de wj UžSž epi ton oiko›  
ÎautouÐ oñu oikoj esmen hmeñiñjñ438  
Îeanper thn paÐrñrñhsiañnñ kñañiñ ÎtoÐ   
Îkauchma thj elpidoj katascwmenÐ 
 
 
p.110 (Heb 3:14-16)439 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $14%metocoiÐ  
gar tou CžUž gegonamen eanperñ ÎthnÐ  
archn thj u?postasewj meÎcri teÐ 
louj baibean440 katascwmen\  
$15%Ežn tw legesqai shmeron eÎan thjÐ  
fwnhj autou a?koushtai441 ÎMh sklhÐ 
runhtai442 taj kardiaj u?mÎwn wjÐ  
eñnñ tñwñ parapikñrñañsmw $16%Îtinej garÐ  
akousantej pÎarepikranan alÐ 
l ou pñÎantej oi exelqontej exÐ  
ÎAiguptou dia Mwusewj ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.111 (Heb 4:3-6)443 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) kaitoi twn ergwn apoÐ   
ÎkaÐtabolhj kosmou genhqentw›  
$4%ÎeiÐrhken gar pou peri thj ebdo 
mñhj outwj kai katepausen o QžSž444  
ÎeÐn th hmera th ebdomh apo pa› 
ÎtÐwñn twn ergwn autou $5%kai en tou 
Îtw pÐañlin h445 eiseleusontai eij th›  
ÎkaÐtñapñÎaÐuñsin mou\ $6%epi446 oun ažpo 
                                                          
436
 ÎpÐañnta | mwushj | ÎtÐwñ oikw | ÎmarÐturion | ÎautoÐu ou | hñmñÎeij (MSI images help confirm the reading) | 
pñañrñrñhsiañn kañiñ 
437
 Terminal sigma on eij.  
438
 Terminal sigma on hmeij. 
439
 eanper | užpostasewj | mecÎri | akoushtai | umÎwn | en tw | parapikrasmw | tñiñÎnej | pañÎrepikranan | pÎantej 
440
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: baibean / NA28: bebaian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
441
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: akoushtai / NA28: akoushte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
442
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: sklhrunhtai / NA28: sklhrunhte (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
443
 katabolhj | eñirhken | ebdomhj | kateupasen (this is likely just a typing mistake in Sanders) | eñn | pa›tñwn | touÎtÐwñ 
palin | ÎkÐañtapausin | ažpoÎleiÐpeñtai tinaj | proÐteron euhggelÎisqentej  
444
 Terminal sigma on QžSž. 
445





Îleipetai tinajÐ eiselqein eij447  
Îauthn kai oi proteroÐnñ eñuhñggeñliñ 
Îsqentej448 ouk eishlqon di apeiqeianÐ  
 
 
p.112 (Heb 4:12-14)449 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai kritiÐ 
koj enqumhsewj450 kai ennoiñÎwnÐ  
kardiaj $13%kai ouk estin ktisiñjñ ÎafaÐ 
nhj enwpion autou panta deñ ÎguÐ 
mna kai tetracilismenañ451 tñoñijñ oñÎfqalÐ 
moij autou proj on hmiñnñ o logÎojÐ  
$14%Ežcontej oun arcierea megñÎan dieÐ 
lhluqota touj OžUžNžñOžñUžñSžñ IžñÎN tonÐ  
UžñNžñ tñoñuñ QžñUž kñratwmeñnñ Îthj omologiajÐ  
 
 
p.113 (Heb 5:5-7)452 
 
ÎUioj mou ei su egw shmeronÐ  
ÎgeÐgennhka se\ $6%kaqwj kai en e 
ÎterÐw legei su ižereuj eij ton aiw 
ÎnaÐ kñata thn taxin melcisedek\  
$7%ÎoÐjñ eñn taij hmeraij thj sarkoj453  
ÎauÐtou dñeñhñsñeij te kai ižkeisiaj454  
Îproj ton duÐnñañmñenon swzein ÎautonÐ   
Îek qanatou metaÐ kñrñañughj eñiñsñcñuñ 
Îraj455 kai dakruwn proÐsñeñnñeñÎgkajÐ 
 
 
p.114 (Heb 6:1-3)456 
 
$1%ÎDio afentej ton thj archj touÐ  
CžUž logon epi thn teliothtañ457 ÎfeÐ 
rwmeqa mh palin qemelionñ ÎkaÐ 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
446
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epi / NA28: epei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
447
 Terminal sigma on eij. 
448
 VARIANT – Codex I: euhggelisqentej/ NA28: euaggelisqentej (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus; the eta is very faded and partially broken, so this variant is quite uncertain). 
449
 ennoiwñÎnÐ | ktisij | de gñumna | tetracilismena toij oÎfqalÐmoij | hmin | OžUžNžñOžUžSžñ | UžNž | kratwmeñnñ 
450
 VARIANT – Codex I: enqumhsewj / NA28: enqumhsewn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
451
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: tetracilismena / NA28: tetrachlismena (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
452
 ÎgÐegennhka | eÎtÐeñrw | aiwÎnÐañ kata | en | dehseij | ižkeisiaj ñ | duÐnñañmenon | añuñtñoñ› | kñrñaughj | eiscuÎraj 
453
 Terminal sigma on sarkoj. 
454
 VARIANT – Codex I: ikeisiaj / NA28: ikethriaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Terminal 
sigma on ikeisiaj. Wayment points out that this is one of very few nonsense readings found in Codex I (Wayment, 
Scribal Characteristics, 259).  
455
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eiscuraj / NA28: iscuraj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
456
 teliothta | qemelion | apÎo | epi | epiqñesÎewjÐ | tñeñ | aiwniou | toÐUto | poihsoñmñeñn 
457





taballomenoi metanoiaj apñÎo neÐ 
krwn ergwn kai pistewj epñi QžñÎNžÐ  
$2%baptisqenn458 didachj epiqñeñsñÎewjÐ  
te ceirwn a?nastasewj ÎteÐ nñÎekrwnÐ  
kai krimatoj aiwnñiou $3%Îkai toÐ 
Užto pñoihñsoñmñeñnñ Îeanper epitreph o qeojÐ 
 
  
p.115 (Heb 6:10-13)459 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) diakonhÐ  
ÎsaÐntej toij agioij kai diakonou› 
ÎtÐeñj\ $11%epiqumoumen de ekasto›  
ÎuÐmñwn thn authn endiknusqai460  
sñpoudhn proj thn plhroforia›  
tñhj pistewj acri telouj $12%ižna mh  
ÎnÐwqroi genhsqai461 mimhte462 de tw›  
Îdia pÐiñsñtñewj kai makroqumiaj463  
ÎklhronÐoñÎmÐoñuntñwn taj epagge 
Îliaj $13%Tw garÐ añbñÎrÐañañmñ eñpagñgñila 
Îmenoj464 o qeoj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.116 (Heb 6:20-7:2)465 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $20%opou proÐ 
dromoj u?per hmwn eishlqeñÎn IhsoujÐ  
kata thn taxin melcisedeñkñ ÎarÐ 
ciereuj genomenoj eij ton añÎiÐ 
wna\ $1%outoj gar o melcisedñeñÎkÐ  
Bžasileuj salhm iereuj tou QžUžñ ÎtouÐ  
u?yistou oj466 sñuñnñañntñhñsañj añÎbraamÐ  
uñpñoñsñtñrñeñfñoñnñtñiñ añpñoñ tñhñjñ kñoñpñÎhjÐ  
                                                          
458
 VARIANT – Codex I: baptisqenn / NA28: baptismwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
Wayment points out that this is one of very few nonsense readings found in Codex I (Wayment, Scribal 
Characteristics, 259). 
459
 diakonhÐsñañntej | ina | piÐsñtñewj | ÎklhronÐoñmountwn | añbñraam epaggilaÎmenoj  
460
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: endiknusqai / NA28: endeiknusqai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
461
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: genhsqai / NA28: genhsqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
462
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: mimhte / NA28: mimhtai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
463
 Terminal sigma on makroqumiaj. 
464
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epaggilamenoj / NA28: epaggeilamenoj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
465
 eishlqeÎn | melcisedek | melcisedeÎkÐ | uyistou | sunanthsaj | añbñÎraamÐ | upoñsñtrefonti apoñ | Îthj kophjÐ | 
basiñlñeñÎwn | autñon | wñ kÎai  
466
 VARIANT – Codex I: oj / NA28: o (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). Metzger points out that o is 
likely the correct reading despite oj being witnessed by the better manuscripts. The relative pronoun oj is not 
syntactically correct in this sentence. Says he, “In this case one can see how the primitive error entered both the 
Alexandrian and Western traditions: the following word begins with the letter sigma (sunanthsaj), so the correct o 
came to be pronounced and spelled oj.” Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D. Ehrman, The Text of the New Testament: Its 
Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration, 4
th





twn bñañsñiñlñÎewn kai euloghsajÐ  
añuñtñoñnñ $2%Îw kai dekathn apo pantwnÐ   
Îemerisen Abraam ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.117 (Heb 7:7-11)467 
                               KD468  
 
$7%Îcwrij de pashj antilogiaj toÐ  
Îelatton upo tou kreittonojÐ   
ÎeuÐlogeitai\ $8%kai wde men dekataj469  
ÎaÐpñoqnhskontej AžNžOžIž lambanou 
ÎsÐin ekei de marturomenoj470 oti  
zñh $9%kai wj epoj eipein diañ471 abraam  
ÎkaÐiñ lñeñuñeñiñjñ472 o dekataj lambanw›  
ÎdeÐdñeñkñañtñwñtñañiñ $10%eti gar en tñhñ oñsñfñuñiñ  
Îtou paÐtñrñoñjñ hñÎn otÐeñ sñuñnñhñnñtñhñsñeñnñ  
Îautw MelcisÐeñdñeñkñ $11%eñiñ mñeñÎnÐ  
Îoun teleiwsij diaÐ tñhñjñ lñeñÎuitiÐ   
Îkhj ierwsunhj hn ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.118 (Heb 7:18-20)473 
 
$18%Ažqethseij474 men gar geinetai475 prÎoaÐ 
goushj entolhj dia to authj ÎaÐ 
sqenej kai anwfelej $19%ou 
den gar eteliwsen476 o nomoj eñpñ 
eñisagwgh de krittonoj477 elpidñÎojÐ  
di hj eggizomen tw QžWž  
$20%Kñžai kaq oson oÎu cÐwñrñij orñÎkwmÐ 
osiaj oi menñ Îgar cwrij orkwmosÐ 






                                                          
467
 eulogeitai | añpoqnhskontej | lambanousñin | ÎkÐañi leueij | ÎdeÐdekañtñwtai | th osfuiñ | patrojÐ (the MSI images 
help confirm text not seen by Sanders here) | hñnñ ote | sñuñnhnthñsñeñnñ | MÐelcisedekñ | ei meñÎnÐ | thj leuiñtñÎikhj  
468
 The quire number KD (24) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
469
 Terminal sigma on dekataj.  
470
 VARIANT – Codex I: marturomenoj / NA28: marturoumenoj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
471
 VARIANT – Codex I: dia / NA28: di (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
472
 VARIANT – Codex I: leueij / NA28: Leui (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus; leueij is a Hellenized 
version of the indeclinable Leui).  
473
 eñpñeisagwgh | elpidÎojÐ | Kžai | ouñ cñwñrij | orkñÎwmÐosiaj | men | orkwmosÐiñaj 
474
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: aqethseij / NA28: aqethsij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
475
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: geinetai / NA28: ginetai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
476
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eteliwsen / NA28: eteleiwsen (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
477





p.119 (Heb 7:27-8:1)478 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) epeita twn touÐ  
ÎlÐañou\ touto gar epoihsen efa 
pñax\ eauton prosenegkaj\479  
$28%ÎoÐ nñomoj gar AžNžOžUžSž kaqisthsin  
ÎieÐrñeij480 econtaj asqenian\481  
Îo logÐoj de thj orkwmosiaj thj482  
ÎmetaÐ ton nomñon u?ižon eij ton  
ÎaiwnaÐ tñeñtñÎeleiwÐmñenon $1%kefal 
Îaion de epi toij leÐgomenoij toi 
Îouton ecomen aÐrcñiñerea ojñ eñkñañ 
Îqisen en dexia tou qronouÐ tñhñjñ483  
megalwsunhj en toij ouranoij ) )Ð  
 
  
p.120 (Heb 8:7-9)484 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $7%Ei gar h prwthÐ  
ekeinh hn amemptoj ouk an dñÎeuÐ 
teraj ezhteito topoj\485  
$8%Mžemfomenoj gar autouj lÎegeiÐ  
idou hmerai ercontai legeiñ ÎkuriojÐ  
kai suntelesw epei486 ton oÎikonÐ  
IžSžLž\ kai epei487 toñÎnÐ oñiñkñoñn iñoñuñÎdaÐ  
diaqhkhn kainñÎhn $9%ou kÐañtñÎa thnÐ  
dñiñañqhkhn hnñ Îepoihsa toij patrasinÐ  
añuñtñwñnñ eñnñ hñmñÎera epilabomenou mouÐ  
Îthj ceiroj autwn ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.121 (Heb 9:1-4)488 
 
$1%ÎEice men oun kai h prwÐ  
ÎtÐhñ dikaiwmata latriaj489 to te agi 
ÎoÐn kosmikon $2%skhnh gar kateskeu 
añsqh h prwth en h h te lucnia  
kñai h trapeza kai h proqesij tw›  
                                                          
478
 lñaou | oñ nomoj | ÎieÐreij | loÐgoj | nomon | užižon | teteleñiñwñmenon | tñoñiñÎj leÐgomenoij | aÐrcierea | oj ekaÎqisen | 
thj 
479
 VARIANT – Codex I: prosenegkaj / NA28: anenegkaj (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
480
 VARIANT – Codex I: iereij / NA28: arciereij (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, though it is marked 
as an uncertain reading, i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur).  
481
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: asqenian / NA28: asqeneian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
482
 Terminal sigma on thj. 
483
 Terminal sigma on thj.  
484
 Memfomenoj | leñgñÎeiÐ | legei | toñnñ oikon ÎioudaÐ | kaiÎnhn | kÐatñÎa | dñiñaqhkhn | autwn en hmñÎera 
485
 Termina sigma on topoj (though somewhat uncertain).  
486
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epei / NA28: epi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
487
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epei / NA28: epi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
488
 ÎmeÐta | deuteron | skhnh h | lñeñgomenh | agia | ecousa | kiÐbñwton thj diaÎqhkhj 
489





añrtwn htij legetai agia\  
$3%ÎmeÐtñañ de to deñuñteron katapeta 
ÎsmaÐ sñkñhnñhñ hñ lñeñgñomenh agiañ  
Îagiwn $4%crusounÐ eñcousa qumia 
Îthrion kai thn kibwtonÐ tñhñjñ dñiñañ 
Îqhkhj perikekalummenhn pantoqen crusiwÐ 
 
 
p.122 (Heb 9:9-11)490 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kaq hn dwÐ 
ra te kai qusiai prosferontaÎi mhÐ  
dunamenai kata suneidhsin ÎteÐ 
liwsai491 ton latreuonta $10%monoÎnÐ  
epi brwmasin kai pomasin kñÎaiÐ   
diaforoij baptismoij dikaÎiwÐ 
mata sarkoj mecri kairouñ dñÎiorÐ 
qwsewj epiñkñeñiñmñena $11%CžSž Îde parageÐ 
ÎnÐoñmñeñnñoj arñcñÎiereuj twn melÐ 
ÎlÐoñnñtwñn492 añgñañÎqwn dia thj meizoÐ 
nñoñÎj kai teleioteraj skhnhj ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.123 (Heb 9:16-19)493 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $16%oÐ 
ÎpÐou gar diaqhkh qanaton anagkh  
fñeresqai tou diatiqemenou494  
$17%ÎdÐiaqhkh gar epi nekroij bebaia  
ÎeÐpñei mhpote ižscuei ote zh o di 
ÎaÐqñemenoj $18%oqen oude h prwth  
ÎcwÐrñij aimñÎaÐtoj enkekenistai495  
$19%ÎlalhÐqñeisñÎhj gar pÐashj entolhj496  
Îkata ton nomon upoÐ mwužsewj pa› 
Îti tw law ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
  
p.124 (Heb 9:25-27)497 
 
Î ) ) ) )wsper o arciereuj eijÐ 
                                                          
490
 tñÎeÐliwsai | kÎaiÐ | dikaiÎwÐmata | kairou diÎorÐqwsewj | epikeñiñmena | paragenÐoñmenoj | arcieñÎreuj | mellÐoñnñtwn 
| agañÎqwn 
491
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: teliwsai / NA28: teleiwsai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
492
 VARIANT – Codex I: mellontwn / NA28: genomenwn (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus, though it is 
marked as an uncertain reading, i.e. “I
vid
” or ut videtur). 
493
 feresqai | ÎeÐpei | i?scuei | ÎcwÐrij | aimatoj | ÎlalhÐqeishj gñañrñ pashj  
494
 VARIANT – Codex I: diatiqemenou / NA28: diaqemenou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
495
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: enkekenistai / NA28: egkekainistai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). There is also a non-itacistic variant in this word where the gamma in the NA28 version replaces the 
first nu in the Codex I version.  
496
 Terminal sigma on entolhj.  
497





ercetai eij ta agia kat eniauÎtonÐ  
en aimati allotriw $26%epi498 edi499 aÎutonÐ  
pollakeij500 paqein apo katabñÎoÐ 
lhj kosmou\ nun501 de apax epiñ ÎsunÐ 
telia502 twn aiwnwn eij aqethñÎsinÐ  
thj amartiaj dia thñj qusiÎaj autouÐ  
pefanerwtñÎai $27%kaÐiñ kñañqñ ÎosonÐ  
Ažpokeitai tñÎoij anqrwpoij apax apoÐ 
ÎqÐañnÎein meta de touto krisij ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.125 (Heb 10:5-8)503 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) swma de kathrÐ  
ÎtisÐwñ moi\ $6%olokautwmata kai pe 
rñi amartiaj ouk hudokhsaj\504 $7%to 
ÎtÐe eipon iždou hkw\ en kefali 
dñi bibliou gegraptai peri emou  
ÎtoÐuñ poihsai o QžSž to qelhma sou  
$8%ÎhbouÐlñhqhsñañnñ505 añnwteron legw›ñ  
Îoti qusian kai prÐoñsforañnñ506 kñañiñ oñlñ 
Îokautwmata kaiÐ pñeñri amñañrñÎtiajÐ   
Îouk hqelhsaj oÐuñdeñ ÎeudokhsajÐ  
Îaitinej kata nomon prosferontaiÐ  
 
 
p.126 (Heb 10:16-18)507 
 
$16%Î ) ) ) ) ) ) Auth h diaqhkh hnÐ   
Îdiaqhsomai proj autouj metaÐ  
taj hmeraj ekeinaj legei KžSž ÎdiÐ 
douj nomouj mou epi kardiaj ÎauÐ 
twn kai epi thn dianoian autÎwnÐ  
epigrayw autouj $17%kai twn anÎoÐ  
miwn autwn kai twn amarñÎtiwnÐ508  
                                                          
498
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epi / NA28: epei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
499
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: edi / NA28: edei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
500
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: pollakeij / NA28: pollakij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
501
 VARIANT – Codex I: nun / NA28: nuni (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
502
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: suntelia / NA28: sunteleia (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
503
 kathrtÐisw | tote | kefalidi | tou | hñboulhqhsañnñ | anwteron | ÎotÐi quñsian kai prñoñsforan kai olÎokautwÐmata 
kai peri | amartiaj | oñudeñ eudokhsaj 
504
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: hudokhsaj / NA28: eudokhsaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
505
 VARIANT – Codex I: hboulhqhsan / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
Wayment points out that “hboulhqhsan  [is] a phonetic corruption of the aorist eboulhqhsan,” and goes on to 
assert, “The scribe or lector was certainly mentally harmonizing the quotation with LXX Ps 39:9 (40:9 MT), which 
contains the reading eboulhqhn, but either scribe or lector inadvertently changed the third-person singular to a 
third-person plural” (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 260).  
506
 VARIANT – Codex I: qusian kai prosforan / NA28: qusiaj kai prosforaj (this variant is included in the NA28 
apparatus, though the nu at the end of qusian is no longer visible, and the nu at the end of prosforan is uncertain; 
so this variant is somewhat difficult if not impossible to verify anymore). 
507





autwn ou mh mnhsqhñsoÎmai etiÐ  
$18%Oñžpñoñuñ dñe añfesij tÎoutwn ouketi prosÐ 
fñoñrñañ perñÎi aÐmñañÎrtiaj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.127 (Heb 10:26-29)509 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) $26%Ekousiwj gar amarÐ  
Îtanontwn hmwn meta to labeinÐ  
tñhñn epignwsin thj alhqeiaj ou 
kñeti peri amartiwn apoleipe 
tñai qusia\ $27%fobera de tij ekdo 
ÎcÐh krisewj kai puroj510 esqiein mel 
ÎlÐoñntoj touj u?penantiouj\  
$28%ÎaqÐethsaj tij nomon mwu?sewj511  
ÎcÐwñrñij oiktiñrñmwn epi dusin  
Îh trisin maÐrñtñuñsñiñnñ añpoqnhskñeñiñ  
$29%Îposw dokeite ceirÐoñnñoj añÎxiwqhÐ 
Îsetai timwriaj o ton uion tou qeouÐ 
Îkatapathsaj ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.128 (Heb 10:35-38)512 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $35%mh apobalhteÐ  
oun thn parrhsian u?mwn htñiñÎj eÐ 
cei megalhn misqapodosianñ $36%uñÎpoÐ 
monhj gar ecetai513 crian514 ižna toñ qñÎeÐ 
lhma tou QžUž poihsantej komiñsñÎhÐ 
sqai515 thn epaggelian\ $37%eti gar ÎmiÐ 
Kžron o?son o?son o ercomenoñÎj hÐ 
xei kai ou cronñiñeñiñ516 $38%oñ dñÎe dÐiñkñañiñoñjñ517  
ek pistewj zñhñÎseÐtñañiñ Îkai ean uÐ 
pñostilhtÎai518 oukÐ eñuÎdokei h yuchÐ  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
508
 VARIANT – Codex I: anomiwn autwn kai twn amartiwn / NA28: amartiwn autwn kai twn anomiwn (this variant 
does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment cites this variant as evidence that the scribe may have been 
copying the text in segments as long as eight words long at a time. He also points out that the altered word order 
does not change the meaning of the text but may, indeed, be a “partial harmonization to the wording of the Greek 
text of Jer 38:34 (31:34 MT)” (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 258).  
509
 thn | ekdocñh | mellñontoj | añqñethsaj | cñwrij | oiktirmwn | maÐrñtuñsñin apoqnhskeiñ 
510
 VARIANT – Codex I: [zhloj omitted following puroj] / NA28: zhloj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
511
 Terminal sigma on mwu?sewj.  
512
 užmwn | htiññjñ | misqapodosian | i?na | to | komisÎhÐsqai | croniei | de dikaioÎjÐ | ÎzhseÐtñañiñ | Îouk eudokei h yuch 
mou en autwÐ (this small section of text is omitted in Sanders). 
513
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: ecetai / NA28: ecete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
514
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: crian / NA28: creian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
515
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: komishsqai / NA28: komishsqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
516
 VARIANT – Codex I: croniei / NA28: cronisei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
517





Îmou en autw ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð   
 
 
p.129 (Heb 11:6-7)519 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) pisteusai gar deiÐ  
tñon prosercomenon520 QžWž oti  
ÎeÐsñtin kai toij ekzhtousin au 
ÎtÐon misqapodothj ginetai\  
$7%ÎpÐisti521 crhmatisqeij nwe peri  
ÎtÐwñn mhdepw blepomenwn  
ÎeuÐlabhqeij kateskeuasen ki 
ÎbwÐtñon eij swthñrñiñañnñ tou oikou  
ÎautouÐ dñiñ hñÎj kateÐkñrñiñnñeñ522 tonñ koñ 
Îsmon kai thj kataÐ pñiñsñtin dikai 
Îosunhj egeneto klhronomoj ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.130 (Heb 11:12-15)523 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) kai wj h ammoj h paraÐ 
Îto ceiloj thj qalasshj h anaÐ 
riqmhtoj\ $13%kata pistin apeñÎqaÐ 
non outoi pantej mh komisÎameÐ 
noi524 taj epaggeliaj alla porrwñ 
qen autaj eidontej525 kai aspasñÎaÐ 
menoi kai omologhsantej otñÎiÐ  
xenoi kai parepidhmoi eisiñÎn eÐ 
pei526 thj ghj $14%oi gar toiauta leÎgonÐ 
tej emfanizousin otiñ pñÎatridaÐ  
epizhtousñiñnñ $15%kñai eñÎi men ekeinhjÐ  
Îemnhmoneuon af hj exebhsan ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.131 (Heb 11:22-24)527 
 
$22%ÎPistei Iwshf teleutwn periÐ  
tñhñjñ exodou twn u?i?w528 IžSžLž\ emnh 
mñoneusen kai peri twn oste 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
518
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: upostilhtai / NA28: uposteilhtai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
519
 ton | estin | autñon | ÎtÐwn | ÎeÐulabhqeij | kiÎbwÐton | swthrian | di hj kñañtñeñkrine | ton koÎsmon | pñiñstin 
520
 VARIANT – Codex I: [tw omitted following prosercomenon] / NA28: tw (this variant is included in the NA28 
apparatus). 
521
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: pisti / NA28: pistei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
522
 VARIANT – Codex I: katekrine / NA28: katekrinen (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
523
 apeqÎaÐnon | komisaÎmeÐnoi | aspasañmenoi | otÎiÐ | eisin | otÎi patridaÐ | epizhtousin | kai | ei 
524
 VARIANT – Codex I: komisamenoi / NA28: labontej (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
525
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eidontej / NA28: idontej (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
526
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epei / NA28: epi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
527
  tñhj | emnhmoneusen | autñou | diÎataÐgma | MÐwushj | lÐegesqai 
528





wn autou enetilato\529  
$23%Pisti530 mwu?shj gennhqeij ekru 
bñh trimhnon u?po twn PžRžWžNž au 
ÎtÐoñu dioti eidon astion531 to paidi 
ÎonÐ kai ouk efobhqhsan to di 
ÎatagÐmña tou basilewj\  
$24%ÎPistei MwÐuñ?shjñ megaj genome 
Înoj hrnhsato legÐeñsqaiñ UžñSžñ qñuñ 
Îgatroj faraw ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.132 (Heb 11:31-33)532 
 
$31%ÎPistei Raab h pornh ou sunapwÐ 
Îleto toij apeiqhsasin dexameÐ 
nh touj kataskopouj metñ ÎeirhÐ 
nhj\  
$32%Kžai ti eti legw epiliyei533 gar meñ534  
dihgoumenon o cronoj peri geñ 
dewn\ barak\ samywn\ ižefqñÎae\Ð  
DžAžDž\ te kai samouhl\ kai twnñ ÎproÐ 
fhtwn $33%oi dia pistewj kñañtñÎhgwÐ 
nisñañntoñ bñañsñiñlñeñiñañjñ eñiñÎrgasanÐ 
toñ dñiñkñañiñoñsñuñnñÎhnÐ eñpñeñtñuñÎcon epagÐ 
Îgeliwn efraxan stomata leontwn ) )Ð  
 
 
p.133 (Heb 11:38-12:1)535 
                                   KE536 
 
Îepi erhmiaij planwmenoi kai oreÐ 
Îsin kai sphlaioij kai taij opaijÐ  
tñhj ghj $39%kai outoi pantej martu 
rhqentej dia thj pistewj ou 
k ekomisanto taj epaggeliaj537  
$40%tou QžUž peri hmwn kritton538 ti pro 
bleyamenou ižna mh cwrij hmw›  
tñeliwqwsin\539 $1%toigaroun kai  
                                                          
529
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: enetilato / NA28: eneteilato (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
530
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: pisti / NA28: pistei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
531
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: astion / NA28: asteion (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
532
  met eirhñnhj | me | gedewn | iefñqaÎeÐ | twn | katÎhgwÐnisanto basileiaj | to dikaiosunhn | epetñuñcñÎon | 
epagÐgñeñlñiñwñÎn  
533
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epiliyei / NA28: epileiyei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
534
 VARIANT – Codex I: gar me / NA28: me gar (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
535
  thj | teliwqwsin | ÎhÐmñeij | thlikouton | econtej | hmin nefoj | oÐgñkon apoqemenoi pñañÎnta 
536
 The quire number KE (25) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
537
 VARIANT – Codex I: taj epaggeliaj / NA28: thn epaggelian (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
538
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: kritton / NA28: kreitton (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
539






ÎhÐmñeñÎiÐj thlikouñtñoñnñ540 ecñontej pe 
ÎrikeÐimenon hñmiñnñ nñefoj mar 
Îturwn ogÐkñoñnñ añpñoñqñeñmñenoñiñ ÎpanÐ 
Îta kai thn euperistaton amartianÐ 
 
 
p.134 (Heb 12:7-9)541 
 
$7%Ežij paidian542 u?pomenetai543 wj u?iñoñiñjñ  
u?min prosferetai o QžSž tij gañr  
u?i?oj on ou paideuei PžHžRž\ $8%ei de  
kai544 cwrij estai545 paidiaj546 hj me 
tocoi gegonasin pantej ara no 
qoi kai ouc u?i?oi estai\547 $9%eita toujñ  
Mžen thj sarkoj hmwn PžRžAžSž ÎeiÐ 
comen paideutaj kai enÎetreÐ 
pñoñmeqa ou polu548 malñÎlon upotaÐ 
ÎgÐhñsñÎomeqa tw patri twn pneumatwnÐ   
Îkai zhsomen ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð    
 
 
p.135 (Heb 12:16-18)549 
 
$16%mñh tij pornoj h bebhloj wj h 
sau\ oj anti brwsewj miaj ape 
doto550 ta prwtotokia autwn\551  
$17%Ežiste552 gar oti kai metepita553 qe 
lwn klhronomhsai thn eulo 
gian apedokimasqh metanoi 
Îaj gÐañr topon ouc euñrñeñnñ kñañiñpñeñr  
ÎmeÐtñañ dakruwn eñkzñhthsñañjñ  
Îauthn $18%Ou gar proselhluqateÐ  
Îyhlafwmenw ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
                                                          
540
 VARIANT – Codex I: thlikouton / NA28: tosouton (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
541
  užÎioijÐ | gar | eneÎtreÐpomeqa | malloÎn | upotaÐghsomeñqa 
542
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: paidian / NA28: paideian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
543
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: upomenetai / NA28: upomenete (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
544
 VARIANT – Codex I: kai / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
545
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: estai / NA28: este (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
546
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: paidiaj / NA28: paideiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
547
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: estai / NA28: este (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
548
 VARIANT – Codex I: [de omitted following polu] / NA28: de (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus).  
549
  mh | gÐar | euren kaiper | ÎmeÐta | ekzhthsaj añuñÎthn | pÐroselhluqateñ (this section appears to have broken off 
somewhat since Sanders saw it). 
550
 VARIANT – Codex I: apedoto / NA28: apedeto (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
551
 VARIANT – Codex I: autwn / NA28: eautou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, though autou is 
cited there as a variant). Since autwn is a singular reading, Sanders suggests that the original text may have omitted 
the word altogether. This observation is supported by the fact that the word in question here is omitted by both 
P
46
 and Clement of Alexandria. 
552
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eiste / NA28: iste (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
553





p.136 (Heb 12:25-27)554 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ei gar ekeinoiÐ  
ouk exefugon epi ghj paraithñ 
samenoi ton crhmatizonta pñÎoÐ 
lu mallon hmeij oi ton ap OžUžNžWž›  
apostrefomenoi $26%ou h fwnh  
thn ghn esaleusen tote\  
Nžun de ephggeltai legwn etñiñ añpñÎaxÐ  
egñwñ siswñ555 oñu monñon thn gñhñnñ ÎalÐ 
lñañ kñai ton OžñUžñNžOñžNž\ $27%tñoñ dñeñ eñti  
Îapax dhloi thn twn saleuomenwnÐ  
Îmetaqesin ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.137 (Heb 13:7-9)556 
 
$7%mñnhmoneuete twn hgoumenw›  
u?ñmwn oitinej elalhsan u?min  
ton logon tou QžUž\ wn anaqewrou› 
tñej thn ekbasin thj anastro 
fhj mimisqai557 thn pistin\  
$8%IžñSž CžSž ecqej kai shmñeñron o autoj558  
ÎkÐañiñ eñij touj añiwñnñañj $9%dñiñdñacñaij poi 
Îkilaij kai xenaÐiñjñ mñh parafere 
Îsqe\ kalon gar cariÐtñiñ beñbañiñoñuñsñÎqaiÐ  
Îthn kardian ou brwmasin ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.138 (Heb 13:16-18)559 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) toiautaijÐ  
gar qusiaij euarestitai560 o QžSž\  
$17%Pžiqesqai561 toij hgoumenoij u?mwñ›ñ  
kai u?peikesqai562 autoi gar agru 
pnousin u?per twn yucwn u? 
                                                          
554
  paraithsamenoi | polu | eti apÎaxÐ | egw | sisw ou | monon | ghnñ | ÎalÐla kai | OžUžNžOžNž | to de eti 
555
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: sisw / NA28: seisw (this is not cited as a variant in the NA28 but is, instead, 
mistakenly cited as a witness to the text as it stands in the NA28 with the reading seisw against a third variant, 
seiw). 
556
  umwn | anaqewrou›tej | IžSž | shmeron | ÎkÐai eij | aiwnaj | didacaij | xÐeñnñañiñjñ | mh | bñÎebÐaiousqai  
557
 VARIANT (two itacisms in one word) – Codex I: mimisqai / NA28: mimeisqe (neither of these variants appear in 
the NA28 apparatus). 
558
 Terminal sigma on autoj.  
559
  užmw› | užpeikesqai | užmwn | alusiteÎlejÐ | gar | umin touto | Pžroseucesqai peri | hmwÎn | Îpeiqomeqa gar otiÐ 
(Sanders has the variant reading pepoiqamen here instead of peiqomeqa; however, since the text is not visible, I have 
maintained the base text reading of peiqomeqa from the NA28. Also, this variant is not in the NA28). 
560
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: euarestitai / NA28: euaresteitai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
561
 VARIANT (two itacisms in one word) – Codex I: piqesqai / NA28: peiqesqe (neither of these variants appear in 
the NA28 apparatus). 
562





mwn wj logon apodwsontej563  
ižna meta caraj touto poiwsin  
kai mh stenazontej alusitÎelejÐ  
gñañr uñmñiñnñ tñoñuñto  
$18%PžrñoñseñucñesñqñañÎi564 pÐeñri hmñwñÎn\ peiqoÐ 
Îmeqa gar oti kalhn suneidhsinÐ  
Îecomen ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.139 (Heb 13:23-25)565 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $23%Ginwskete ton adelÐ 
Îfon hmwn Timoqeon apolelumeÐ 
nñon meq ou ean tacion erch 
tñai oyomai u?maj\  
$24%Añžspasasqai566 pantaj touj hgou 
menouj u?mwn kai pantaj touj567  
agiouj\  
ÎaÐsñpñazontai u?maj oi a?po thj iž 
ÎtaliÐañjñ  
$25%Îh carÐiñjñ mñetñañ pañnñtwñnñ uñmñwnñ 
       ÎprojÐ eñÎbraioujÐ568  
 
 
p.140 (1 Tim 1:1-3)569 
‘      proj timoqeon ÎaÐ570  
 
$1%Pžauloj apostoloj IžUž CžUž571 kat epi 
taghn QžUž SžRžSž hmwn kai CžUž IžUž thÎjÐ  
elpidoj hmwn $2%timoqew gnhsñÎiÐ 
w teknw en pisti\572  
Cžarij eleoj eirhnh apo QžUž PžRžSž  
                                                          
563
 Sanders has a raised dot following apodwsontej, which is not visible on the images, hence its exclusion in this 
edition. However, it is noteable that there is not a terminal sigma on apodwsontej as is the custom when a sigma 
occurs at the end of a line. This may be evidence that there really was a raised dot here, but that it has since faded.  
564
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: proseucesqai / NA28: proseucesqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
565
  apolelumeÐnon | erchtai | Ažspasasqai | añspazontai | iÎtalÐiaj | carÐij meta pantwn umwn | ÎprÐoñj ebñÎraiÐoñuj\ 
(Sanders includes this as a postscript, but only part of one letter is visible, so it is difficult to confirm—it appears 
perhaps as though this section has broken away since Sanders saw it).   
566
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: aspasasqai / NA28: aspasasqe (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
567
 Terminal sigma on touj.  
568
 VARIANT – Codex I: proj ebraiouj (as a postscript) / NA28: [omitted] (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus; the variant is quite uncertain). 
569
  gnhsÎiÐw | kaqwñÎjÐ | prosmeinñÎai | eñfesw porñeñuomenoj  
570
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj timoqeon a) has 
decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
571
 VARIANT – Codex I: IžUž CžUž / NA28: Cristou Ihsou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
572





kai CžUž IžUž tou KžUž hmwn\ $3%kaqñwñÎjÐ  
parekalesa se prosmeñiñnñÎai enÐ   
ÎEfÐeñsñwñ pñoñrñÎeuÐoñmñeñnñoñjñ Îeij MakedonianÐ 
 
 
p.141 (1 Tim 1:10-13)573 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai ei ti eÐ 
tñeron th u?giainoush didaskalia  
antikeitai $11%kata to euaggelion  
thj doxhj tou makariou QžUž o epi 
steuqhn egw\  
$12%Cžñarin ecw tw endunamwsanti  
mñe CžWž IžUž tw KžWž hmwn oti pisto›  
ÎmÐeñ hñgñhsato qemenoñj eij dñiñakoñ 
ÎnianÐ $13%Îto pÐrñoñtñeñrñoñÎn onta blasfhÐ 
Îmon kai diwkthn kai ubristhnÐ 
 
 
p.142 (1 Tim 1:19-2:1)574 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) hnÐ  
tinej apwsamenoi peri thn piñ 
stin enauaghsan $20%wn estin u?meñ 
neoj575 kai alexandroj ouj paredÎwÐ 
ka tw satana ižna paideuqwsin  
mh blasfhmein\  
$1%Pžarakalw oun prwton pantÎwnÐ  
poñiñeisqai deñhseij proseuñÎcaj enteuxeij eucaÐ 
Îristiaj uper pantwn anqrwpwn ) )Ð 
 
 
p.143 (1 Tim 2:9-13)576 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) mh en plegmasin kaiÐ  
crusiw h margaritaij h ižmati 
smw polutelei $10%all o prepi577 gu 
naixin epaggellomenaij qeo 
sebian578 di ergwn agaqwn\  
$11%Gžunh en hsucia manqanetw e›  
pash u?potagh $12%didaskein de gu 
ÎnÐaikei579 ouk epitrepw oude au 
                                                          
573
  ugiainoush | Cžarin | mñe hghsato | qemenoj | diakoÎniaÐn | to proteron onta blasfñÎhmon  
574
  užmeneoj | paredwñka | i?na | pantwÎnÐ | poieisqai | dehseij | proseuÎcaj | Îenteuxeij is omitted in Sanders and 
noted as a variant against WH, probably for spacial reasons given that he sees part of the next word, eucaristiaj, 
on the following line. However, given that none of eucaristiaj is currently visible to justify the exclusion of 
enteuxeij based on spacial considerations, the NA28 base text, which includes it, has been maintained here in the 
bracketed portion of the textÐ | eucaÐristiajñ  
575
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: umeneoj / NA28: umenaioj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
576
  i?matismw | auÎqeÐntein | androj all einai en | pñrñwñtñoñjñ eñpñlñÎasqh  
577
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: prepi / NA28: prepei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
578





ÎqenÐtñein andñrñoñjñ añlñlñ eñiñnñañiñ eñnñ  
Îhsucia $13%Adam gar pÐrñwñÎtoj eplaÐ 
Îsqh eita Eua ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.144 (1 Tim 3:7-9)580 
 
$7%di581 de kai marturian kalhn eceÎinÐ  
apo twn exwqen ižna mh eij oniñ 
dismon582 empesh kai pagida tou  
diabolou\ $8%diakonouj wsautwñÎjÐ  
Sžemnouj mh dilogouj mh oinw  
pollw prosecontaj mh aiscrñoñ 
kerdij583 $9%econtaj to musthrñiñÎonÐ  
tñhj pistewj en kñañqñarña sñuñnñÎeidhseiÐ 
 
 
p.145 (1 Tim 4:1-3)584 
 
$1%Tñoñ de PžNžAž rhtwj legei oti en u?ste 
roij kairoij aposthsontai ti 
nej thj pistewj prosecontej585  
pneumasin planoij kai didaska 
liaij daimoniwn $2%en u?pokrisei  
yeudologwn kekauthriasmenw›586  
ÎthÐnñ idian suneidhsin $3%$kwluon 
Îtwn gÐañmeinñ añpñeñcñeñsqañiñ bñrñwñmñañtñwñ›ñ  
Îa o qeoj ektisen eij metalhmyinÐ  
Îmeta eucaristiaj toij pistoij ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.146 (1 Tim 4:10-13)587 
 
Îoti hlpikamen epi qew zwnti oj estinÐ  
SžHžRž pantwn AžNžWžNž malista pistñwñ›ñ  
$11%Pžaraggelle tauta kai didaske $12%mhñ 
dij588 sou thj neothtoj katafrÎoÐ 
neitw alla tupoj ginou twn piñ 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
579
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: gunaikei / NA28: gunaiki (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
580
  ecein | i?na | onidismon | wsautwÎjÐ | aiscrñokerdij | musthriÎonÐ | thj | kaqara | sunÎeidhseiÐ 
581
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: di / NA28: dei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
582
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: onidismon / NA28: oneidismon (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; 
the variant is somewhat uncertain given the difficulty to see past the nu at the line’s end, where the potential 
variant occurs). 
583
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: aiscrokerdij / NA28: aiscrokerdeij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
584
  To | upokrisei | ÎthÐn | gÐañmein apecesqañiñ | brwmatwñ› | eñiñjñ | metalhmÐyñÎin  
585
 Terminal sigma on prosecontej.   
586
 VARIANT – Codex I: kekauthriasmenwn / NA28: kekausthriasmenwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus).  
587
  pistwñ› | katafroneitw | pistwn | anastrofh | paraklhsei 
588





stwn en logw\ en anastrofhñ  
en agaph\ en pisti\589 en agnia\590  
$13%Ežwj ercomai prosece th anañ 
gnwsei\ th paraklhseiñ Îth didaskaÐ 
Îlia ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.147 (1 Tim 5:5-9)591 
 
Îkai prosmenei taij dehsesin kai taijÐ  
pñroseucaij nuktoj kai hmeraj592  
$6%h de spatalwsa zwsa teqnhke›  
$7%kai tauta paraggelle ižna ane 
pilhmptoi wsin\ $8%ei de tij tw›  
Iñdiwn kai malista oikiwn593 ou  
pronoeitai594 thn pistin hrnh 
ÎtÐañi kai estin apistou ceirwn  
$9%ÎChraÐ kñatalegesqw mh elatñtñoñ›ñ  
Îetwn exhkoÐnñÎta geÐgñoñnuñiña eñÎnojÐ  
Îandroj gunh ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.148 (1 Tim 5:16-19)595 
 
Îkai mh bareisqw h ekklhsiaÐ  
ižna taij ontwj chraij eparkeñsñhñ  
$17%Oži kalwj proestwtej presbute 
roi diplhj timhj axiousqwsan  
malista oi kopiwntej en logw  
kai alhqeia\596 $18%legei gar h grafÎhÐ  
Ožu fimwseij boun alowntañ597 kai  
axioj o ergathj tou misqoñÎuÐ  
autou\ $19%kata presbuterñÎou kaÐ 
Tžhgorñian mñÎhÐ pañrñañdñeñcñoñÎu ektojÐ  
Îei mh epi duo h triwn marturwnÐ  
 
 
                                                          
589
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: pisti / NA28: pistei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, though 
it is cited as an example of the text as it stands in the NA28 against another variant which excludes the insertion, 
“en pneumati”. Perhaps the reading of Codex I should be excluded as a witness in the NA28 due to its alternate 
itacistic spelling). 
590
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: agnia / NA28: agneia (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
591
  proseucaij | i?na | Idiwn | hrnhtñai | katalegesqw | elatto› | eÐxhkonta gegonuia | eñnñoñjñ 
592
 Terminal sigma on hmeraj.  
593
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: oikiwn / NA28: oikeiwn (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
594
 VARIANT – Codex I: pronoeitai / NA28: pronoei (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
595
  eparkesh\ | grafhñ | misqoÎuÐ | presbuterÎou | kaÐTžhgorian | mhñ | paradecoÎu 
596
 VARIANT – Codex I: alhqeia / NA28: didaskalia (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment 
suggests that although didaskalia is likely the earlier reading, alhqeia potentially predates both Codex I and 
perhaps even its exemplar,  (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 260).   
597
 VARIANT – Codex I: ou fimwseij boun alownta / NA28: Boun alownta ou fimwseij (this variant is included in 





p.149 (1 Tim 6:1-2)598 
                             Kõ599 
 
Îtouj idiouj despotaj pashj timhjÐ  
axiouj hgeisqwsan i?na mh to o 
noma tou QžUž kai h didaskalia bla 
sfhmhtai\ $2%oi de pistouj eco› 
taj600 despotaj mh katafroni 
twsan601 ožti aždelfoi eisin alla  
mallon douleuetwsan oti pi 
stoi eisin kai agaphtoi oi thj602  
ÎeuÐerñgesiaj antñilambanomeñ 
Înoi Tauta didaÐsñÎke kai pÐañrñañkñañlñÎeiÐ 
 
 
p.150 (1 Tim 6:9-11)603 
 
aitinej buqizousin touj AžNžOžUžSž  
eij oleqron kai apwleian\ $10%riza  
gar pantwn twn kakwn estin  
h filarguria\ hj tinej oregome 
noi apeplanhqhsan a?po thj  
pistewj kai eautouj periepei 
ran odunaij pollaij\  
$11%Sžñu dñeñ wñ AžñNžñEžñ QžñUžñ ÎtÐañuta feuge  
Îdiwke de dikaiosunhn eusebeian ) )Ð 
 
 
p.151 (1 Tim 6:17-19)604 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) mh uyhÐ 
la fronein605 mhde hlpikenai e 
pi ploutw606 adhlothti all epei607  
tw608 QžWž tw pareconti hmin ta609  
                                                          
598
  ÎeÐuergesiaj | antilambanomeÎnoi | diÐdaskñe kai parakalñÎeiÐ  
599
 The quire number Kõ (26) appears in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal stroke both above and 
below the letters. 
600
 VARIANT – Codex I: econtaj / NA28: econtej (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
601
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: katafronitwsan / NA28: katafroneitwsan (this variant does not appear in the 
NA28 apparatus). 
602
 Terminal sigma on thj. 
603
 Sžu | de w AžNžñEžñ | QžUž tauta 
604
  koinwnikouj | apoqhsaurizo›ÎtaÐj | qemelion kalon eiñjñ | mellÐoñnñ ina epñiñlabñwñnñÎtaiÐ 
605
 VARIANT – Codex I: uyhla fronein / NA28: uyhlofronein (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
606
 VARIANT – Codex I: ploutw / NA28: ploutou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
607
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epei / NA28: epi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus, but it is 
cited as a witness of the following variant where Codex I uses tw following epi and the NA28 does not; however, in 
this instance the NA28 cites Codex I as using the regular epi spelling instead of the itacistic spelling [epei], which it 
really employs).  
608
 VARIANT – Codex I: tw / NA28: [omitted] (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus). 
609





panta plousiwj eij apolausi›  
$18%a?gaqoergein ploutein en ergoij610  
a?gaqoij\611 eumetadotouj einai  
ÎkÐoinwnikouj\ $19%apoqhsaurñiñzo› 
ÎtajÐ eautoij qemñÎeÐlñiñÎoÐnñ kñañlñoñÎn eijÐ  
Îto mellon ina epilabwntaiÐ   
Îthj ontwj zwhj ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.152 (2 Tim 1:1-3)612 
‘       ‘  timoqeon   b613 
 
$1%Pžauloj apostoloj IžUž CžUž614 dia qelh 
matoj QžUž kat epaggelian zwhj thj615   
en CžWž IžUž $2%timoqew agaphtw teknw  
Cžarij eleoj eirhnh apo QžUž PžRžSž kai  
CžUž IžUž tou KžUž hmwn\  
$3%Cžarin ecw tw QžWž w latreuw apo  
progonwn en kaqara suneidhñÎseiÐ   
ÎwjÐ adialeñÎipÐtÎoÐnñ eñcw thn peñÎri souÐ 
Îmneian en taij dehsesin mou nuktoj kai hmerajÐ  
 
 
p.153 (2 Tim 1:10-12)616 
 
$10%Fanerwqeisan de nun dia thj617 
epifaniaj618 tou SžRžSž hmwn QžUž619  
                                                          
610
 Terminal sigma on ergoij.  
611
 VARIANT – Codex I: agaqoij / NA28: kaloij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). After 
reviewing the usage of the words in question, both in the Pauline and deutero-Pauline letters, Wayment argues 
that agaqoij is a potentially early reading, but that kaloij is just as plausible (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 
260). 
612
  suneidhÎseiÐ | adialeipton ecw | peÎri 
613
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. Also, between the staurogram and timoqeon there is 
a ligature for proj, which is made to  resemble a staurogram (see plates 6 and 8). In the ligature, the tail of the rho 
forms the downstroke and the horizontal stroke of the pi forms the cross stroke. This is the only occurrence of the 
ligature in Codex I. The superscription heading (timoqeon b) has decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
Lastly, the beta following timoqeon is pushed out to the right several spaces.  
614
 VARIANT – Codex I: IžUž CžUž / NA28: Cristou Ihsou (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
615
 Terminal sigma on thj. 
616
  aposñtoloj | hn aiÎtiaÐn | tauta pascw all ouk eÎpaiscunomai 
617
 Terminal sigma on thj. 
618
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epifaniaj / NA28: epifaneiaj (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
619
 VARIANT – Codex I: QžUž / NA28: Cristou Ihsou (this variant is included in the NA28 apparatus as the lone 
witness). Wayment indicates that this variant is potentially early, but that it is “nearly impossible to tell, since it can 
be accounted for and dismissed on the same grounds” (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 261). He explains, “A 
shift from God to Christ Jesus would be simple to explain as an instance of scribal clarification of the text, but the 
opposite is more difficult to explain. A possible explanation seems to be that the lector conflated 2 Tim 1:8-9 with 






katarghsantoj men ton qana 
ton fwtisantoj de zwhn kai a 
fqarsian dia tou euaggeliou $11%eij620  
o eteqhn egw khrux kai apo 
ÎsÐtoloj kai didaskaloj $12%di hÎn aiÐ 
ÎtiaÐnñ kai tautañ pñañsñcñwñ Îall oukÐ eñ 
Îpaiscunomai ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.154 (2 Tim 2:2-5)621 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) $2%kai a hkousajÐ   
par emou dia pollwn marturw›  
tauta paraqou pistoij AžNžOžIžSž oi 
tinej eikanoi622 esontai kai ete 
rouj didaxai $3%sugkakopaqhson  
wj kaloj stratiwthj CžUž IžUž\  
$4%Ožudeij strateuomenoj emple 
ÎkeÐtai taij tou biou pragmatñÎeiaijÐ  
Îina tÐwñ sñtñrñañtñologhsanñÎti areshÐ  
$5%Îean de kai aÐqñlÎh tij ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.155 (2 Tim 2:14-16)623 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) diamarturomenojÐ  
enwpion tou QžUž mh logomacei›  
ep ouden crhsimon epi kata 
strofh twn akouontwn\  
$15%Sžpoudason seauton dokimo›  
parasthsai tw QžWž ergathn a 
nepaiscunton orqotomoun 
tña ton logon thj alhqeiaj\ tajñ  
$16%ÎdÐeñ bñebhloujñ kenñoñfwniajñ624 
ÎperiistÐaso\ epiñ pñlñeñiñoñnñ gñañrñ  
Îprokoyousin asebeiaj ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.156 (2 Tim 2:22-24)625 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) diwke deÐ  
dikaiosunhn pistin agaphn ei 
rhnhn meta pantwn626 twn epika 
loumenwn ton KžNž ek kaqaraj627   
                                                          
620
 Terminal sigma on eij.  
621
 emplekñetai | pragmatÎeiaijÐ | tñwñ | stratologhsantÎi | aÐqlÎh 
622
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: eikanoi / NA28: ikanoi (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus).  
623
  orqotomounta | taÎjÐ (this word appears to have accidentally been put on the following line in Sanders) | ÎdeÐ 
bebhlouj | kenofwniaj | pÎeriistÐaso | epi pleñiñoñÎn garÐ  
624
 Terminal sigma on kenofwniaj.  
625
  pantajñ | diÐdaktikon  
626





kardiaj\ $23%taj de mwraj kai apai 
Džeutouj zhthseij paraitou ei 
dwj oti gennwsei628 macaj\  
$24%Džoulon de KžUž ou di629 macesqai al 
la hpion einai proj pantñÎaj diÐ 
dñaktikoñnñ anexñikakonñ Î) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.157 (2 Tim 3:6-8)630 
 
Î ) ) kai aicmalwtizontejÐ  
gunaikaria seswreumena amar 
tiaij agomena epiqumiaij poi 
keilaij631 $7%pantote manqanonta  
kai mhdepote eij epignwsin  
alhqeiaj elqein dunamena\  
$8%Ožn trñopoñnñ dñe iañnnhj kai iambrhj632  
ÎaÐnñteñstñhñsñañnñ mñwuñsei\ outwj633  
ÎkaÐiñ outñoñiñ Îanqistantai th alhÐ 
Îqeia anqrwpoi katefqarmenoi ton nounÐ 
 
 
p.158 (2 Tim 3:16-4:1)634 
 
Îkai wfelimoj proj didaskalianÐ  
proj elegmon\ proj epanorqw 
sin\ proj paidian635 thn en dikai 
osunh\ $17%ižna artioj h o tou QžUž AžNžOžSž  
proj pan ergon agaqon exhrti 
smenoj\ $1%diamarturomai enw 
Pžion tou QžUž kai CžUž IžUž tou melloñnñ 
toj krineinñ zñwnñtñañjñ kai nekÎroujÐ  
Îkai thn epifaneian autou kai thn basileian autou\Ð 
 
 
p.159 (2 Tim 4:8-10)636 
 
Îon apodwsei moi o kurioj en ekeinhÐ  
th hmera637 ou monon de emoi al 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
627
 Terminal sigma on kaqaraj. 
628
 VARIANT – Codex I: gennwsei / NA28: gennwsin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
629
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: di / NA28: dei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
630
  tropon de | iannhj | añntesthsan mwusei | ÎkÐañi | outoi anñqñiñsñtñañnñtñañiñ th alhñÎqeia (this section appears to have 
broken off somewhat since Sanders saw it). 
631
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: poikeilaij / NA28: poikilaij (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
632
 Terminal sigma on iambrhj. 
633
 Terminal sigma on outwj. 
634
  ina | mellontoj | zñwntaj | nekrÎoujÐ  
635
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: paidian / NA28: paideian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
636






la kai pasin toñiñjñ hgaphkosin  
thn epifanian638 autou\  
$9%SžpoudñÎason elÐqñein proj mñeñ tñañ 
cewj639 $10%dhñmñañjñ gar mñe egkatelñiñ 
pen640 añgñañpñhñsñÎaj ton nun aiwnaÐ  
Îkai eporeuqh eij QessalonikhnÐ   
 
 
p.160 (2 Tim 4:18-20)641 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) kai swÐ 
sei eiñjñ thñnñ ÎbÐañsñileiñañn autou thn  
epouñrñañnñiñoñnñ\ wñ hñ dñoñxña eñiñj touj ai 
wnaj twnñ añiñwñnñwñnñ añmñhn\  
$19%Ažspasasqñeñ642 priñsñkñañnñ kañiñ añkñuñlan   
kñai ton onhñsifoñrñoñuñ ÎoikÐoñnñ $20%ÎEÐ 
ÎraÐsñtojñ ÎemeÐineñÎn en KoriÐnñÎqÐwñ tñrñoñ 
Îfimon de apelipon en MilhtwÐ  
Îasqenounta ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.161 (Titus 1:1-3)643 
 
      ÎpÐrñoñj titon644             ‘ 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
637
 VARIANT – Codex I: [o dikaioj krithj omitted following hmera] / NA28: o dikaioj krithj (this variant does not 
appear in the NA28 apparatus). Wayment suggests that this is an instance of parablepsis, though it was more likely 
the work of the lector rather than the scribe (Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 255).  
638
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: epifanian / NA28: epifaneian (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). 
639
 There is disagreement here between Sanders and the current edition. The reading tacewj is given here (which 
agrees with the NA28), while Sanders’ version reads taceion. The latter is given as a variant in the NA28 apparatus, 
albeit with the normal spelling (tacion) instead of the itacistic one (taceion). Though somewhat darkened, the text 
here is sufficiently legible to warrant a lack of underdots. It is, however, easy to see how one could make the 
mistake and read taceion instead.   
640
 Although the text is somewhat darkened here, it appears to read egkatelipen instead of enkatelipen as Sanders 
records. The NA28 reads egkatelipen and does not cite the alternate spelling (with the nu instead of the gamma) as 
a variant in its apparatus. It does, nevertheless, cite Codex I as an uncertain witness (“I
vid
” or ut videtur) to the text 
as it stands in reference to a different variant in the latter half of the word: egkateleipen instead of egkatelipen. 
Though the manuscript does indeed appear to support the NA28 reading in this regard, the note in the NA28 
apparatus does not correctly portray Sanders’ spelling of enkatelipen (with the nu instead of the gamma), but 
rather records it as egkatelipen, which is the spelling adopted in this edition.  
641
  eij | thn basileian | epouranion\ w h doxa | eij | twn aiwnwn amhn | priskan | kai akulan | kai | onhsiforou 
oikon | ÎEÐrñañstojñ | ÎemeÐiñnñeñÎn (the MSI images confirm the iota and nu with certainty) | KoriÐnñqw troñÎfimon 
642
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: aspasasqe / NA28: aspasai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus; 
the variant can be accounted for by a combination of the itacistic spelling and a probable error of dittography 
wherein the alpha and sigma are mistakenly repeated). Wayment also references this verse as a possible case of 
dittography, though he mistakenly refers to it as verse 9 instead of 19. See Wayment, Scribal Characteristics, 254.  
643
  QžUž | apostoloj | pistin eklektwn | epignwsin | eusebeian | ep | aiwniouñ | hnñ ephggeilato | ayeudñhñjñ QñžS ñž pñrño 






$1%pauloj645 douloj QñžUñž apostñoñloj646  
de IžUž CžUž kata pistiñnñ eñkñlñektwn  
QžUž kai epiñgñnñwñsñiñnñ alhqeiaj647 thj648  
kat euseÎbeÐiñañnñ $2%eñpñ elpidi zwhj649  
aiwnñiñoñuñ hñn eñpñhñgñgeilato o ayeu 
Îdhj QžSž pro cÐrñoñnwnñ aiwñniwñnñ  
$3%ÎefanerwsenÐ dñÎe kÐañiñÎroijÐ iñdñiñoñiñjñ650  
Îton logon autou ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.162 (Titus 1:10-11)651 
 
$10%Ežisin gar polloi652 anupotaktoi  
mataiologoi kai frenapatai  
malista oi ek thj peritomhj $11%oujñ653  
di654 epistomizein oitinej oloujñ655  
oikouj anatrepousin didaskonñ 
tñeñjñ a mñhñ dñeñiñ añiñsñcñroñuñ kñeñrñdñoñuñj cñañrñiñnñ 
 
 
p.163 (Titus 2:4-6)656 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) $4%ina swfronizwÐ  
si657 taj neaj filandrouj einai  
filoteknouj $5%swfronaj658  
ÎaÐgnaj\ oikourgoñuñj agañqñañjñ ÎupoÐ  
ÎtÐassomenaj tñoiñjñ idioij anñdñrñÎasinÐ  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
644
 There is a staurogram in the upper right corner of the page. The superscription heading (proj titon) has 
decorative lines both above and below the letters. 
645
 The pi of pauloj does not appear to be an incipit/paragraphos combination as is customary for this scribe at the 
beginning of each epistle. The text is somewhat faded and partially broken at this point; however, there may have 
been more here than can currently be seen.  
646
 Terminal sigma on apostoloj. 
647
 The word alhqeiaj is mistakenly mispelled as alhqiaj in Sanders. The manuscript matches the reading of the 
NA28 as noted above, both here as well as in other instances of alhqeiaj throughout the manuscript.    
648
 Terminal sigma on thj.  
649
 Terminal sigma on zwhj.  
650
 Terminal sigma on idioij.  
651
  anatrepouñsñiñn | didaskontej | añiñsñcñrou kerdouj carinñ 
652
 VARIANT – Codex I: [kai omitted following polloi] / NA28: kai (this variant does not appear in the NA28 
apparatus). The kai is included in Sanders, but it is not present in the manuscript. Hence, this manuscript is 
misrepresented in the apparatus of the NA28 as a witness to the text as it stands (with the kai included). See also 
Wayment, Two New Textual Variants, 737-38. 
653
 Possible terminal sigma on ouj, though it is uncertain since the text is darkened and partially broken off at this 
point.  
654
 VARIANT (itacism) – Codex I: di / NA28: dei (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
655
 As in the case of ouj on the previous line, there is possibly a terminal sigma ending olouj, though the damage to 
the page makes it uncertain.   
656
  oikourgouj | agaqaj upotassomenaj | toij | andrasinñ | ina | logoj | QžUž blasfhmhtai | toujñ nñeñwñterouj 
wñsñ[autwjÐ (there appears to have been some significant breakage on the bottom of this page) 
657
 VARIANT – Codex I: swfronizwsi / NA28: swfronizwsin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
658





ÎiÐna mh o loñgñoñjñ tou QñžUñž ÎblasfhÐ  
Îmhtai $6%touj newterouj wsautwjÐ   
Îparakalei swfronein ) ) ) ) )Ð  
 
 
p.164 (Titus 2:14-15)659 
 
$14%Îoj edwken eauton uper hmwn ina lutrÐ 
wñsñhñtñañiñ hmaj apo pashj anomiaj660  
kñañiñ kñañqñarish eñautw laon periouñ 
sñion zhlwthñn kalwn ergwn  
$15%ÎtaÐuñtñañ laleñiñ kñañiñ parakalei kai e 
Îlegce metaÐ pñañÎsÐhñjñ ÎeÐpñÎiÐtaghj mhñ 
Îdeij sou perifroneitw ) ) ) ) )Ð 
 
 
p.165 (Titus 3:8-9)661  
                                  KñZñ662 
 
Î ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ina fronÐ 
tñiñzousin663 kñañlñwñnñ eñrgwn pñroistñañ 
sqai oi pepñiñsñtñeñuñkotej QžñWžñ\  
ÎtauÐta estin kñañlñañ kñai wfñeñlñiñmñañ  
ÎtoÐiñj AžNžOžIžSž\ $9%mñwñrañjñ dñeñ zñÎhÐtñÎhseijÐ  
ÎkÐañiñ genealñÎogÐiñañjñ Îkai ereij664 kaiÐ  
ÎmacÐañjñ nomñÎikaj periistaso\ ) )Ð  
 
 
p.166 (Philem 1:1-3)665 
 
  ‘          pñrñoñjñ fñÎilhmonaÐ666  
 
$1%Pñžauloñjñ dñeñÎsmiojÐ CñžUñž IñžUñž kñÎaÐiñ timñoñ 
qeoj oñ añdelfoj filhmoni tÎwÐ  
añgaphtwñ kai sunñeñrgw hmwÎnÐ  
$2%Îkai ApfÐiñañ tñhñ añdñelfh kai arcipñÎpwÐ 
                                                          
659
  lutrÐwshtai | kai kaqarish | eautw | periouñsion | tñañuta | lalei kañiñ | paÐsñhj epiñtaghj | mhÎdeij 
660
 Terminal sigma on anomiaj.  
661
  fronÐtizousin | kalwn ergwn | proistasqai | pepisteukotej | QžWž | Tžauta | kala kai | wfelima | toij | mwraj 
de zhñthseñiñj | genealogiaj kñañiñ eñrñij kai | ÎmaÐcñaj 
662
 The quire number KZ (27) appears, albeit very faintly, in the upper right corner with a decorative horizontal 
stroke both above and below the letters. 
663
 VARIANT – Codex I: frontizousin / NA28: frontizwsin (this variant does not appear in the NA28 apparatus). 
664
 Sanders records ereij with the variant spelling erij. However, since this section is no longer visible, it cannot be 
verified.  
665
  projñ | Pñauloj desmiñoñjñ | kai | timoñqeoj | o adelfoj | ÎaÐgaphtw | sunergw | ÎkaiÐ (although this word is still 
entirely in square brackets, it has been moved to the following line for spacing reasons) | ApÐfñia th adelfh | 
arcipÎpwÐ | sustrÐatiwtñhñ | cÐañrñiñjñ  
666
 There is a staurogram in the upper left corner of the page. What is visible of the superscription heading (proj 
filhmona) is extremely faint and probably has decorative lines both above and below the letters as per the custom, 





Îtw sustratÐiwñÎthÐ hmwn kai ÎthÐ  
Îkat oikon sou ekklhsia $3%caÐrñiñjñ  
Îumin kai eirhnh apo qeou patroj hmwn kaiÐ  
Îkuriou Ihsou Cristou ) ) ) ) ) )Ð    
 
 
p.167 (Philem 1:14-16)667 
 
$14%ÎcÐwñrij de thj shj gnwmhj ouden hñ 
qelhsa poihsai ižna mh wjñ kñatañ anñ 
añÎgkÐhn to agaqon sou h alla kañtñañ eñÎkouÐ 
ÎsÐion $15%taca gar dia touñÎtÐoñ ecñwñÎrisqhÐ  
pñroj wran ižnñañ aiwÎnion auton apeÐ 


















                                                          
667







 Despite its damaged and somewhat fragmentary condition, Codex I is an important witness to 
the early text of the Epistles of Paul. This new transcription confirms the majority of the text as recorded 
nearly a century ago by Sanders, an excellent and capable scholar and textual critic. Most of the 
instances in which the new transcription varies from Sanders consist of differences in the placement of 
both underdots and square brackets.668 The new edition, in general, tends to be less certain of the text 
than was Sanders. As a full set of plates was not made as a part of Sanders’ edition, it is difficult to tell 
whether this was primarily due to the deterioration of the text over time, or rather, perhaps, due to a 
less conservative transcriptional approach by Sanders. I tend to think the former, since, as Sanders 
himself noted, “somewhat more was read in the first collation than could be seen on later examination, 
but the fragments now seem to be keeping perfectly and so will be available for future reference.”669 A 
comparison between the four plates which Sanders did include and their modern counterparts reveals 
little, if any, deterioration over the last century. The comparison of only four images, however, is far too 
small a sample size with which one might responsibly draw conclusions concerning the remainder of the 
manuscript. Having said that, there are certainly occasions in which Sanders saw text which is no longer 
visible in the image sets today.  
 Perhaps the greatest way in which this new edition adds to the fine work done by Sanders is in 
the inclusion of many tables and commentary, which lay out all of the manuscript’s variant readings and 
list examples of many scribal characteristics in an easily accessible format.670 The lists of variant readings 
were particularly helpful when evaluating the textual affiliation of Codex I, which appears to align more 
closely with the B/Alexandrian/Neutral textual tradition (represented by the NA28) than it does with the 
Byzantine tradition (as represented by the RP). The scribe of Codex I seems to have been both careful 
and well practised, creating relatively few errors of any major significance. Most of the scribal errors did 
little or nothing to alter the meaning of the text, and were largely either itacistic or orthographical in 
some other respect.  
 In the course of my research on Codex I, it quickly became apparent that the manuscript has 
been the unfortunate recipient of undue scholarly neglect. It is hoped that this new transcription, 
together with its supplemental data and commentary, will help to bring a measure of rectification to 
nearly a century of unwarranted oversight.  
                                                          
668
 For specific examples, see the “mini-apparatus” footnotes throughout the transcription above. For a more 
detailed explanation of these footnotes, see the discussion in the “About the Transcription” section.  
669
 Sanders, Epistles of Paul, vii. 
670
 The variant readings are based off of comparisons with both the NA28 and RP editions of the Greek New 
Testament. Examples of scribal characteristics include the use of quire numbers, terminal nu, terminal sigma, 
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